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Abstract

This thesis reports the research for the development of a neural network VLSI design 
environment where a neural application defined in a high-level programming 
environment is automatically mapped into custom VLSI chips.

This work forms the basis of the UCL hardware investigations in the Esprit II Pygmalion 
project into VLSI architectures for neural network chips. The ultimate goal is to take a 
neural network application defined by Pygmalion's neural specification language, and 
automatically translate it to one or more CMOS integrated circuits.

The thesis is composed of four parts: the neural network specification language; the 
target architecture, formed by the generic neuron model and its corresponding VLSI 
architecture; a simulator for the architecture; and finally a prototype Back Propagation 
VLSI chip.

The neural network specification language at the centre of Pygmalion has been designed 
to achieve flexibility and portability to allow an easy translation from a neural network 
specification to either binary code, for simulation, or to silicon, for execution. The 
language, named nC , has been defined as a subset of C. The basic concepts and the issues 
concerning how to use nC are fully examined in this thesis.

The target architecture is the critical issue for automatically translating a high-level 
specification of a neural network into application-specific chips. Consequently, the 
definition of a generic neuron model incorporating the main features of neural 
algorithms, and its associated VLSI architecture, form the main scope of this thesis. The 
architecture’s communication strategy and the internal organisation of the processing 
element are thoroughly investigated.

The adequacy of the proposed architectural model is analysed using a simulator 
implemented in the C language. Simulation results of the Back Propagation execution 
are presented, verifying the effects of the hardware implementation on the neural 
network execution.

The viability in terms of layout design has been evaluated by designing and fabricating a 
hand-crafted prototype VLSI chip, performing the "Back Propagation" algorithm. A 
detailed examination of the layout results is provided, including a full description of the 
cell library designed.

This work is now being advanced in the Esprit II Galatea project where a silicon 
compiler is to be incorporated to obtain a complete and integrated route from a nC  neural 
model specification into VLSI neuro-chips. This incorporation will lead to a complete 
integrated programming environment for artificial neural networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter presents the motivations and main goals o f this thesis. A 
brief introduction to the neural computing area is initially provided fo r  
the purpose o f completeness. Then, the motivations and goals o f the thesis 
are discussed. The chapter concludes with an overview o f the thesis 
contributions and thesis organisation.

1.1. Neural Computing

Neural computing has re-emerged in the last five years as an important programming 
paradigm that attempts to mimic the functionality of the human brain. This area has been 
developed to solve demanding pattern processing problems, like speech and image 
processing, which were intractable or extremely cumbersome when implemented using 
traditional computing methods25,49.

By analogy with the human brain, artificial neural networks are massively parallel 
systems that rely on simple processors and dense arrangements of interconnections25. 
These interconnection patterns can range from single-layer, feed-forward networks, like 
the early Perceptron model79, to more complex topologies, formed by multi-layers with 
backward connections, as in the Back Propagation model107, or even a vector connected 
to a two-dimensional grid of processing elements, as happens in the Self-Organising Map 
algorithm^4,68.

Despite this inherent high degree of parallelism, artificial neural networks have been 
mainly implemented as simulations on sequential machines. However, in the near future, 
these conventional machines are unlikely to be effective in providing the required 
computing capabilities to execute more challenging neural network applications19. 

Highly parallel architectures, based on very primitive processors, have the potential to 
demonstrate the genuine computing potential of artificial neural networks. To achieve 
the high performance required by some applications, it is important that special neural 

network computers, called neurocomputers, be developed. These highly parallel, 

application-specific neurocomputers provide optimised execution of the neural algorithm 
to match the requirements of more demanding applications.
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On the other hand, due to the continuous evolution of artificial neural networks, there is a 
great demand for the development of neural network programming environments, where 

neural algorithms can be developed, tested and improved in a suitable software 
environment. These neural network programming environments, which usually run on 
conventional computers, are tool-kits for the development and simulation of neural 

algorithms and applications. These software environments provide to the neural network 

user the essential tools to investigate and adjust the neural algorithm parameters to the 

particular application.

Many investigations are being carried out along these two research lines, namely 

neurocomputers and neural programming environments. In the neurocomputer area three 
basic approaches have been followed: accelerator boards, which are usually based on 
standard signal-processing chips and plugged onto workstations; parallel processor 

arrays, formed by a large number of simpler processing units; and specialised VLSI 
(very large scale integration) neuro-chips, dedicated to a specific neural network 
application. Neural programming environments also span over a large variety of 

products, ranging from simple academic environments, to more complex research and 
commercial products. However, although these two research directions are recognised as 
fundamental to the progression of the neural computing area, their final products have 
been developed independently, with no integration between the software and hardware 
tools. It is clear that it is important to combine these two trends and develop a complete 
and integrated environment incorporating two routes towards neural network execution: 
simulations on conventional machines; and optimised hardware execution via high 
performance application-specific chips. In such a complete and integrated environment, 
a neural network can be developed and tested in the simulation tool using various 
sequential and parallel conventional architectures. After the network has been analysed 

and appropriately configured, application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) can be 

automatically produced, providing optimised computation of the specific neural model. 

This integrated programming environment permits the designer to match the required 
performance to accomplish the particular neural network application. The development 

of such complete and general programming environment was the main goal of the Esprit 
IIPygmalion  project17,2 .̂

The main goal of this research has been to propose and develop the hardware route of the 

Pygmalion environment, providing a design framework to automatically generate VLSI 

neuro-chips from an application specified in the Pygmalion neural network programming 
environment. The idea is to construct a flexible and portable system where a neural
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network application can be either simulated on a target machine, or automatically 
mapped into silicon. The design framework developed in this thesis is now being 

advanced in the Esprit II Galatea project where a silicon compiler will be incorporated to 
achieve a complete, integrated, neural network programming environment for the 
automatic generation of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs).

The critical issue in the automatic generation of ASICs is the target VLSI architecture. 

This architecture should be sufficiently simple to achieve high performance, but general 
enough to execute the large diversity of existent neural models. Hence, it is necessary to 
devise a generic model that embodies the main features of the artificial neural networks. 

To conceive such a generic model, a comprehensive understanding of neural network 
models is necessary. So, although the basic concepts of artificial neural networks are 
widely discussed in the literature25,49’68*131, it is interesting to review the properties of 

artificial neural networks, before presenting the generic neuron  architecture.

1.1.1. Artificial Neural Networks

An artificial neural network is a computing system that combines a network of highly 
interconnected processing elements (PEs) that use mathematical algorithms, or neural 
network models, to carry out the information processing. These networks have 
demonstrated their ability to deliver simple and powerful solutions in areas that for many 
years have challenged conventional computing approaches.

An artificial neural network is represented by weighted interconnections between 
artificial neurons, or PEs. These weights and the states of PEs represent the data of the 
network. A neural network that learns to recognise patterns, does so by adjusting the 
weights of the connections between the processing elements. A network recalls patterns 
based on information derived from associations already established between input and 
output patterns. Thus neural networks are inherently adaptive, conforming with the 

imprecise, ambiguous and faulty nature of real-world data.

Neural networks can be characterised by a few key properties:

•  network topology

•  recall procedure

•  training/learning procedure

•  input values

13



Network topology —  The neuron interconnection pattern is perhaps the most 
distinguishing characteristic of a neural model. Usually, processing elements (PEs) are 

arranged into disjointed structures called layers. Early models such as the Perceptron7  ̂

consist of a single layer, in which each network input is connected to all PEs. The 
information flows through the network from input to output, without feedback of outputs. 

Models belonging to this class are called feed-forward. More recent models have 

extended the concept of a single layer network into a structure of multiple feed-forward 
layers (Figure 1.1). In multilayer networks, internal layers are hidden from external 

inputs and outputs, but receive weighted inputs. Models have also introduced the 
concept of backward connections. These networks improve the training and learning 
procedure by feeding backwards error values from a succeeding layer to a previous one.

weighted
connection hidden layers

network's 
input vector

PE

output
layer

input
layer

network’s 
output vector

Figure 1.1: M ultilayer Neural Network.

To discuss the other neural network properties, a model of a generic artificial neuron is 
introduced. The generic neuron concept, developed in this research, incorporates the 
main variations of learning and recall procedures found in the different classes of neural 

network models. A more detailed description of the generic neuron features is presented 
in chapter 5.

Figure 1.2 depicts the overall structure of the generic neuron model. It comprises three 

specific functions (fl, f2 and f3), a table of weights (W) and sets of input (S,E) and 
output (s,e) signals. A neuron receives the input states S from other neurons, and 
forwards its own state output s. Similarly, a set of input errors E and an error output e
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provide backward connections in the network. In the generic neuron model, f l  stands for 
the activation function, f2 for the weight-updating function, and f3 for the error- 

calculation function.

(state
inputs)

(weights)

(error
output)

S
(state
output)

(error
inputs)

• Activation Function - s = f1 (S, W)
• Weight Updating - AW = f2 (S, e, W)

• Error Calculation - e = f3 (s, E, W)

Figure 1.2: Internal structure of the generic neuron model.

Recall procedure —  This procedure is specified by the activation function f l ,  which 
comprises the propagation rule g and the threshold function T :

net = g(S,W) and s = T(net)

In its simplest form, the propagation rule calculates the weighted sum of the inputs, 
modified by an offset 0 that defines the neuron bias:

m?/ = ZS.W -e

The non-linear (threshold) function uses the net value (the propagation rule’s result) to 
evaluate the actual neuron’s output state. Common threshold functions (illustrated by 
Figure 1.3) include hard limiter, sigmoid, and pseudo-linear^.

Training!learning procedure —  This typically interactive process relies on the 
presentation of many training patterns. It is, therefore, more computationally intensive 

than the recall procedure. Learning procedures are either supervised or unsupervised. In 

supervised learning the system submits a training pair to the network, consisting of an 
input pattern and the target output. The network adjusts the weights based upon the PE’s 

error value e (usually the difference between the expected output and the computed
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a) Hard Limiter b) Sigmoid c) Pseudo Linear

Figure 1.3: Neural Network Threshold Functions.

output of each PH), so that the difference diminishes with each cycle. Unsupervised 
learning procedures, on the other hand, classify input patterns without requiring 
information on target output64. In such procedures, the network must detect the patterns’ 
regularities, classifying them into disjoint groups according to their feature similarities.

Learning algorithms generally involve two additional functions in comparison to the 
recall phase: the f2 and f3 functions. The error calculation function e = f3(s,E,W) directs 
(in supervised learning) the updating of weights by determining how far the current result 
is from the target output. The function AW = f2(S,e,W) actually updates the weights, 
using the resultant value from the evaluation of f3 function. Most models employ as 
weight-updating function some variation of the Hebbian learning rule46. This rule states 
that the weight between neurons should be strengthened proportionally to their activities:

AWij = Si . Sj

where W[j is the weight associated with the connection between PE[ and PE j, si is the 

PEi state value, and Sj is the PE} state value. Other learning algorithms include the 
Hopfield model, Delta rule, competitive learning, the Boltzmann learning algorithm, and 

the Back Propagation algorithm6**.

Finally, the input values of neural network models can be characterised by the range they 
adopt - namely, binary or continuously valued input.

After this brief introduction to the neural computing area, the next sections present the 
main motivations and goals of this thesis.



1.2. Motivations & Design Issues

As mentioned before, artificial neural networks have been mainly implemented as 

simulations on sequential machines. More recently, the implementation of 
neurocomputers is being recognised as the way to achieve the real potential of artificial 
neural networks19> 47,100,118. Nevertheless, current hardware implementations lean 

either to the optimisation of the network performance, as happens in the case of special- 
purpose neurocomputers, or try to provide more flexibility for the execution of a large 
range of neural network models, as occurs with the general-purpose neurocomputers. 

Hence, it is desired to achieve a compromise between these two trends in order to 
provide high-performance application-specific neurocomputers and, at the same time, 
allow the user to cost-effectively execute different neural algorithms.

Designing a VLSI neurocomputer to optimise performance and flexibility requires 
exploiting the architectural properties of VLSI design. Some of the VLSI properties 
relevant to the design of a cost-effective neurocomputer are summarised below124:

•  Design complexity can reach critical proportions, which encourages the 
development of simple, regular and replicated structures.

•  Much of the space on an integrated circuit is occupied by wires that carry control 
and data between functional blocks.

• Communication degrade performance, becoming progressively more expensive in 
silicon area and propagation time.

Consequently, to cope with these VLSI properties and with the intrinsic neural network 
features, the architectural framework proposed in this research exhibits the following 
architectural properties for the PEs’ internal structure and their interconnection strategy:

Flexibility
The VLSI architectural framework, based on the generic neuron model, provides a 

flexible skeleton able to execute a wide range of neural network models. The 
processing element’s functionality (including the learning capability) is defined by 

the user, which makes use of the high level specification language named nC. A 

silicon compiler receives this information and, based on the proposed architectural 
framework, produces customised ASICs with the required functionality. This 
approach offers the desired flexibility at the neural model specification phase, 
without affecting the final performance.
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High Performance & Parallelism
The necessary high performance is achieved by using very primitive, parallel 

processing elements (PEs). The PEs are optimised for the computation of a specific 
neural network model and are automatically generated by the silicon compiler.

Modularity
To constrain communication and, consequently, reduce interconnection cost and 
communication delays, the generic neuron architecture is formed by replicative, 
self-contained processing elements, each comprising processor, communication and 
memory functions.

Flexible & Regular Communication
To reduce wiring problems between PEs and also to cope with the considerable 

number of different interconnection patterns existent among neural models, the 
architectural framework uses the bus interconnection strategy. The broadcast bus 
strategy is able to implement all complex topologies and handle all connections 
with minimum overhead in communication protocol and routing algorithms. This 
approach allows the interconnection of a large number of PEs, and the performance 
can be further increased with the utilisation of multiple busses.

Expansibility
The broadcast bus structure and the use of replicative processing elements permit an 
easy and fast expansion of the number of PEs, in order to comply with different 
applications.

Design Scalability

With the fast improvements in VLSI design technology, the architectural framework 

should provide for a scalable design as feature size decreases. The modularity of the 
layout design and the bus interconnection support this property, allowing the 
addition of more PEs within the same integrated circuit without affecting the total 
number of pins.

M inimum  Silicon Area

Because artificial neural networks make use of a large number of PEs, optimising 

silicon area is an important issue for the development of a successful 
neurocomputer. The approach taken of producing application-specific integrated 
circuits considerably cuts down the area, as the final chip is tunned to a specific 
functionality. In addition, simple and regular structures were used to build the cell 
library, reducing wiring inside the chip.
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Digital Design
In spite of the smaller area that can be achieved using analogue devices, this design 
method leads to circuits with high power consumption and low noise immunity81. 

Moreover, certain neural network models require an accuracy that is not attainable 
using analogue systems19’49. On the other hand, digital systems can be faster and 
their design techniques are more advanced49. Furthermore, the learning phase is 

more naturally implemented using digital devices as it is difficult, using analogue 
technology, to devise a general learning mechanism which is suitable for a large 
variety of neural network algorithms86,10°. For all these reasons, digital design has 

been utilised throughout the architecture implementation.

1.3. Thesis Goals

Artificial neural networks are progressing to the point where, for some specific 
application such as speech recognition, sequential computers will no longer be adequate 
for their computation. It is believed that massively parallel computers, composed of very 
simple, replicative processing elements are the answer to reach the natural capability of 
artificial neural networks19,100. Furthermore, neural network algorithms are 
continuously evolving, originating various neural programming environments that allow 
researchers to experiment with existent neural algorithms as well as develop new ones. 
There is, therefore, a need to integrate these two systems - neurocomputer and neural 
programming environment - to create an automatic route from the software environment 
to the manufacture of neuro-chips dedicated to the specified and tested application.

Hence, the ultimate goal of this research is to define a design framework for the 

automatic generation of dedicated neural network chips from the Pygmalion neural 
network programming environment. The research reported in this thesis comprises four 
steps:

•  firstly, the definition of the Pygmalion'% neural network specification language, 
namely nC, used to describe and test the intended neural network application;

•  secondly, the proposal of the generic neuron  model and its associated VLSI 
architecture, which is used as the target architecture to be configured according to 
the application;

•  thirdly, the architectural simulations executed to assess the suitability of the 
proposed architecture;
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•  and lastly, the implementation of a VLSI Back Propagation neuro-chip to assess the 

hardware complexity of the proposed architecture.

This work is now being extended as part of another PhD thesis*^ with the incorporation 
of a silicon compiler. The silicon compiler will translate the nC  neural network 

specification into dedicated neuro-chips, making use of the generic neuron  architecture 
as the basic architectural framework.

1.4. Thesis Contributions

Based on the proposed aims and the outcomes of this research, the main contributions of 
this thesis are:

—  the concise documentation of the Pygmalion and Galatea hardware research, 
provided through the reviews in chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 presents a significant 
discussion of the four different architectures under investigation in the Galatea 
project. Chapter 3 presents the basic features and motivations of the Pygmalion 
programming environment.

—  for the Pygmalion nC neural network specification language, a major contribution 
to its design and particularly its specification, with a subsequent development of the 
language parser for syntax checking.

—  the proposal of the generic neuron model - a general model for the artificial neuron 
- produced from the investigation of the main neural network algorithms. This 
generic neuron model combines into a single parameterised structure the common 
features extracted from these neural algorithms, providing a general framework to 
describe the neuron’s functionality.

—  a VLSI architecture specified, designed and implemented based on the generic 

neuron model. The generic neuron VLSI architecture encompasses the definition of 

the processing element’s internal structure and the associated interconnection 
strategy for the data communication.

—  a prototype VLSI chip, completely designed and fabricated using CMOS 2jim 

technology. The prototype, based on the Back Propagation algorithm, demonstrates 
the viability of the proposed architecture, both in terms of the processing elements 
packing density and the overall performance.
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Additionally, the work accomplished has generated several published 

papers^®’ 118, 119, and has also contributed to other research projects89, The 
architectural framework developed in this research is currendy being used as the target 

architecture for the UCL neural silicon compiler89.

1.5. Thesis Organisation

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follow:

Chapter 2 provides a survey of VLSI architectures for artificial neural networks. It firstly 
presents an overview of neurocomputers and then describes some implementation 

examples, classifying them into special-purpose and general-purpose. This is followed 
by an examination of the four architectures under analysis in the Esprit II Galatea 

project: the Siemens, Philips, INPG (Institut National Polytechnique de Grenoble), and, 
very briefly, the UCL architecture developed in this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents a description of the neural network programming environment 
developed in the Esprit II Pygmalion project. It initiates with a short review of neural 
programming environments and their functionality. This is followed by an introduction to 
the Pygmalion environment. Then, the two network representation levels available in 
Pygmalion, the high level language, N, and the specification language, nC , are discussed. 
The chapter finalises with the analysis of the two execution methods: simulations on 
serial or parallel conventional computers, and execution in silicon as application-specific 
neuro-chips.

The Pygmalion's machine-independent neural network specification language, called /iC, 
is discussed in Chapter 4. The chapter commences with a general description of the nC  

programming features and then introduces the basic concepts that make nC  a neural 

network dedicated language. It carries on with information on how to programme an 

algorithm and an application, the two basic elements to fully specify a neural network in 
nC. The chapter terminates with an examination of the nC  parser, designed to check if 
the user specification conforms with the language syntax.

Chapter 5 gives a thorough description of the architectural framework developed in this 

research. It starts with an explanation of the generic neuron  model and how different 
neural algorithms can be mapped into the proposed model. It then follows with a 

complete analysis of the VLSI architecture, providing all the details in terms of the 
processing element structure and the communication strategy chosen. Finally, it presents 

the architectural parameters that can be used by the silicon compiler to generate different
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neural network applications.

After the complete specification of the architectural framework, a mechanism to assess 
the suitability of the proposed model was necessary. So, chapter 6 examines the 
architectural simulations carried out in this research. Firstly it presents a short 

introduction to the simulator, describing the user interface provided and the data structure 
used. It then exhibits the simulation results based on the Back Propagation algorithm.

Chapter 7 investigates the implementation of the proposed architecture as VLSI chips. It 

firstly analyses the design approach taken and then provides a full description of the cell 
library used in the project. The chapter then concludes discussing the results of the Back 

Propagation layout design implemented using CMOS 2|im  technology.

Chapter 8 is the assessment chapter. The four main elements of the research - the nC  
language, the generic neuron model and the corresponding VLSI architecture, the 
simulator and the VLSI chip - are discussed, investigating their strengths and 
weaknesses.

Chapter 9 concludes this thesis by discussing the results of this work and describing the 
activities currently under way in the Galatea project, indicating the necessary future 
work to achieve the final goal of a complete programming environment for artificial 
neural networks.
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Chapter 2

VLSI Architectures for Artificial Neural Networks

This chapter provides a review o f VLSI architectures fo r  artificial neural 
networks. Neurocomputers are first classified into special-purpose and 
general-purpose. Then the chapter examines the four architectures under 
analysis in the Esprit II Galatea project: the Siemens, Philips, INPG (In- 
stitut National Poly technique de Grenoble), and finally the UCL architec
ture developed in this thesis.

2.1. Neurocomputers

As mentioned in Chapter 1, neural network models are evolving in such a way that con
ventional computers will not be capable of providing the necessary performance to exe
cute more elaborate applications. Only highly parallel machines, with neural network 
dedicated hardware, namely neurocomputers, will achieve the required performance to 
execute applications such as speech recognition19,49,100. Therefore, many researchers 
are investigating different approaches for the development of high performance neuro- 
computers.

A neurocomputer is essentially a parallel array of interconnected processors that operate 
concurrently. Each processing element is primitive (that is, it can be an analogue neuron 
or a simple reduced instruction set - RISC - microprocessor) and may contain some local 
memory.

When considering the set of possible architectures124 for the basis of a neurocomputer, 
the important design issues are parallelism, performance, flexibility, and their relation

ship to the silicon area. These issues, which are directly influenced by the node com

plexity111, lead to radically different systems. Neurocomputer systems range from dedi
cated hardware as simple as traditional random access memory (RAM), to programmable 

processors that are analogous in complexity to conventional computers. Despite this 
variety of possible systems, neurocomputer architectures can be classified into two 
groups, according to their degree of flexibility and performance: special-purpose and 

general-purpose neurocom puters*^'119. The special-purpose neurocomputers tend to 

favour speed in comparison to generality. They are specialised neural network hardware 
implementations which are dedicated to a specific neural network model, having poten
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tially high performance. Special-purpose neurocomputer designers have studied various 

different technologies, including electronic (digital and analogue), optical and electro- 
optical47,49. General-purpose neurocomputers, on the other hand, are generalised, pro

grammable neural computers for emulating a range of neural network models. Conse
quently, they tend to be slower than the special-purpose machines, but allow efficient ex
perimentation with different network models. This approach is generally implemented 

using digital technology.

A review of current implementations in both special-purpose and general-purpose neuro- 

computers is presented in the next sections.

2.1.1. Special-Purpose Neurocom puters

The approach for special-purpose neurocomputer architectures is to directly implement a 
specific neural network model in hardware. Any neural network model could theoretical
ly be chosen, although Kohonen64 and Hopfield5-* associative memory models are typi
cally favoured, because of their simplicity in terms of regular connectivity and 

processor’s functionality.

Designers have successfully built several examples of very high performance, special- 
purpose neurocomputers. This review will concentrate exclusively into the existent 
analogue and digital implementations. Information on current designs employing other 
technologies, like optical and even electrochemical, can be found in Hecht-Nielsen’s 
book49.

A n a lo g u e  D esigns

Analogue electronic implementations of neural networks typically employ physical struc
tures that resemble the simplified mathematical model of the neuron’s state calculation:

N
sj^iZSiXWij-Q).

i= l

They usually utilise amplifiers to perform the neuron’s functions and resistors to substi

tute the synaptic weights. Because of this approach, analogue implementation are nor
mally restricted, since only those mathematical functions found in the physical materials 
are available for use49. In addition, they are susceptible to noise and temperature 
changes, providing low accuracy. These deficiencies restrict the range of possible neural 

models that can be implemented, since models like Back Propagation are not tolerant to
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low accuracy19. Nevertheless, analogue designs usually produce smaller circuits allow

ing therefore more processors per chip, which is an important issue in the development of 

neurocomputers.

The circuit of Figure 2.1a illustrates the simpliest structure used in analogue implementa
tions. It is a straightforward electronic implementation of the simplified electrical model 
of the biological neuron. Wires replace the input (dendrites) and output (axon) struc
tures. Resistors model the synaptic connections between neurons, and the amplifier 

models the cell body by executing the threshold function. Inputs appear as current on the 

summing wire. Using these electronic neurons, a neural network can be implemented as 
a crossbar representation (Figure 2.1b). Outputs (vertical lines) A1-A4 are connected 

through resistors to the horizontal summing wires, which contain the weighted sum of the 
output signals of other processing elements (PEs). Inverted input lines are also provided 
to be used when both positive and negative values are required.

output lines

Input
(dendrites)

Resistors
(synapses)

Amplifier 
(cell body)

Output
(axon)

A1 A2 A3 A4

1
n
e
s

A2 A3 A4A1

(a) Electronic Neuron (b) Interconnected Processing Elements

Figure 2.1: General View of a Special-Purpose Neurocomputer.

The main problem of this configuration is that resistors occupy a large area on VLSI 

chips, making it impossible to implement networks with a large number of interconnec

tions. Consequently, more recent circuits have replaced fixed resistors by synaptic cir
cuits. Besides making the integration of a large amount of synapses in one chip easier, 
synaptic circuits also support the implementation of programmable connections41. Pro
grammable here means that the synaptic weight can be set to a specific value, without 

having to redesign the integrated circuit. It does not imply, however, that the architecture 
is able to implement learning, as defined in the artificial neural models.
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Many groups are working on analogue implementations of neural networks. Graf, Jackel 

and their colleagues at AT&T Bell Labs39-41’54' 56,69 have designed a number of neural 
network chips. Their first implementation consisted of an analogue chip with a 22x22 
matrix of fixed, microfabricated resistive synapses and off-chip amplifiers. The resistor 
matrix was fabricated on oxidised silicon substrates-54' 56, occupying an area of

88x88p/?z2. Another early design39 consisted of a fully interconnected array of 256 on- 

chip amplifiers. The connections between amplifiers were made through fixed resistors, 
using the same microfabrication process utilised in the previous chip. The chip was 
designed in 2.5 fim CMOS technology occupying an area of 5.1x5.7mm  . More recent 

designs that provide a certain degree of programmability for the weight values include69:

•  a hybrid analogue/digital chip, comprising 54 neurons fully interconnected through 

a programmable resistor matrix. The synaptic circuit is programmed by the contents 
of two RAM cells, providing excitatory, inhibitory and disabled connec
tions40,41,56. Although this approach supports adjustable weight values, the use of 
RAM cells increases substantially the synaptic circuit size, losing, therefore, the 
main advantage of analogue designs. The chip was fabricated in 2.5 |im  CMOS 
technology resulting in an area of 6.1x6.1mm .

•  a fully analogue design of an adjustable connection matrix composed of 1104 con
nections. The matrix is arranged in an array of 46 inputs and 24 outputs. The chip,
which does not include the amplifiers, was designed in 1.25 }im CMOS41. The 
synaptic circuit is based on dynamic weight storage, where the analogue weight 
value is stored as a charge on a capacitor. Dynamic weight storage grants much 

smaller synaptic circuits but, owing to the intrinsic dynamic characteristic, problems 

like charge leaks and data corruption are likely to occur if long hold times are re
quired83.

Another group at Caltech, led by Mead, has also pioneered analogue neural chips. Their 

first prototype was an associative memory chip containing 22 amplifiers and a full inter
connection matrix that consumed 462 programmable interconnection elements115. Pro

gressing from the resistor/amplifier approach, Mead’s methodology now centres on 

MOSFET transistors operating in the subthreshold regime. This new scheme reduces 
considerably the power consumption as extremely small currents are flowing in the cir
cuit. Mead’s interests lie primarily in the implementation of processing functions such as 
of the retina and the problem of motion detection84. Mead’s more recent experiments 
with biologically inspired, analogue, VLSI systems are fully described in his book75.
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Verleysen and his group at University Catholique de Louvain, Belgium127' 129, are also 
developing analogue, special-purpose neurocomputers. Their synaptic circuit design fol
lows a similar approach to the programmable, analogue/digital circuit developed by Graf. 

They also utilise RAM cells to programme the synaptic value but the circuit was im
proved to overcome the problem of not attaining equal values for the excitatory and inhi
bitory currents. The problem is avoided by using the same type of transistor to sink and 

source current on the input line of the neural processor. This has been achieved by using 
two distinct lines to sum the currents: one for excitatory currents and another for inhibito
ry currents129. The design of the neural processor had also to be modified in order to be 

adapted to two input current lines. To test the performance of this new scheme, they have 
designed a small chip containing 14 neurons and 196 synapses.

A different approach, that uses pulse-stream arithmetic, is used by Murray and his group 
at University of Edinburgh82'85. The architectural structure is also based on a fully inter

connected network arranged in a 2 -dimensional array of synapses, but signals flowing 
through the network are actually a stream of pulses. Their main motivation for using 
pulse-stream form was its analogous relationship with biological neurons84. In the 
pulse-stream design, the neuron behaves as a switched oscillator, where the oscillator’s 
firing rate is controlled by the level of accumulated neural activity. Therefore, the 
neuron’s output state is represented by the output pulse frequency and each synapse 
determines the proportion of the input stream that will pass to the neuron input. Their 
first implementation consisted of a 3 |im  CMOS chip, comprising a 10x10 synaptic ma
trix, and 10 off-chip neurons. The synaptic circuit was based on a RAM, to store the 
synaptic weight, and on chopping clocks to form the pulse-stream input to the neuron. 
The basic component of the neuron was a voltage-controller oscillator (VCO) which is 

controlled by the charge on a capacitor. Due to the low level of integration caused by the 

digital weight memory, a new design for the synapse circuit is being implemented, deriv

ing from the dynamic weight storage technology82,84.

An Intel research group5 2  is working with floating gate, non-volatile, memory technolo

gy. This technique, firstly proposed by Alspector14, is founded on the use of an analogue 
charge on a floating gate of a transistor to represent the stored weight value. The architec

ture proposed by Intel, called Electrically Trainable Neural Network (ETANN), improves 
this basic idea by using differential operation in the synaptic circuit, affording full four 
quadrant multiply operation. The synaptic cell comprises two EEPROM (Electrically 

Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory) cells in which the differential voltage 
represents the stored weight. Each synapse multiplies a signed analogue voltage by the
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stored weight and generates a differential current proportional to the product. The dif

ferential currents are then summed, transferred through a sigmoid function and finally ap

pear at the neuron output as an analogue voltage. To adjust the weight value, an external 
intelligent controller must calculate the voltage to be applied to each synapse in order to 

attain the required weight value. The weights are addressed and modified one at a time. 

This technique affords electronic programmability at the expense of demanding non

standard fabrication process83. The Intel group produced a chip with 64 neurons and 

10240 floating gate synapses, where 2048 are used for setting bias for each neuron, 4096 

used to fully interconnect the neurons and the remaining 4096 to connect the 64 neurons 

to 64 independent inputs.

Finally, some other groups working with analogue implementations include: Agranat, 

developing circuits using charge coupled devices (CCD)7; Rossetto and his group at In- 

stitut National Polytechnique de Grenoble106; and Goser and his team at University of 
Dortmund38.

The above examples demonstrate that analogue circuits are suitable for implementing 

small-scale, specialised neural network applications that can be integrated into one single 

chip86,135. This comes as an immediate consequence of the fully connectivity approach 

used in all analogue systems. The data communication is performed with no multiplexing 

of signals, using dedicated wires for each necessary value that must be transmitted from 

one neuron to another. This scheme results in faster circuits but also makes the cascading 

of various chips very complex. Additionally, due to the native analogue characteristics, it 

is very difficult to produce two integrated circuits with the same features. On the other 

hand, analogue technology can grant smaller circuits, although in order to achieve small 

and programmable synaptic circuits, non standard processes are being used, such as the 

MNOS (metal nitride oxide silicon) technique for EEPROM-based circuits. Then, to 

overcome some of these intrinsic problems found with the analogue technology, many 

groups are inclined to follow the digital approach.

D igita l D esigns

Although analogue designs can result in smaller circuits, many researchers are develop

ing digital special-purpose neurocomputers. The main advantages of digital over analo

gue designs are the better accuracy for weight values, the facility of using well under

stood fabrication techniques, and the possibility to easily implement the learning phase 

on-chip. Additionally, digital circuits are much less susceptible to instability due to 

changes in temperature. Therefore, many different approaches are being pursued for the
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development of high performance, digital special-purpose neurocomputers.

One of the most well-known digital implementation is the WISARD machine, developed 
by Aleksander and his group^'11. The WISARD architecture (Wilkie, Stoneham, Alek- 
sander Recognition Device) is an adaptive pattern recognition system designed 

specifically for image processing. The system employs statistical pattern-classification 

techniques to achieve impressive recognition and judgement capabilities. The design of 

the WISARD system centres on arrays of RAM cells that operate as image discrimina
tors. Each discriminator consists of K  RAMs of N  bits followed by a summation operator 
that counts the number of RAMs with output l 83. Therefore, the input pattern represents 

the N  x  K  input image and the discriminator output indicates the similarity of an input 
pattern with each of the previously training set. So, when submitted to input images, the 
system produces a response that expresses a "measure of confidence". The system digi

tises the input image and stores it as a binary pattern in an image memory in which a sin

gle bit represents each pixel. Recognition occurs when discriminators are trained with ex
amples of objects (frames captured by a camera) that associate with specific classes (ac
cording to the views of the object). The WISARD system has innumerable applications 
involving classification, such as: inspection and quality assurance, robot vision, 
identification and sorting.

Personnaz and Weinfeld *00,133 have also designed a digital VLSI architecture, in this 

case specialised in the fully connected Hopfield neural model53. The architecture was 
devised to maximally reduce the necessary silicon area per processor, sacrificing, to a 
certain extent, the communication speed. The network contains N  identical neural pro

cessors, each one with full arithmetic capability for learning and updating, and for storing 

the N  relevant synaptic values. Because the architecture implements the Hopfield algo
rithm, the state values are coded in one bit, considerably simplifying the communication 
and arithmetic calculations. The transmission of states among the processor is performed 
by a circular N x  1 bit shift register, as shown in Figure 2.2. Every neuron executes, simul
taneously, a partial weighted sum at each elementary shift. After a complete revolution, 
each neuron, in parallel, reloads the shift register with the new state value. The neural 

processor (PE) is very simple, comprising: a basic ALU, composed of a parallel adder, 
complementers and a shifter; the synaptic memory containing 64 9-bit words; and a one 
bit shift register (SR) for communication. The neuron sequencing is determined by the 

command lines, common to the whole network, which are issued by a central clock and 
sequencing unit.
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Figure 2.2: Pcrsonnaz & Wcinfeld’s interconnection strategy.

Another interesting architecture, which also relies on circular shift-registers for the inter
communication structure, has been developed at Fujitsu Laboratories61. The architec
ture, which executes the Back Propagation algorithm58*107’130, consists of multiple pro
cessing units (PUs)t, and trays to implement the cyclic shift register. Each tray is con
nected to its two neighbours and functions as a container and a router for the data being 
transmitted. The basic structure of the architecture is depicted in Figure 2.3.
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i aYeI  J^y^r _ layer_

Tray
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Network
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Implementation

Figure 2.3: The Fujitsu Basic Architecture.

t  The expression processing unit is used throughout this thesis to designate a physical 
processor that can implement a number of virtual neurons. Processing element denotes a physical 
processor that evaluates one single neuron.
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The example in Figure 2.3 depicts a neural network composed of four neurons in the in
put layer, three in the hidden layer, and two in the output layer. The architectural imple
mentation has four trays, three PUs, and no physical layer structure. Neurons at the same 
row (belonging to different layers) are mapped to the same tray and simulated succes
sively by the associated PU. Therefore, each processing unit actually emulates more than 
one neuron. Each PU has a floating point multiplier, an adder and some local memory for 

programme and weight values. A prototype, called Sandy/8 , has been developed using a 
floating point digital signal processor as PU. The prototype consists of 256 PUs, each 
with 2K words internal RAM and an external RAM of 64K words. The tray circuit was 
implemented using gate-arrays. The prototype is connected to a host machine (Sun-3) 

and the estimated performance is of 135 million connection updates per second. Since the 
system uses a (programmable) digital signal processor, other algorithms besides Back 
Propagation can also be programmed. Therefore, the architecture might also be con
sidered of general purpose.

A different architecture that is also dedicated to the Back Propagation neural model has 
been developed by a group at University of Ancona, Italy101. The proposed architecture 
is composed of a set of elementary processing elements connected in a linear sequence, 
where every PE communicates only with its two nearest neighbours. The processing ele
ment is formed by three basic units: I/O, execution and control units. The I/O unit, that 
deals with the communication, contains 3 input and 3 output data busses, of which two 
are used in the forward mode (left to right direction in the array) and one is used in the 
backward mode (right to left direction). The execution unit comprises the RAM memory 
for weights and inputs, an ALU able to perform add and multiply operations, a look-up 

table for the threshold function, and some registers to configure the network. Finally, the 

control unit controls the whole execution inside the neural processor. This "snake" archi
tecture, as it is called, is a SIMD (Single-Instruction-stream, Multiple-Data-stream) 
machine since every processor performs the same operations on different data. The sys
tem can be configured in terms of number and width of layers, and can be expanded to as 

many processors as necessary. A more recent work has been carried out by the same 

group where they have studied the feasibility of restricting the weight values to power- 

of-two or sums of powers-of-two, in order to reduce silicon area and multiplication time. 
They have performed some tests on a simple pattern recognition problem and have 
shown the feasibility of the approach71.

Lastly, a novel approach that applies stochastic functions of time to represent the state 
and weight values has been presented by Tomlinson and his team at Neural Semiconduc
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tor5 .̂ The architecture is dedicated to the implementation of the recall phase, executing 

in hardware only the state calculation. Hence, all weight values have to be evaluated by 
simulation and then loaded into the system. The architecture, however, is very flexible, 

being able to realise any arbitrary network topology. The architectural structure is based 

on the assumption that the states are represented by firing frequencies and the weight is a 
stochastic pulse train which modifies the state frequency. With this approach, the multi
plication computation can be implemented by AND gates, significantly reducing the sili

con area. Two chips were designed to test the architectural approach. One chip contains 
the synaptic values, composed of a 32x32 matrix, and a stochastic pulse generator. The 
second chip implements 32 neurons, each comprising an integrator and a stochastic pulse 
generator.

As can be seen from the above examples, many research groups are developing special
ised digital hardware for high performance execution of artificial neural models. Dif
ferent approaches, to match the desired neural application, are being used for the topo
logical distribution and for the processor’s configuration. Despite these dissimilarities, 

there is a common tendency among all the proposed architectural systems regarding the 
communication strategy. All of them use a localised communication plan in contrast to 

the fully connectivity found in analogue designs. Additionally, the processor’s structure 
is limited to one arithmetic unit, instead of providing hardware circuitry to execute the 
neural algorithm with full parallelism, which is one of the recognised powerful features 
attained by analogue circuits. The decision to apparently sacrifice the system’s perfor

mance is due to the necessity to save silicon area and to produce expandable systems, as 
it is impossible, with current technology, to integrate large networks in one chip. 
Although this approach causes a moderate reduction in the efficiency of the system, the 

loss is compensated by the simplicity of the processing element. As the processor’s 
hardware is developed to execute a specific algorithm, and as very high performance 
cells can be obtained with state-of-the-art technology, the final performance is generally 
very good.

The main drawback of the analogue/digital special-purpose neurocomputers, however, is 

their lack of flexibility. They are dedicated to one or a limited set of neural algorithms; if 

a different application that requires a diverging model must be executed, a different ar

chitecture will have to be used. Therefore, these architectures are very useful when the 
neural application is well defined and no substantial variations are expected.
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2.1.2. G eneral-Purpose Neurocom puters

Artificial neural networks are still under great evolution, with many different algorithms 

being frequently developed. Yet, no neural model is applicable to all possible neural net

work applications. Consequently, a flexible architecture, with the ability to implement a 
wide range of neural models and still afford higher performance than simulations on con

ventional machines, is required. These architectures are called general-purpose neuro
computers.

General-purpose neurocomputers are programmable machines that can support a wide 
spectrum of neural network models, thus providing a framework analogous to traditional 

computers.

General-purpose neurocomputers can be subdivided into commercial coprocessors 
boards, and parallel processor arrays120. Commercial coprocessors usually consist of a 
single floating-point or signal processing accelerator board, generally based on a power
ful processor supplied with a large memory. These boards plug into the backplane of an 
IBM PC or interface to a SUN Workstation or a DEC VAX. Parallel processor arrays, on 
the other hand, are cellular arrays1 1 1  composed of a large number of primitive processing 
units connected in a regular, and usually restricted, topology.

Accelerator boards, such as the HNC (Hecht-Nielsen Corporation) ANZA48, and the 
SAIC (Scientific Applications International) SIGMA-14, implement large networks of 
virtual neurons by means of an industry-standard signal processing chip or microproces
sor (such as the MC68020 in the ANZA system), interconnected through a standard 
parallel broadcast bus such as the VMEbus. The physical processor is multiplexed across 

a large number of virtual processing elements and virtual interconnections, demanding 
large memories to represent them. Performance comparisons between these products in
volve capacity (the maximum size of neural network) and speed (the time to process a 
neural network). For instance, the ANZA Plus4 8  supports 1M virtual processing ele

ments, with 1M interconnections. It can perform 1.500 connection updates per second 
during learning and 6 . 0 0 0  updates during recall.

These programmable boards have provided a reasonable improvement in the execution 
performance of neural networks over the usual simulations of neural models. Neverthe
less, many neural applications demand faster machines with an efficient exploitation of 
the intrinsic neural network parallelism. This demand has led to the design of general- 
purpose neurocomputers based on parallel processor arrays, constituting a natural evolu

tion from the coprocessors boards. Parallel processor arrays optimise neural processing
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by distributing the network through a larger number of processors, increasing therefore 
the final performance. Many different approaches are being followed, spanning from re
plication of the single processor accelerator board, through transputer-based networks, to 

the more recent systems based on custom-designed neuro-processors.

The earliest commercially available neurocomputer, the TRW Mark III, and its improved 
version Mark IV49, were based on replicative accelerator boards. Mark III is composed 

of a maximum of 15 boards, using a similar approach to the 68020-based ANZA board as 

the essential replicative unit. Another example of this approach is the Computation Net

work Environment (CONE ) 2 4 , 4 5  developed at IBM’s Scientific Center in Palo Alto. 
CONE is based on the Network Emulation Processor (NEP), a cascadable board that acts 

as a coprocessor for a PC host. The NEP board is based on the 5 MIPS (million instruc
tions per second) TMS320 fixed-point digital signal processor and up to 256 boards can 
be connected to the interprocessor communication bus (NEPBUS). The complete system 
is able to simulate 1M nodes with up to 4M connections and perform 30 to 50 network 

updates per second.

A similar approach has also been followed by the developers of the Netsim system ^. 
The Netsim system, developed at Cambridge, consists of a collection of neural network 
emulator cards (Netsim cards) arranged in 3-dimensional array structures, with a host 
acting as a system controller. Each Netsim card is an autonomous single board which is 
also based on an industry-standard microprocessor (80188). Nevertheless, two additional 
custom-designed chips were also developed: a solution engine and a communication pro
cessor. The solution engine operates as a back-end vector coprocessor for the local mi
croprocessor, performing mathematical functions upon the contents of the synapse/input 

memory. The engine basically computes the sum of products between the input vector 

and the associated synapse vector present in its memory. The standard microprocessor 
then computes the nonlinear function to produce the final neuron value. The communica

tion processor implements the communication protocol, interconnecting Netsim cards to 
their nearest neighbours. Communication is performed via message-passing using a 64- 
bit message register, where 16 bits represent the destination address and the other 48 bits 

are used for data. The addressing scheme allows messages to be transmitted to around 15 
Netsim cards in each of the three dimensions. The host acts as the system controller for 
the neurocomputer by providing initial conditions and defining the neural network pro

perties which include the threshold function, network size and topology, and the input 
and training data.
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Other research institutions are applying arrays of transputers to execute neural network 
applications. One of the first systems based on transputers was developed at the US Na
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Johnson Space Center in Huston, Texas. 
The system is called Neural Network Environment Transputer System (NNETS) 1 ®9  and 

comprises forty 32-bit transputers interconnected via four full-duplex serial links. Other 
examples of transputer networks for simulating neural network applications include: at 
the University of Palermo, Italy, where a double linked ring topology has been chosen to 
interconnect 4, 8 , 12, or 16 transputers77; at the University of Marburgh, Germany, 
where the ANNE (Another Neural Network Emulator) system has been developed78, 

which allows an arbitrary size for the transputer net without having to recompile existing 

programmes; at the University of Zurich, Switzerland, which uses a board (Levco 
Translink II card) of 4 transputers connected to a Macintosh computer to simulate neural 
nets29; and finally at Clarkson University, USA, where a board containing four tran
sputers (called Quadputer and implemented by MicroWay) is used to execute Back Pro
pagation networks of various sizes, for image processing applications8. These 
transputer-based systems are usually integrated to a programming environment tool, with 
a high level network specification language and graphical facilities. These programming 
tools help to overcome the common difficulties found in programming transputer sys

tems7 8  and provide a good environment for the simulation analysis.

Replicative boards and array of transputers have considerably increased the processing 
power for executing neural networks. However, the degree of parallelism is still limited 
as many virtual neurons are mapped into a restricted number of physical processors (pro
cessing units). For real-time and more complex applications, a larger number of process
ing units is required in order to attain a higher degree of parallelism and much more 
dense systems. Hence, many research groups are developing their own custom designed 
neural chips, achieving more compact designs with a substantial number of physical pro
cessors.

These custom-designed chips follow two distinct approaches that can be classified as 
weight-based architectures, which are based on systolic array techniques, and neuron- 
based architectures, where the physical processors are based on the neuron’s functionali

ty*

Systolic array techniques have been frequently used in neural network architectures66. 

One of these architectures, called AAP-2, has been developed at NTT LSI Labora
tories132. The AAP-2 is a massively parallel computer (Figure 2.4) composed of four 

major components: an array of 256x256 processing units; an array control unit that
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broadcasts commands to all processors; a data buffer memory; and an interface unit to 
communicate with the host computer. Each processing unit is essentially composed of 

two versatile data transfer units, a one-bit ALU, and 8 K bits of local memory. In addi
tion, to increase the communicauon efficiency, the architecture provides three different 
mechanisms to perform data transfer between processors: connections to the nearest 

neighbour; connection through a programmed data transfer path; and communication via 

message passing. The AAP-2 architecture is able, through a folding mechanism, to simu
late a network with up to 2  million connections.

Host P rocessor

COMMANDS

DATA

PU

interface
unit

data
buffer

Array
control

unit

256 x 256 PU array

Figure 2.4: System configuration for the NTT AAP-2 architecture.

Important experiments have also been carried out using the Warp machine, a programm
able systolic array developed at Carnegie Mellon University1**. Each cell in the Warp 
machine has a 5 MFLOPS (million floating-point operations per second) adder chip, a 5 

MFLOPS multiplier chip and a 10 MIPS (million instructions per second) integer ALU. 
Each cell is capable of very high bandwidth communication (80 Mbytes/sec) with its left 
and right neighbours in the array. The communication between adjacent cells can be per

formed in parallel through two independent channels. The neural network investigations 

were performed utilising the common Warp configuration of a 10-processor linear array. 
Simulation have been implemented using the NETtalk network configuration112, running 

the Back Propagation algorithm. An approximate rate of 17 million connections per 
second has been achieved by inserting a small change in the Back Propagation model1®2, 
in order to obtain a better data partitioning that takes advantage of the Warp architectural 
features.
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Two additional examples of weight-based architectures are presented in more details in 

section 2.2, namely the Siemens1̂ 4, ^  the Philips architectures27,21*.

These systolic array architectures offer very fast computation of basic neural functions, 

like the vector-matrix multiplication required for the evaluation of the weighted sum of 

input values. This is due to the fact that these systems focus on the synapse functionality. 
Consequently, the hardware is basically formed by a 2 -dimensional array of multipliers, 
used for processing the weighted values. As a direct effect from this hardware 
configuration, these architectures are not only limited to neural network implementations, 

being able to execute other signal processing applications, as in the case of the Warp and 

its improved version, the iWarp machine2-*.

However, some drawbacks arise from using the matrix configuration. These systems are 
more suited to fully connected neural networks, achieving with these regular 

configurations their best performance. When non-regular network topologies are used, 
like sparsely connected networks, the resultant system efficiency decreases1-*2. The use 
of high speed memories is also an important issue in these architectures, in order to af
ford high rates of data transfer between the processor array and the memory bank. More
over, due to the two-dimensional topology, these architectures are non-scalable, con
straining the network size to the medium scale range. Indeed, the non-scalable nature of 
this topology prevents the construction of a cost-effective network with a very large 

number of weight-based processors. Additionally, it binds the total number of processors 
that can be integrated into one chip to the maximum number of pads available in the fa
brication technology. 1 0 5

Due to these intrinsic limitations of the weight-based architectures, a different approach 
is being followed by many research groups, which are developing neuron-based architec
tures. Instead of focusing on the synapse functionality, these systems centre their atten
tion into the neuron’s operations.

Many architectures have been developed using this method. The neural RISC machine 

designed at UCL91*’ 11J* is one example. The system architecture consists of linear arrays 
connected in the form of rings to a host microcomputer. The communication is executed 

via two bidirectional, point-to-point links, and a simple protocol is used for broadcasting 

and routing packets. The basic processing unit is divided into three components: a com
munication unit, an execution unit and the local memory for programme and data. The 
neurocomputer is configured by the host which downloads simple programmes into each 
processor. This code can differ for each processing unit, providing a full MIMD machine.
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Another neuron-based general-purpose neurocomputer, named CNAPS - Connected Net
work of Adaptive Processors, has been developed by Adaptive Solution Inc^*44. The 
CNAPS system consists of a number of simple, digital processing units, operating in a 
SIMD configuration. Communication is executed through broadcast busses that provide 

high-performance intercommunication. Each processor is actually connected to three glo

bal busses (see Figure 2.5): an input, an output and a command bus (INBUS, OUTBUS and 
PNCMD respectively). There is also an inter-processor bus between adjacent processing 

units used to effect the arbitration algorithm for the output bus and to allow inter- 

processor data transfer.

PUO
TJ

PU1

T~J

OUTBUS

. 3U(n

T J

Figure 2.5: Adaptive Solution processor array system architecture.

Each processing unit is composed of a simple arithmetic processor with an internal 
memory. Arithmetic operations are executed using fixed-point representation and internal 
busses are coded in 16 bits. The neural processor is optimised for traditional neural net
work applications, but is general enough to implement classical digital signal processing 
and rule based processing44. The network of processors is supervised by an external 
sequencer controller chip that specifies, via the command bus, the instruction that must 

be executed by all processors. Adaptive Solutions claims that for 1-bit weights, the max
imum performance reaches 1 2 . 8  billion connections per second, without learning.

Lastly, Hitachi has developed a neuron-based neurocomputer using wafer scale integra

tion (WSI) technology. There is a trend towards the use of this technology in digital im
plementation of neural network applications. Wafer scale integration is capable of realis

ing higher density and higher speed hardware than ordinary VLSI technology7-*. Howev

er, the problem of manufacturing defects, commonly generated when using this technolo
gy, has prevented its wide use. However, neural networks contain redundant neurons 
which, in some cases, can compensate for faulty ones. Therefore, neural networks should 

be a good candidate for WSI implementation.
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The Hitachi’s architecture1 3 5 , 1 3 6  is also based on a time sharing digital bus, controlled 

by a selector that broadcasts an address to determine the sender processor. The neural 

processor is divided in two modules, a synapse and a cell body. The synapse module 
comprises 64 weight values, coded in 8  bits, and a multiplier. However, a tree structure 

of processors can be constructed to increase this number of weights per processing unit. 

The cell body accumulates the weighted inputs, issued by the synapse module, and when 
all input values have been computed, it broadcasts its output to other processors through 

the selector command. The sigmoid function is implemented using look-up table which is 

designed to have redundancy in the wafer. The general WSI architecture is shown in Fig
ure 2 .6 .
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Figure 2.6: Hitachi’s WSI neural network architecture.

The silicon wafer is five inches in diameter and has been implemented using 0.8 |im  

CMOS gate array technology. The wafer is composed of 49 neuron chips and each neu
ron chip contains 12 processors. One of the neuron chips is used as spare, granting a total 

of 576 active processors. This first prototype did not include the learning procedure but 
another wafer, with learning circuits, is under fabrication136. Even though some 
manufacturing defects in a wafer can be resolved through the intrinsic robustness of neur

al networks, some basic components have to be made redundant, like the learning control
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and the sigmoid function tables. When a fault occurs in these circuits, incorrect learning 
results, causing improper operation of the network155.

Neuron-based architectures are usually designed to be easily expandable to a massive 

number of processors and to be scalable when feature size decreases. These characteris
tics allow for more processors in one chip (wafer) without affecting the number of pins. 
These systems also solve the problem of requiring high speed memories by integrating 

the weight memory into the chip area. This approach increases the performance because 
all processors access their memories in parallel. However, the number of weight values 
that can be stored is bounded by the size of the integrated memory, unless a mechanism 
like the tree structure implemented by Hitachi1 -*5 , 1 3 6  is used. The number of weight 

values per processor is further reduced if virtual neurons are mapped into one physical 
processor. To overcome problems with memory size, these architectures generally try to 

reduce as much as possible the neural processor area.

The next sections present a more detailed description of the four general-purpose neuro- 
computers under investigation in the Esprit II Galatea project. The neurocomputers 
developed at Siemens in Munich1 0 4 , 1 0 5  and at the Laboratoires d ’Electronique Philips 
(LEP) in Paris2 7 , 2 8  are presented in section 2.2 as weight-based architectures. Section 
2.3 presents the architecture devised at Institut National Poly technique de Grenoble 
(INPG ) 9 4 ' 9 6  and a brief introduction to the generic neuron architecture proposed in this 
thesis as neuron-based architectures.

2.2. W eight-based Architectures

Weight-based architectures, as already introduced in the last section, focus on the 
synapse functionality, usually providing a matrix of multipliers. They normally apply 

systolic array techniques and some schemes have already been proposed to map neural 
model functions into matrix multiplication operations66. In this section, the two weight- 

based architectures under analysis in the Galatea project are introduced: the Siemens and 
Philips general-purpose neurocomputers.

2.2.1. Siem ens Architecture

The architecture developed by U. Ramacher and his group at Siemens, Munich104,105, to 
emulate neural network models, is based on systolic arrays. The basic idea is to generate 
a large network by means of a systolic array of small nets.
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The design of the Siemens architecture centres on cascadable modules (chips) formed by 
a matrix of multipliers. Each multiplier represents a synapse, where the multiplication of 
the weight value by the neuron’s state takes place, and each column corresponds to one 
neuron unit. Figure 2.7 shows the conceptual structure of a 4-neuron module with 16 

synapses. This module is composed of 4 columns, each comprising 4 multipliers. Every 
multiplier receives, in parallel, a weight and an input value. At the bottom of each 
column there is an adder, that sums the 4 weighted inputs calculated by the multipliers, 

and an accumulator, which stores the partial weighted sum.

WEIGHTS

INPUTS

multi pi l*imultiplier

multiplier

Add/
accum ulator

Add/
accumulator

Add/
accumulator

Add/  
accumulator

OUTPUTS

Figure 2.7: Schema of the Siemens 4-neuron module with 16 multipliers.

Using the above 4-neuron module and assuming that one specific layer of the network is 

composed of M neurons and each neuron receives N inputs, the time schedule for receiv

ing inputs and weights1 0 4  is depicted in Figure 2.8. A group of 16 weights and 4 inputs 
is presented, in parallel, at every cycle. It takes K (K = N/4) cycles for the first set of 4 

neurons to calculate their states. Then, the state computation for the next 4 neurons in the 

layer can be evaluated. After T = (M/4).K cycles, the whole layer has been calculated.
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Figure 2.8: Data flow through a 4-neuron unit.

This approach results in an important constraint. The number of neurons that can be im
plemented in one chip is directly determined by the number of pads needed to transfer 
the weights. For instance, in the case of the 4-neuron unit of Figure 2.7, if weight values 
are coded in 8  bits, 128 pads are necessary (4 neurons x 4 weights x 8  bits). To overcome 

this problem, the Siemens group proposed a different mapping of the weighting algo

rithm that circumvents this bottleneck without decreasing the computational 

throughput105. The solution is acceptable when sequences of patterns can be processed 
at once, instead of evaluating each pattern separately. For neural network algorithms that 
allow this optimisation, the architecture is modified in two ways:

•  the parallel weight inputs of each neuron (column) is transformed into a serial one, 
interleaving the scalar product computation for several patterns; and

•  the parallel data input is converted to serial, interleaving the scalar product compu
tation for several neurons.
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As a consequence of this new configuration, the number of accumulators at the bottom of 
each column increases to 16. These accumulators now store the intermediate state value 

for 4 patterns, of a block of 4 neurons. Using this proposed configuration and with the 

addition of some extra circuitry, this architecture can also be applied to execute the learn

ing procedure105.

The Siemens group believes that, with present VLSI technology, this 4-neuron module 

can be implemented in one chip, with a resulting processing speed of about 5 x l0 2  

MC/sec (Million Connections per Second, where 1 connection = 16 bits) at a clock rate 
of 40 MHz. A complete neural-emulator board is constructed by cascading many of 
these neuro-chips along with: DRAM banks for weight and data; an arithmetic unit to ex
ecute the threshold function; an external controller to load/read data; and an interface cir

cuitry for communication with the host. The final emulator board is part of a VMEbus 
system which provides an easy interface between the emulator’s controller and the host, 
as well as facilitates the integration of commercially available interface boards, necessary 
for some applications (e.g. video/audio). Siemens expects to attain a processing power of 

about 105  MC/sec at board level.

The Siemens architecture offers very good performance by using the matrix of multi
pliers and very fast memories. This high degree of parallelism however, is directly relat
ed to the assumptions of having full connectivity and the possibility of processing multi
ple patterns at the same time. Although the system architecture is flexible and general 
enough to implement a wide range of neural models, the performance is somewhat re
duced if the previous assumptions can not be applied.

2.2.2. Philips Architecture

The Philips architecture is another general-purpose neuro-chip, designed to be highly 

efficient in matrix operations. It is a fully digital CMOS VLSI architecture that allows 
various kinds of neural networks with learning algorithms to be implemented27,2**.

Figure 2.9 shows the structure of the basic module in the architecture. The core of the 
basic module is the synaptic matrix memory, implemented in RAM to enable the 
modification of weights during the learning phase. This matrix contains N 2 weight 

values, coded in 2 ’s complement over 8  or 16 bits, to execute a layer composed of N  neu
rons, each receiving N  inputs. The neuron state is coded over 1 to 8  bits.
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Figure 2.9: Philips’ basic circuit architecture.

thThe circuit of Figure 2.9 performs the scalar product for the evaluation of the j
neuron’s next state, according to the following equation:

N

i =1

The multiplication of the weight values (Wy) by one bit of the input states (Si), and the 
addition of these products, are executed in parallel. The multiplication step SiXWy is seri
alised over the different bits of S;, avoiding the implementation of parallel multipliers. 
Instead, they use AND gates to compute the 8  by 1 bit multiplication, reducing silicon 
area. The partial products are accumulated in a shift register. With this approach, despite 
the fact that the module is able to store weights for N  neurons, each neuron in the layer is 
treated sequentially. This means that the circuit is able to calculate (in parallel) the 
weighted sum of only one neuron each time.

The threshold function, which is the final step to calculate the neuron’s state, is evaluated 
off-chip, either by a dedicated hardware or by a standard processor. After the threshold 

function is performed, the new state is written back into the Dual Neural State Register 
(see Figure 2.9).

Other features that the circuit provides include:

•  a Dual Neural State Register, for synchronous and asynchronous mode. If synchro

nous mode is being used, the evaluated state of a neuron is stored in a register until 

all states have been calculated. If, on the other hand, asynchronous mode is applied, 

the computed state is written directly into the register used for calculation.
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•  an arithmetic unit to accumulate internal as well as external partial products, permit

ting an easy cascading of a large number of chips. This feature allows the composi

tion of layers with a larger number of neurons than can actually be implemented in 

one chip.

•  a column of latches to enable free access to the synaptic matrix while the rest of the 
circuit performs an operation. This property is used when the circuit is executing 

the learning phase.

A first version of this architecture was implemented using 1 .6 |im  CMOS technology, 
containing 64x64 synaptic memory, represented in 8  bits. This first version did not in

clude the learning routine27.

A more recent work2** has described how learning algorithms can be executed using this 
architecture. They have stated that their architecture is more appropriate to what has 
been called local learning rules, where the updating of a weight value involves only in
formation about neurons directly connected by that specific weight. The local learning 
step can be generalised by: Wij(t+\)=Wij(t)+SiAj, where Aj is a scalar value that 
depends only on the output neuron j. These learning algorithms are easily mapped into 
the described architecture.

However, the implementation of non-local learning rules is more complex as it requires 
information distributed throughout the whole network. Therefore, for non-local algo
rithms like Back Propagation, they have devised a simple arrangement that overcomes 
this problem. The learning algorithm is decomposed into local stages, namely scalar pro
duct and local learning steps, to allow the usage of the same architecture. This is accom
plished by using the transposed synaptic matrix to calculate the error value of the neuron. 
Hence, to implement the Back Propagation algorithm, several chips are cascaded: some 
of them evaluate the state update, utilising the Wy synaptic matrix, while others compute 
the error values, making use of Wy matrix. According to Philips, a VLSI chip, with 

learning procedure, can be developed in 1.6|im CMOS technology comprising a 32x32 

synaptic matrix, coded in 16 bits.

The architecture is cascaded by connecting the Dual Neural State Register and the accu

mulator according to the required topology. The control of the network is also executed 
by an external controller, such as a transputer, through common broadcast busses, dedi
cated to transmit address, control and data.
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The Philips architecture overcomes the necessity to have very fast memories (as happens 
in the Siemens case) by integrating the synaptic memory on-chip. This approach also 

solves the limitation in the pad number for parallel feeding of weights into the matrix of 
multipliers. The disadvantage is in terms of silicon area, as RAM memory usually takes a 
large amount of the chip area, reducing the possible number of processors that can be in

tegrated in one chip.

2.3. Neuron-based Architectures

Neuron-based architectures, rather than concentrating on the matrix multiplication opera
tions, emulate the neuron’s functionality in each processor. They generally try to in
tegrate all weight values into an internal memory and execute all the necessary functions 
to evaluate the recall and learning phases. This section describes the INPG architecture 
and presents a brief introduction of the generic neuron architecture developed in this 
thesis.

2.3.1. INPG Architecture

Saucier and her group at Institut National Poly technique de Grenoble - INPG - have 
developed a distributed, synchronous, neuron-based architecture to execute a large 
variety of artificial neural models94'96. The main goal is to provide an implementation 
framework to generate application-specific VLSI chips. The basic processing element is 
able to autonomously perform all steps of recall and learning phases and it can be cus
tomised to the required data precision (for weights and states) through silicon compila
tion.

Figure 2.10 shows the basic structure of the neural processor. It comprises 6  modules:

•  an input register storing input values;

• an output register storing the output state;

• a local memory storing the weight values;

•  a datapath able to perform multiplications and additions/subtractions;

•  a controller to supervise the recall and, if implemented, the learning phase;
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•  and some identification registers (ID_R) to configure, among others, the number of 
bits encoding state and weights and the number of weights in the memory.

Bus H

ID R
Datapath

Input
Register

Controller

Output
Register

Local
Memory

Bus L

Figure 2.10: INPG’s basic neural processor structure.

The identification registers and the weight memory are implemented as RAM when the 
learning phase is executed on-chip. If the neural processor is used just for the recall 
phase, ROM technology must be utilised in order to reduce silicon area. The input and 
output registers are connected to two external busses and the input register (which is ac
tually a shift register) transfers data from one bus to the other.

The final architecture is formed by grouping many processors into a two-dimensional ar
ray. In this array, processing elements (PEs) are organised in rows between two busses. 
These busses are made up of bus segments (see Figure 2.11) which are linked by 

software programmable switches, or soft switches. These soft switches are programmed 
by the processing element, during execution, to be open or closed, according to the neur

al computing phase being performed. Soft switches can be also permanently closed if, for 

that particular bus segment, no configuration is requested.

Data transfer is performed by the input register which, in each cycle, shifts data from one 

bus segment to the other. The direction of the shifting is defined by one of the 

identification registers, determining if the data shifting should be implemented down

wards or upwards. Figure 2 . 1 2  helps to clarify this communication strategy, where a 2x4 
processing element array is used to implement a fully connected, 8 -processor layer, exe
cuting the weighted sum95,96. In the first computational step, bus segments are connect
ed as illustrated in Figure 2.12a. In this configuration, the odd-numbering inputs are 

firstly presented, with P E i and P E 2  receiving input in 1 , P E 3  and P E 4  receiving input
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Figure 2.11: A partial view of the 2-D array of neural processors.

in 3 , P E 5  and P E 6  receiving input ir^ , and P E 7  and PEg receiving input in 7 . In the 
second step, a circular shifting is executed, producing the bus data configuration shown 
in Figure 2.12b.
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b) Configuration at the second computation step.
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Figure 2.12:4x2 array of neural processors.

It is clear, from these two computation steps, that in order to allow all processors to re

ceive all inputs (odd and even inputs), 8  elementary shiftings are required. Therefore, in 
order to evaluate the weighted sum of a layer containing N  neurons, N  elementary shift
ings are necessary.
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The sigmoid function is carried out through a polynomial expression approximation, 

although a look-up table can also be generated by the silicon compiler95.

A first prototype has been implemented using 2jim CMOS technology. The resulting area 

for one neural processor, executing just the recall phase95, is 15m m 1, and the processor 

is expected to run up to 20 MHz9 .̂

Saucier’s group intend to use this architecture in a silicon compiler environment, where 

the architectural parameters are extracted from a high level language. Some of these 
parameters are:

•  number of inputs the neural processor should receive;

•  precision for state and weight;

•  the position of the neural processor in the physical layer;

•  the shifting direction of the input values;

•  the number of necessary shifts to format the multiplication’s result.

With the above parameters and block generators to implement the controller, memory 

and datapath, the architecture can be tuned to the required algorithm.

The architecture developed at INPG is very flexible and can run without waiting for com
mands from a central controller. This autonomy has the price of increasing the complexi
ty of the processor, since the soft switches have to be controlled by the processing ele
ments. In addition, the shift register communication imposes limitations in the number of 

processors per chip due to restrictions in pad number. This is a direct effect from the 
non-scalable matrix topology chosen.

As a conclusion to this review of VLSI architectures for neural networks, the next section 

presents a brief introduction to the generic neuron architecture developed in this 
research. The generic neuron architecture is fully described in Chapter 5.

2.3.2. UCL Architecture

The generic neuron  architecture has also opted for the neuron-based, approach into the 
development of high-performance VLSI architectures for neural networks. The option 
has been made based on the major properties associated with this method: expandability 

and scalability, allowing the construction of cost-effective, massively parallel neurocom
puters.
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The generic neuron architecture121,12  ̂ was derived from the generic-neuron model 

presented in Chapter 1. The generic-neuron model synthesises the main features of neur

al network models into one single structure. The aim is to provide a general architectural 
framework that combines the high performance of special purpose hardware with the 

flexibility offered by general-purpose neurocomputers. This trade-off is achieved by pro
viding a very simple, replicative processing element with user-defined functionality. A 
programmer uses a high level, neural network specification language (the nC  language 
described in Chapter 4) to specify the network topology, the algorithm functions, and 

some basic parameters. These parameters include state and weight resolution. A silicon 

compiler then generates the application-specific architecture on silicon, with or without 
the learning procedure.

The architecture relies on the bus interconnection strategy for data communication. Com
munication occurs through a common broadcast bus, and each processing element gains 
access to the bus sequentially via central controller commands (see Figure 2.13a). The 
bus topology provides the desired trade-off between speed and other design requirements 
such as flexibility, expandability and scalability. The broadcast bus can effectively ac
complish any desired topology and allows interconnection of a large number of proces
sors. Moreover, as feature size decreases, the interconnection regularity supports the ad
dition of more processors within the same chip without affecting the total number of 
pins.
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a) Overview of the generic neuron architecture.
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Figure 2.13: Generic Neuron Architectural Framework.
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The processing element structure is divided into two logic units: the weight unity which 
accomplishes the synaptic function; and the neuron unity which carries out the neuron 

functions. The weight unit updates the weight values (when learning is being executed), 

and the neuron unit performs the calculation of the processor’s new state and error 

values. As discussed in Chapter 1, these three functions - state and error calculations, and 

weight updating - are the basic functions required in most neural network algorithms. 

The two logical units can be physically separated, with two datapaths and their respective 
controllers, or can be implemented into one single datapath and controller. The choice 
depends on a compromise between performance and silicon area. The final configuration, 

defined by the user, is implemented through the silicon compiler.

The physical processor, illustrated in Figure 2.13b, basically consists of: a memory bank, 
for storing the synaptic weights as well as the state and error values received from other 

neural processors; a datapath to execute the necessary operations for learning and recall; 
a programmable logic array (PLA) to implement the control of the whole processor; and 
finally a ROM memory with the look-up table for the threshold function. The size of this 
look-up table is specified by the designer.

The processing element basically interfaces with two busses, an input bus for reading in

put values (states and errors), and an output bus for sending the processor’s output 
values. It also receives control commands from additional busses, which specify, for in
stance, the owner of the data bus.

In addition to the modules mentioned above, some circuitry is also necessary to perform 
functions such as: reading and writing of data; address comparison; and central controller 
command analysis. This is executed in a communication unit which is not shown in Fig
ure 2.13b for simplicity.

When a neural model requires bidirectional flow of data (as occurs with the Back Propa
gation algorithm), both processors involved in a connection require the associated weight 

value to execute internal functions, such as state and error calculation. To avoid transmit

ting the updated weight between processing elements, both interconnected processors 

have a copy of the weight value. This approach of duplicating the weight value in both 
processors, although increases the memory inside the chip, allows the data communica

tion to be performed in broadcast mode in both forward and backward phases.

A prototype VLSI chip has been implemented in 2|im  CMOS technology. The chip per
forms the Back Propagation algorithm, including the learning procedures.
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The main benefit of this architecture is the conjunction of two important design features: 

flexibility and simplicity. This combination was achieved by the use of the broadcast bus 
communication strategy and the generic neuron model. A more detailed analysis of the 

generic neuron architecture can be found in Chapter 5.

2.4. Summary

This chapter has presented a review of VLSI architectures for artificial neural networks. 

The presented architectures, or neurocomputers, have been classified into two categories: 

special-purpose and general-purpose neurocomputers.

The special-purpose section has examined the two distinct approaches for implementing 

the architectures, analogue and digital techniques. Analogue designs are adequate for 

implementing smaller, pre-trained, application-specific neural networks. This implies that 
analogue systems are more suitable for non learning architectures, where all weight 
values have been evaluated off-chip. Besides the recognised problems of analogue cir
cuits, such as low accuracy and noise susceptibility, the use of dedicated wires for 
transmitting state values makes the cascading of chips very difficult. For this reason, 
analogue neurocomputers are usually based on single chip applications. To overcome 
some of the analogue technical problems, some digital special-purpose neurocomputers 
have been produced. With the advent of smaller and faster digital VLSI technologies, a 
more flexible design can be easily achieved with a minimum increase in hardware com
plexity. Therefore, the current tendency in digital neurocomputers is to move from 
special-purpose to general-purpose architectures.

The general-purpose section has analysed the evolution in the development of flexible 
neurocomputers, from the early coprocessor boards that could be plugged into a portable 
computer, to the more powerful array processors. There have been two basic techniques 
for implementing the array processors: the coarse-grain approach, where a small array of 
transputers (or standard digital signal processors) are applied to simulations of neural net

work models with lower degree of parallelism; and the fine-grain approach, which makes 

use of a large number of processors, generally constructed from customised neural chips.

The higher parallelism of the fine-grain neural network dedicated chips is believed to be 

the answer to achieve more compact and faster general-purpose neurocomputers. This 
tendency has been confirmed by recent projects developed at important companies like 
Hitachi, Siemens and Adaptive Solutions. In conclusion, to attain a very high degree of 
parallelism and yet obtain a compact system, VLSI customised integrated circuits are
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necessary. A further improvement to increase the parallelism is to produce neural net

works based on WSI technology, as in the Hitachi system.

The ultimate progression into the development of a general as well as high performance 
system is viewed as a complete neural network programming environment, which in

tegrates a silicon compiler for producing application specific neuro-chips. This environ

ment, whose hardware design framework is the aim of this thesis, provides a general tool 

for developing and testing neural algorithms and, in conjunction, supplies an easy and 

fast route to application specific hardware, resulting into very high performance dedicat

ed neurocomputers.

Therefore, the next two chapters describe the Pygmalion neural programming environ
ment and its associated nC  neural network specification language, which is used for 
describing the neural application to be translated into hardware. Then in Chapter 5, the 
silicon compiler’s architectural framework, namely the generic neuron  architecture, will 
be fully analysed.
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Chapter 3

Pygmalion Neural Programming Environment

This chapter presents the Esprit II Pygmalion programming environment.
It provides a short overview o f neural programming environments and 
then discusses the Pygmalion system, describing its network representa
tion languages (TV and nC) and execution methods (simulation and silicon 
compilation).

3.1. Neural Programming Environments

Programming systems for neural networks - Neural Network Programming Environments 
- have been under great expansion in recent years. Due to the continuous developments 
in the neural computing area, new algorithms are being developed to cope with a wider 
range of neural applications. Consequently, to experiment with existent as well as emer
gent neural models, a flexible, interactive software environment is required.

Many commercial and research institutions are engaged in developing these increasingly 
sophisticated neural programming environments. These software environments range 
from commercial products, obtainable from diverse companies, to public-domain 
software, available free from university research groups. According to the intended user 
and scope, these neural systems provide different characteristics122. The business pro
fessional user depends upon specialised black box utilities, targeted at particular applica
tions. On the other hand, a neural network expert requires an open environment, in which 

any part of the system can be modified.

Related to the scope, neural programming environments can be classified into three 

categories: application-oriented, algorithm-oriented and general systems122.
Application-oriented systems are designed for business professionals that have little or no 
knowledge of neural algorithms. They are normally used in specific market domains such 
as finance and transportation. Algorithm-oriented systems can be: either a software tool 
where the user can experiment with different configurations of one specific neural model; 
or a library of parameterised algorithms that can be easily accessed to execute one partic

ular application. Lastly, general programming systems provide a flexible tool for investi

gating a wide range of algorithms and applications.
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General programming environments can be further divided into two sub-classes:

•  Educational Systems - that provide, for the novice user, an introductory tool to learn 
the neural network theory. These systems are usually limited to the implementation 
of small networks, based on common algorithms. The PDP7 2  and Explorer1̂  sys

tems are two of many examples developed for educational purposes;

•  General-Purpose Systems - which are more sophisticated environments for pro
gramming any algorithm or application. Typical examples include the HNC43,4  ̂

and ANNE2 2  systems.

Table 3.1 exemplifies some of the well-known neural programming environments, 

presenting a short description of their basic features. A more detailed survey of neural 

network programming environments can be found in Treleaven’s paper122. This survey 
provides various case studies of research as well as commercial products.

As can be observed from Table 3.1 descriptions, despite the great variety of available 
general-purpose systems, they share some common features. A typical general-purpose 
environment executes on a host computer and generates a specific network simulation file 
to be executed directly on the host or on a specific target machine. Monitoring of the 
network’s evolution is carried out from the host through a graphical monitor and its 
corresponding command language.

A general-purpose programming environment, as illustrated by Figure 3.1, generally 
comprises: a software environment consisting of a graphic monitor and a command 
language for controlling the simulation; an algorithm library of the most common neural 
network models; a high level language for developing new neural networks; and an 

intermediate-level network specification language for holding the representation of a 
(partially) trained network.

The user defines the desired neural network application in the high level language, either 

by completely specifying the algorithm or, more likely, by modifying a parameterised 
model supplied in the algorithm library. This high level programme is translated into the 
intermediate-level network specification language. Then, this specification is compiled 
into a simulation file for execution on a specific machine. The execution of the simula
tion is controlled and monitored using the graphic monitor and its command language.

These sophisticated programming environments represent the current trend in systems for 

programming neural network applications. However, most of the commercial products
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General Programming Environments
Category Organisation System S hort D escription

Educational
Systems

UCSD PDP A simulation package^ that runs under MS DOS and 
UNIX operating systems. It provides a wide range of 
exercises for learning and practising with PDP 
models107.

Neural Ware Explorer Designed as a learning tool for small-application 
development. It provides on-line help and a check
point facility for saving and displaying the specified 
network103.

General
Systems

IBM CONE A research environment comprising a graphical 
interface, high and intermediate network specification 
languages, and an interactive execution programme, 
running on an IBM PC. The network is executed on 
the NEP coprocessor board24,45.

HNC Anza/Axon A commercial product specially designed for ANZA 
coprocessor boards. It is composed of a graphical 
user interface, the AXON description language and 
additional utilities to debug and explore the network 
parallelism43,49.

SAIC AN Spec A commercial environment containing an algorithm 
library, an object-oriented programming language 
(ANSpec) and a graphical interface. It also includes 
the floating point accelerator DELTA board.4

Oregon ANNE A simulation environment specifically designed for 
Intel’s iPSC hyper-cube computer system22. It 
comprises network description and intermediate-level 
languages, and a mapper with a physical architecture 
descriptor (PAD) to partition the network amongst 
the iPSC processors. The PAD allows the ANNE 
system to be used with different architectures.

Adaptive Solutions CNAPS/CodeNet a commercial tool dedicated to the CNAPS 
neurocomputer5,44. It encompasses a programming 
language, a graphical user interface, an algorithm 
library and several related tools to debug and execute 
programmes5.

Lucid Plexi A commercial open environment where the user can 
modify any part of the system. It has a menu driven 
graphical interface running on Sun workstations122.

Table 3.1: Neural Network Programming Environments.

available in the market are often closed systems, making them relatively difficult to 

modify, enhance or interface with other software/hardware systems. One of the few ex
ceptions is the Plexi open system122. In addition, current programming environments are 
usually tied to a specific target computers, such as a proprietary coprocessor board for a 
PC or SUN. Thus, once a neural network application is developed, it might be difficult to 
port/interface to another machine. The Esprit II Pygmalion Programming Environment 
has been developed to overcome these two limitations.
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Figure 3.1: A Typical General-Purpose Programming Environment.

3.2. Pygmalion Programming Environment

The Pygmalion project16’17,20,123, sponsored by the European Community Esprit Pro
gramme, has been developed to ensure the widest usage of the neural programming en
vironment by making it as flexible and portable as possible.

The design philosophy of the Pygmalion neural network programming environment is 

threefold. Firstly, to provide a general environment for neural networks that includes the 
same facility and functionality encountered in commercial systems. Secondly, to pro
duce an open programming environment - which can be easily extended and interfaced to 

other tools. For this reason the core of the environment is X-windows, C and C++, run

ning on a colour workstation. Lastly, to provide portable neural network applications, so 
that trained and partially trained networks can be easily moved from one machine to 
another. As a consequence, the (partially) trained neural network applications are 
specified in a subset of C - essentially a C data structure.

The structure of the Pygmalion environment is composed of 5 major parts as shown in 
Figure 3.2:
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•  Graphic M onitor - The graphical software environment for controlling the execu
tion and monitoring of a neural network simulation. It includes a command 

language to set up a simulation, monitor its execution, interactively change internal 

values, and save a trained network.

•  Algorithm Library - The parameterised library of common neural networks, written 

in the high level language (N), that provides users with a number of validated 

modules for constructing applications.

•  High Level Language N  - An object-oriented programming language that defines, 
in conjunction with the algorithm library, a neural network algorithm and applica
tion by describing the network topology and its dynamics.

• Intermediate Level Language nC  - The intermediate-level, machine independent 

network specification language that represents the partially or fully trained neural 
network application.

•  Compilers - Used to translate the user-specified neural network application into the 
target UNIX-based workstations and parallel Transputer-based machines.

USER

High-level language - N

Algorithms Library
. i |

N

Compiler

GRAPHIC
MONITOR

Intermediate 
Level 

Language - nC
typ#d#f struct {) n»t_typ«; 
typ«d»f struct () l*yer_type? 
typedsf struct () ciustsr_typ«; 
typedmt struct {) nsuron_typ#; 
typed*f struct j) syn*ps*_typ«

Compilers

S U N D E C
transputer

array

Figure 3.2: Structure of the Pygmalion Neural Programming Environment.
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The Graphic M onitor controls the simulation of a neural network application. It executes 

on a host computer and, through X window graphical tools and a command language, 

monitors the application evolution on a target machine.

As illustrated in Figure 3.2, the Graphic Monitor is directly related to the intermediate- 
level language nC. This language encompasses a hierarchical data structure, called sys
tem , comprising five basic levels: networks, layers, clusters, neurons and synapses. The 

Graphic Monitor reflects this hierarchical structure by providing a hierarchy of windows, 
each corresponding to one level in the data structure. Each item displayed in a window is 

associated with its equivalent nC  specification.

The Graphic Monitor window environment provides pull-down menus to select and 
change: I/O format; network architecture; network learning algorithm; network execu
tion; and display of neurons states and synaptic weights. It has two types of windows:

• Top W indow - provides facilities for controlling the simulation and displaying 
status information as well as the network execution evolution;

•  Level W indows - provides control facilities and displays status information 
(through graphical representation) for each hierarchical level.

The Algorithm Library contains the classical neural network algorithms in a parameter- 
ised specification, allowing them to be configured for a specific user application. It in
cludes popular algorithms such as Hopfield53, Back Propagation58,107,13°, and 
Boltzmann Machine6,107. These neural algorithms specify the interconnection geometry 
and the basic functions associated with the neural model. In addition, users can select the 
number of processing elements, their initial state and weight values, learning rates, and 

time constants, to have the parameterised algorithm configured to the required applica
tion.

The other main parts of the Pygmalion programming environment - the high level 
language N , the intermediate level specification language nC , and the mapping of a 
neural application into target machines - are described in the next sections. Additionally, 
a full description of the nC  syntax and basic features is provided in Chapter 4, since this 

language represents the neural network specification tool for the silicon compiler en
vironment.

To ensure uniformity and consistency, all major parts of the Pygmalion environment in

teract through a common interface, which conforms with the following properties:
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•  all modules are based on the nC  hierarchical structure system ;

•  the algorithm library is composed of parameterised neural models;

•  algorithms and applications are independently defined;

• algorithms and applications interface through common (nC) data structures, func

tion names and system variables.

The resulting uniform interface permits the development of generic applications and al

gorithms; one application may be executed by various algorithms, and one parameterised 
algorithm may be configured for many applications17.

The environment provides four mechanisms for programming and controlling a neural 
network application execution:

•  Creation - where the Graphic Monitor provides a window that allows the user to 
create a neural network system from scratch, using the high level language N. This 
involves selecting a file from the algorithm/application library, or programming the 
algorithm/application in the textual language.

•  Modification - where the Graphic Monitor allows the user to alter his neural net
work application during the simulation. Modifications are of two types. Changes to 
the network data simply require modifications to the data stored in the simulation 
data structure, without affecting the N  and nC  specification. Changes to the topolo
gy , functions and control of a network application, on the other hand, require the 
high level programme text to be modified (via a text editor) and a new nC  
specification and simulation to be generated.

•  Execution - where the Graphic Monitor provides the means to control the execution 

of a neural network system. This includes the control of the overall simulation as 
well as commands for accomplishing the input/output data transfer from files.

•  M onitoring - where the Graphic Monitor allows the user to examine the status of 
an executing network. The two basic types of monitoring are: static - defining the 
current status, and dynamic - recording the history of the status.

The methodology of programming a neural network application using the Pygmalion en
vironment is illustrated by Figure 3.3. A neural network application is initially specified 

in the high-level language N  utilising modules from the Algorithm Library. The resulting 

N  programme is compiled into the intermediate level nC  programme. At this stage the
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neural network is a data structure that completely specifies the neural algorithm and the 

corresponding application. Subsequently, the nC  specification is compiled into a binary 
file, for simulation onto a specific target machine.
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Figure 3.3: Programming a Neural Network Application.

After a simulation, two types of changes can be made to the application execution: 
changes to data values, such as system variables, which merely requires modification of 
the data stored in the simulation; and changes to the hierarchical structure, such as topol
ogy, which results in altering the N  programme. In this case, the N  programme should be 
re-compiled to generate a different nC  specification. The Graphic Monitor can be used 
to dynamically modify the network, translating it to a particular target machine or saving 
the trained or partially trained network for later usage, possibly on a different target com
puter.

Having introduced the Pygmalion programming environment, next sections examine its 

two levels for representing neural networks - N  and nC  - and its two execution methods - 
simulation on a target machine or direct implementation on silicon.

3.3. Neural Network Representations in Pygmalion

There are two levels for representing a neural network in the Pygmalion programming 

environment: a high level language, called N, that offers to the user a concise format for 
specifying the required neural network application; and an intermediate level language, 
named nC , which is a machine-independent language used as the core of the Pygmalion 
environment.
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3.3.1. N  High Level Language

The Pygmalion high level language - N  - has been designed to allow its usage by both ex
pert and naive users of neural networks. Users can define new neural algorithms or 
configure already operational algorithms to perform a certain application. The N  
language has been developed as part of the Esprit II Pygmalion project at Thomson- 
CSF, and the work is now being carried on at Mimetics, France^.

The goal of the development team was to design a language that would allow a concise 

specification of neural network algorithms and applications. Consequently, the language 
follows the object-oriented approach, using a subset of C + + 1 1 6  as the basic syntax, with 

some additional neural-oriented features. The language is, therefore, based on auto

nomous components (objects) that can be easily assembled to generate a neural network 
algorithm or application.

Due to the object-oriented methodology, the N  language permits a neural network algo
rithm to be specified in two ways: by defining specific types with their own data and 
functionality, in analogy to a class in C++; or by assembling already defined types in a 
modular tree hierarchy. These objects then communicate by sending execution messages 
through connection links between plugs.

An object in N  is basically composed of two main parts: memory for data, and methods to 
describe the execution procedure on the object’s private data. The N  language also en
compasses a library of predefined objects and algorithms that can be reused in new neural 
model specifications. Objects (types) already supplied in the language include: system- 
type, nettype, layertype, clustertype, neurontype, synapsetype and som atype for 

defining types of neural networks and their sub-structures. Therefore, a typical N  pro

gramme consists of a list of type definitions, allowing nesting of types i.e., one type to be 
defined from previously defined ones. A type definition has the following structure:

newtype xxx (param eter list) 
param eter declarations 
{

plugin: list o f variable declarations
plugout: list o f  variable declarations
above: list o f shared variable declarations
element: list o f  objects that w ill be defined under this object
private: list o f local variable definitions and local function definitions
method: list o f functions declarations and definitions

)
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The C++-like syntax of the N  language permits that any programme can be easily 
translated into C or C++ programmes. Consequently, algorithms can be simulated on a 
sequential computer such as a PC or Sun workstation. The N  programming language pro
vides three types of facilities: to support the conversion of a N  model into an abstract 

representation; to allow the re-use of previously defined algorithms; and finally, to supply 
tools to translate N  applications into the intermediate-level nC  network specification.

3.3.2. nC  Specification Language

The core of the Pygmalion environment is the nC  target language, developed at UCL. nC  
is an intermediate level, machine-independent representation of neural networks. As a 
consequence of the machine independence feature, a neural network specified in nC  can 
be translated onto a variety of computers for simulation. Furthermore, a trained network 
can be stored in a library and mapped for execution in a different machine. Machine- 
independence is considered the major feature of the nC  language, and, to enhance this 
characteristic, the language syntax has been defined as a subset of C62.

The nC  intermediate level representation divides the neural network information into 
four different domains:

•  the network topology, that describes the central hierarchical configuration as well as 
the connectivity of a neural network;

•  the data of the system, comprising the neuron’s status and synaptic weights;

•  the functions, that defines the processing of the network; and

•  the control of the network activities.

These four domains are basically described by one special data structure: system. The 
system structure defines the topology by giving the explicit location of each synapse and 
neuron inside the network. The system is composed of networks that have layers, that are 
composed of clusters, that comprise neurons, that contain synapses. Alternatively, 

synapses can be allocated as a cluster sub-level to cope, for instance, with models that 
use shared weights. This hierarchy is very general, allowing the development of hetero
geneous systems consisting, for instance, of a Hopfield and a Back Propagation network.

The system structure also encloses the data of the complete system. This comprises the 

neurons’ output values and the synaptic weights. Lastly, functions performed by each 

element in the system and the overall system control are defined by the concept of rules.
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Rules are incorporated in all levels of the system  hierarchy and they specify the function 
that should be performed by a neuron, such as state calculation and weight update, as 
well as define the control of these functions. Consequently, the system  data structure con

centrates all the basic neural network informations: topology, data, function and control. 

In addition, to cope with algorithm-dependent variables, a list of user-parameters is also 
provided. The following data structure framework illustrates, through the example of the 
layer level definition, how each level of the hierarchy is specified.

Finally, to overcome the inadequacy of the C syntax in dealing with explicit control of 
parallel execution, a new control operator - PAR - has been introduced in the nC  syntax. 

This operator indicates to the nC  compiler that the statements embraced by the PAR 
operator must be executed in parallel.

A detailed description of the nC  neural network features is presented in Chapter 4.

3.4. Neural Network Execution Methods

The Pygmalion programming environment envisages two basic methods for executing 
neural network algorithms and applications. They can be either compiled and then simu
lated into different target machines, or directly translated into silicon for faster execution.

3.4.1. Simulation

One of the main requirements in the development of the Pygmalion project was to attain 
a portable system. The use of such a system allows neural network algorithms and appli
cations to be executed in a variety of different machines, including conventional and 
parallel architectures. Hence, a neural network that has been trained (or incompletely 
trained) in one particular machine, can be stored in the system and later recalled for re- 

evaluation in a different machine.

An additional benefit of a portable system is the possibility to evaluate a neural network 
in the architecture that best suits the application. Furthermore, it permits the implemen
tation of heterogeneous networks with real parallelism, where each network is mapped 
into a different machine.

t y p e d e f  s t r u c t  {

} ( . . . ) _ t y p e ;
( .  .  - )

/  * # of rules * /
/  * list of rules * /
/ *  # of user parameters * /
/ *  list of user_parameter * /
/ *  system variables {e.g. i n t  c l u s t e r s ; )  * /
/ *  lower level elements (e.g. c l u s t e r _ t y p e  * c l u s t e r ; ) * /  
/ *  name of the level (e.g. l a y e r )  * /
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For this mapping of neural networks onto diverse machines to be effective, compilers 
that translate the nC  machine-independent specification into the specific hardware must 
be available. The current version of the Pygmalion programming environment supports 
mapping to sequential machines, such as SUN and DEC workstations, and to transputer- 
based systems where a better exploitation of the intrinsic neural network parallelism can 

be achieved21.

The compilation of neural networks onto transputer-based machines is the initial step in 
the investigation of the virtual-neurons-to-physical-processors mapping issue, in order to 

achieve the best performance. Extensions to this first approach are to be carried out in 
the Esprit II Galatea project, where a general-purpose neurocomputer, composed of dif

ferent boards, is to be implemented.

3.4.2. Silicon Execution

The automatic translation of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) from a high 
level network specification has also been examined in the Pygmalion project. Two archi

tectural frameworks have been devised, namely the INPG architecture9 4 ' 9 6  presented in 
Chapter 2, and the generic neuron architecture, outcome of this thesis, which is fully 
described in Chapter 5.

The integration of a silicon compiler is regarded as very advantageous122, since it grants 
many important features such as:

- suitability for non VLSI experts (access to custom VLSI for non VLSI experts);
- design at high level using behavioural neural network specification language;

- generation of high performance ASICs (optimised for speed and area);
- correct-by-construction design;

- greatly reduced time to manufacture custom neuro-chips.

Therefore, neural network dedicated ASICs can be produced in a very short time, provid

ing high-performance neural chips with the highly attractive correct-by-construction 
feature.

The complete development and integration of the silicon compiler will be effected in the 
Galatea programming environment, an extension of the Pygmalion system.
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3.5. Summary

This chapter has described the Pygmalion project, a programming environment funded 
by the European Community Esprit Programme. The project has involved many of the 
leading neural computing research groups from European industries, research institutes 

and universities. The chapter has also presented a short review of current programming 

environments available as research or commercial products.

The analysis of these programming environments has demonstrated the necessity to 
develop an open and portable system, where the user can easily change or expand the en
vironment, as well as execute the neural network in many different machines. These were 
the two major requirements in the Pygmalion development. After examining the overall 

structure of the Pygmalion environment, the chapter has presented a brief description of 
the two neural network representation levels, available in the system, and the two execu
tion procedures provided for the user.

Next chapter presents the description of the Pygmalion machine-independent language, 
nC, where the author of this thesis played a significant role in its specification and syntax 
checking (parser). The language has been designed as the core of the Pygmalion neural 
programming environment and will be used as the high-level interface between the user 
and an integrated silicon compiler. The implemented silicon compiler will automatically 
produce VLSI neuro-chips based on the generic neuron  architectural framework.
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Chapter 4

nC Neural Network Specification Language

This chapter discusses the Pygmalion s machine-independent neural net
work specification language, called nC. The chapter starts with a 
description o f the nC programming methodology and basic concepts.
Then it examines how to programme an algorithm and an application, the 
two basic elements that fully specify a neural network in nC. It also exam
ines the nC parser designed to check the language syntax.

4.1. nC Programming

The nC  programming language developed in the Pygmalion project16,17,2^’12-* acts as 
an intermediate level, machine-independent representation for artificial neural networks. 
It has been developed as the target language of the Pygmalion programming environment 
to accommodate the diverse requirements of neural network programming122.

Machine independence is considered the major feature of the Pygmalion nC  language17. 
A neural network programme specified in nC  can be executed in a variety of target 
machines controlled by the Pygmalion's Graphic Monitor, or be automatically translated 

into application-specific neuro-chips, making use of an integrated silicon compiler. 
Therefore, to enhance the machine independence characteristic, the language has been 
defined as a subset of the ISO standard C language62. The approach of using the C 
language for the hardware synthesis is also supported by another research group6^’76, 
which is investigating a C-based hardware description language for the high level syn
thesis of VLSI chips.

A nC  neural network programme comprises two main parts126:

• Algorithm - which includes the definition of a parameterised neural network algo
rithm that can be configured to implement different applications;

•  Application - which contains information about the network configuration and the 
algorithmic control.

The separation of algorithm and application expertise is very effective for the develop
ment of generic applications and generic algorithms. This approach allows a single appli
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cation to be used by different algorithms and a single parameterised algorithm to be ex

perimented with various applications17. Based on this division, the development of a 
complete nC  programme (application + algorithm) can be visualised as illustrated in Fig
ure 4.1.

Algorithm  Dom ain
Algorithm

Parameterised
Neural

Network
AlgorithmAlgorithm

User iiCsyntaxsys ltm

Application Domain
Configuration Fixed

Neural
Network
Model

Topology

data initialisation
Application

User
Program

Application
Control

EXECUTION
L J

Figure 4.1: Representation of the nC Programming method.

As shown above, a neural network execution (as a simulation or in silicon) is constructed 
from three basic units:

•  parameterised algorithm , which is an application independent specification of a 
neural network model, where the programmer, making use of the hierarchical struc
ture system  (described in section 4.2.2), implements basic system functions like 
weight update, learn and recall;

•  application configuration, where the application programmer basically configures 

the chosen algorithm, supplying the correct values for the algorithm’s parameters, 
such as number of nets, layers and neurons in each layer,

•  application program , where the application builder specifies the sequence of calls

to the system functions. These functions control the algorithm’s initialisation, train
ing, recall, saving etc.

Hence, the first basic element in the development of a complete neural network pro
gramme in nC, is the definition of a parameterised neural network algorithm (see Figure 
4.1). A neural network algorithm, either extracted from the algorithm library or
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developed by the algorithm user, is essentially composed of a set of parameterised func

tions based on a built-in, hierarchical data structure, called system. These functions allow 
a neural network algorithm to be coded independently of the topological configuration 

and the network parameters.

The next component in the specification of a complete neural network execution is the 
definition of the network configuration. This definition encompasses topological infor

mation and initialisation of parameter values necessary to transform the parameterised 

neural algorithm into a fixed neural network model. A fixed neural model is, therefore, 
the assembly of a parameterised algorithm with an application configuration. The resul
tant neural model is a "static" image of the parameterised algorithm, with fixed number 

of elements and with the correct initialisation for weights and states.

The last necessary element to produce a complete programme for execution is the 
specification of the application control, which indicates how the neural model should be 
executed. This last part is defined by the application programmer who specifies how and 
which algorithm functions should be executed to perform the desired application. This 
control can be executed with or without the Graphic Monitor command.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the nC neural network information is divided into 
four different domains: topology, data, functions and control. These four domains are in
corporated into the hierarchical data structure system  and in the rule structure definition. 
These two basic concepts, system and rule, are the essential entities which define nC  as a 
neural network dedicated language.

4.2. nC Basic Concepts

This section explains the fundamental concepts of the nC  programming language. These 
are: the rule concept, that embodies the functionality and controllability of a neural net

work model; and the system data structure that groups into one structure all neural net
work information.

4.2.1. Rule Concept

The information about function  and control in a nC  neural network programme is defined 
by the concept of rules. Rules can be visualised in two levels: the functional level, or 

simply rule level; and the control level, or meta-rule level. These two levels are defined 

through the same data structure, namely RULE. The basic specification of the RULE 
structure is shown below.
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struct RULE (
c h a r  ‘ name;
c l a s s _ t y p e  ‘ c l a s s ;
c a d d r _ t  ‘ p a r a _ l l s t ;

);
t y p e d e f  s t r u c t  RULE r u l e _ t y p e ;

As illustrated above, the RULE structure comprises, essentially, three fields:

name -  defines the name of the rule, which is used for display purposes in the Graphic 
Monitor.

class - contains, among other fields, a pointer to a procedure that specifies the rule’s 

functionality/controllability. The c lassjype  data structure is described later in 
this section.

para_iist - is an array that contains the procedure’s parameters list. The caddr_t type 
allows the parameters to be pointers to any type specifier (int, float 
etc), including user defined types, such as RULE.

The basic elements of the RULE structure are then a function pointer (accessed indirect
ly via the class jy p e  structure) and a list of parameter pointers (see Figure 4.2). The 
function pointer (fun_ptr) points to a basic procedure that is applied to the parameter list 
(p) when the rule is executed. At the rule level, (where functionality is specified), the 
parameters are numeric values, upon which the function performs a specific calculation. 

On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.3, at the meta-rule level (where controllability 
is defined) the parameters are pointers to other rules. In this case, the associated function 
determines how these rules should be executed. There are basically two ways of execut
ing rules: either sequentially, using the sexec built-in function; or in parallel, utilising the 
pexec built-in function.

As exemplified by the neuron.state_upd rule in Figure 4.2, the parameter list at rule-level 

can be divided into two blocks, namely Generic Parameters and Extended Parameters. 

The former includes the fundamental numeric parameters that must be present in all rules 
of one specific class. In this example, the neuron’s output state (State) and the accumula

tor (acc) are the generic parameters for the State_U pdate function. The extended 
parameters, on the other hand, are related to the variable part (concerning the size of the 
list) of the rule, such as the input states ( S ) and their associated weights (W ;). Owing to 
this division, the class_type structure was created, in order to specify a group of rules that 
contain the same set of generic parameters as well as the same function body.
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RULE CLASS TYPE FUNCTION

name:
neuron.state.upd

class_pointer

parajist

stateupdate
n_gen _par
n_ext_par

fun_ptr State_Updale (p)

state acc size W1 W2 Wn

Generic Extended
Parameters Parameters

Figure 4.2: The Back Propagation state update of a neuron-level rule level.

RULE CLASS TYPE FUNCTION
name:
duster.state upd

fun_pointer pexec ()
pexec

class pointer
n_gen _par«0

parajist n_ext_par

state update 
neuron n

state update 
neuron n-1

state update 
neuron 1

state update 
neuron 2

Extended
Parameters

Figure 4.3: The Back Propagation state update of a cluster-level meta-rule level.

The class j y p e  structure, shown below, is composed of: a. function pointer (*fn) to ac
cess the function body; a string containing the function’s name (*fn_name); the number 

of generic parameters (n_generic_parameters); and the number of extended parameters 
(n_extend_parameters).

t y p e d e f  s t r u c t  (
i n t  (*fn)  () ;
c h a r  *fn_nam e;
i n t  n _ g e n e r i c _ p a r a m e t e r s ;
i n t  n _ e x t e n d _ p a r a m e t e r s ?

I c l a s s _ t y p e ;

The n_extend_parameters field in the class j y p e  structure does not contain the total 
number of extended parameters, since this number varies according to the network 
configuration. In fact, it contains the number of elements in the replicated group. This 

idea can be clarified by analysing Figure 4.2. As shown in the parameter list, the extend-
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ed parameters part comprises, besides the s i z e  field, groups of two elements each: the 
state of an input neuron (5,-) and the associated weight value (VT,). This group is "extend
ed" to the correct amount which, in this case, depends on the number of input neurons. 
The number of groups in the extended parameters part is stored in the s i z e  field, which 

must always be the first one in the extended parameters list.

The algorithm programmer should declare and initialise all different rule classes required 

for the particular neural network model being implemented. More details about the rule 
concept and its related data structures can be found in the nC  M anual12**.

4.2.2. Generic H ierarchical Structure - system

The key to an algorithm specification in nC  is the hierarchical data structure system . 
This structure defines the complete configuration of a neural network model, giving the 
explicit location of each synapse and neuron inside the whole network. The system  struc
ture is fixed for all neural network algorithms and no modification is permitted, since it 
also provides the common interface by which the Graphic Monitor controls and accesses 

the network data.

The system hierarchical structure is composed of 5 sub-levels achieving the required gen
erality to implement any topological configuration. It is composed of one or more net
works that have layers, that are composed of clusters, that comprise neurons, that finally 
contain synapses. Alternatively, synapses can be allocated at the cluster sub-level to 
cope, for instance, with applications that use shared weights. The hierarchical structure 
of the nC  language is shown in Figure 4.4.

system

net\ net 2 netn

layer \ layer 2 layerp

cluster i cluster 2 clusterq

neuron \ neuron 2 neuronk

synapse \ synapse 2 synapse}

Figure 4.4: The nC hierarchical structure system.
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In addition to the usually supported layer and neuron sub-levels, the nC  language has 

also incorporated the net sub-level, in order to allow the development of heterogeneous 
neural models consisting, for instance, of a Flopfield5 3  and a Back Propagation5*1* 107»13® 
network. Furthermore, some models, such as the Competitive Learning25*4^, assume a 

sub-division at the layer level, where competing neurons are assembled into separated 

groups. Inside these groups, only the winner neuron fires. To be able to distinguish these 
groups from normal layers, the cluster sub-level has been included. The cluster sub-level 
can also be used to assemble neurons belonging to the same layer into groups that exhibit 
similar behaviour.

The system hierarchy embodies the 4 basic neural network domains (topology, data, 
function and control) in one single structure. The topology is expressed by the system*s 

five levels: net, layer, cluster, neuron and synapse. The data is incorporated into the neu
ron and synapse sub-levels, which contain the neuron’s output state and the synaptic 
weight. Functions and control are specified by a list of rules, included in each sub-level 
of the system structure. The five system  sub-levels share a common framework com
posed of:

•  a list of rules;

•  a list of user-parameters;

•  a list of system-parameters; and

•  a list of lower level structures.

The list of rules defines the control and functionality associated to the hierarchy’s sub- 
levels. The list of user-param eters encloses the algorithm dependent variables, like the 

learning_rate and tolerance parameters implemented at the net level of the Back Propa

gation algorithm. The list of system -param eters contains the algorithm independent 
parameters, associated with the specific system's sub-level. Finally, each system's sub- 
level holds the pointers to the lower-level s tru c tu re ’s elements like clusters inside 

layers. The complete system specification is shown in Figure 4.5.

By analysing the system structure declaration, it can be noticed that all sub-levels follow 
a common framework definition. User-parameters are declared as a list of p a ra jyp e  

structures, which comprises two basic units: the parameter’s name (as a string) and the 
parameter’s value. The algorithm programmer can create any algorithm dependent 
parameter and the Pygmalion Graphic Monitor can still monitor the parameters by their 

associated names. The para_type structure definition can be found in the nC  Manual126.
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typedef struct { int

ty p e d e f  s t r u c t  

ty p e d e f  s t r u c t

r u l e  t y p e  
i n t
p a r a t y p e  
TAGVAL 

} s y n a p s e  t y p e ;

s t r u c t  NEURON ( i n t
r u l e  t y p e  
i n t
p a r a t y p e
TAGVAL
i n t
i n t
i n t
s t r u c t  NEURON 
s t r u c t  NEURON 
i n t
s y n a p s e  t y p e

),
NEURON neu ro n  t y p e ;

n _ r u l e s ;
* r u l e s ;
n _ p a r a m e t e r s ;
• p a r a m e t e r s ;
w e ig h t ;

n _ r u l e s ;
• r u l e s ;
n _ p a r a m e t e r s ;
• p a r a m e t e r s ;
s t a t e [ NO_STATES
r o u t e [ 4 ] ;
f a n i n ;
f a n o u t ;
* * i  n p u t_ n e u r o n ;
• * o u tp u t_ n e u r o n ;  
s y n a p s e s ; 
• • s y n a p s e ;

ty p e d e f  s t r u c t  (

ty p e d e f  s t r u c t  (

t y p e d e f  s t r u c t  I

i n t
r u l e  t y p e  
i n t
p a r a t y p e
i n t
i n t
n e u r o n _ ty p e
s y n a p s e _ ty p e
c l u s t e r _ t y p e ;

i  nt
r u l e _ t y p e
I n t
p a r a  t y p e  
i n t
c l u s t e r _ t y p e
l a y e r _ t y p e ;

i n t
r u l e  t y p e  
i n t
p a r a  t y p e
I n t
i n t
c a d d r _ t  
c a d d r _ t  
c a d d r  t  
i n t
l a y e r t y p e
n e t _ t y p e ;

i n t
r u l e _ t y p e
i n t
p a r a  t y p e  
i n t
n e t _ t y p e  
sy s te m  t y p e ;

n _ r u l e s ;
• r u l e s ;
n _ p a r a m e t e r s ;
• p a r a m e t e r s ;
n e u r o n s ;
s y n a p s e s ;
* * n e u ro n ;  
• • s y n a p s e ;

n _ r u l e s ;
• r u l e s ;
n _ p a r a m e te r s ;
• p a r a m e t e r s ;
c l u s t e r s ;
• • c l u s t e r ;

n _ r u l e s ;  
• r u l e s ;  
n _ p a r a m e t e r s ;  
• p a r a m e t e r s ;  
f a n i n ;  
f a n o u t ; 
* i n p u t _ p o r t ; 
* o u t p u t _ p o r t ;  
• t a r g e t ;  
l a y e r s ;
• • l a y e r ;

n _ r u l e s ;
• r u l e s ;
n _ p a r a m e t e r s ;
• p a r a m e t e r s ;
n e t s ;
• • n e t ;

Figure 4.5: The complete system structure definition.

As shown in Figure 4.5, all lists are declared as pointers instead of arrays62. This feature 

allows all lists to have unfixed size at the time of declaration. So, although the system  

structure declaration is fixed for all algorithms, the application builder can configure it to 

have any number of elements in the hierarchy’s sub-levels. This type of list, however, 
provides no memory allocation at declaration time. Therefore, all sub-levels of the sys
tem structure must have their necessary memory allocated at run time, according to the 
application configuration. This is accomplished by two functions, namely connect and 
build_rules, which are coded by the algorithm programmer.
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The synapsejype, clusterjype, layerjype  and system jy p e ,  as shown in Figure 4.5, in
clude, in addition to rules and parameters lists, simply the list of lower level elements, 
like weight inside synapses and clusters inside layers. The cluster j y p e  allow synapses 
and neurons as lower level elements. The algorithm programmer should choose where to 

allocate the synapses, either in the neuron level or in the cluster level, and programme the 
algorithm accordingly.

The neuron j y p e  and net j y p e  sub-level structures, on the other hand, have more com

plex structures. The neuron j y p e  has six additional system parameters:

•  state[NO_STATES] array - provides memory storage for the neuron’s output state 
and other relevant values, such as an accumulator for the weighted sum. The size of 

this array is algorithm dependent and the programmer should specify the 
NO_STATES value for each different algorithm. For the Back Propagation algorithm, 

for instance, the array is formed by the neuron’s output state, its error value, the tar
get output value, and an accumulator for the weighted sum.

• the rou te [4] array - uniquely identifies a neuron inside the whole system structure. 
The four fields of this array define: number of the net that the neuron belongs; 

number of the layer inside the net; number of the cluster inside the layer, and finally 
the neuron’s index inside the cluster.

•  fanin and fanout fields - define, for each particular neuron, the number of inputs 
and outputs the neuron contains.

• the **input_neuron and **output_neuron fields - are lists of pointers to neuron 

structures, providing the connectivity information.

The net j y p e  structure has also some additional parameters: the fanin and fanout 

parameters, which hold the number of input and output neurons of that specific net, and 

three list of pointers - *input_port, *output_port and *target - which contain the input,
output and target pattern values, respectively.

The system hierarchy and the concept of rules provide the required generality in conjunc

tion with efficient execution. Moreover, they produce a fully parameterised neural net
work algorithm, implying that it can be employed by many different applications.

The third basic concept incorporated into the nC  language is the PAR operator, presented 
in the next section.
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4.2.3. nC  Parallel Execution Operator - PAR

In addition to the common C statements, a new operator, namely PAR, has been intro

duced into the nC  language, in order to have an explicit control statement for indicating 
parallel execution. The PAR control operator indicates that all instructions within the fol

lowing open-and-close brackets should be executed in parallel. Furthermore, the PAR 
operator also serves as an operation modifier when applied to a fo r  statement. It converts 
an iterative fo r  loop into a replication operation. The two examples presented below help 
to clarify the use of this new operator.

E xam ple 1: PAR
(

statement 1; 
statem ent;

}

E xam ple 2: PAR for (i=0; i < config.neLlayer[j].cluster.neurons; i++)
statement;

In example 1, the two statements are executed in parallel, while in example 2 the state
ment within the for loop is replicated for all neurons (index i) in the specific layer j .  This 
explicit control of execution provides the necessary information to guide the mapping of 
nC  programmes into different parallel machines and into silicon.

The following sections discusses the important issues on how to programme the two 
essential modules of a neural network specification in nC: the parameterised algorithm 
and the application definition.

4.3. Programming an Application

To write an application the designer should specify two basic modules: the application 
configuration, to obtain a fully configured and initialised neural model, and the applica
tion control to direct the neural model execution. These two application parts, together 
with the parameterised algorithm, form a complete programme for execution.

4.3.1. Application Configuration Definition

The application configuration part contains the network configuration and some parame

ter definitions. These definitions can be implemented in two different ways. Firstly by 
creating a file called config.h, which must be compiled together with the neural algo

rithm every time one of the declared values needs to be changed. The second method is
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provided to overcome this drawback of having to recompile the whole programme when 
just a small change in a parameter value is required. Hence, a file (currently called test) 
is generated every time a neural model is executed for the first time. This file is then read 
back when a new run of the neural model is desired. If, for instance, the learning rate 
should be modified, the user edits the test file and changes the setting of the learning 
rate parameter. A new configuration can then be tested, without requiring recompilation 

of the neural network model.

In addition to parameter values and network configuration, the test file can contain ini

tialisation for weights and states of a neural model. This enables the user to run a partial
ly trained neural model, utilising weight values that have been previously calculated.

To configure a parameterised algorithm for the first time however, the application builder 
should generate the config.h. This file basically comprises the config structure declara
tion and initialisation shown in Figure 4.6. An example of a config.h file can be found in 
Appendix 4.

configjdecla:
s t r u c t  
[ i n t  n e t s ;

s t r u c t  { i n t  l a y e r s ;
s t r u c t  [ i n t  c l u s t e r s ;

s t r u c t  { i n t  n e u r o n s ;
} c l u s t e r  [CLUSTERS];

} l a y e r  [LAYERS];
} n e t  [NETS);

) c o n f i g  -  [ NETS,{
{ /*  number o f  l a y e r s  i n  n e t  1 * / ,

[ /*  number o f  c l u s t e r s  i n  l a y e r  1 * / ,
\

( / *  number o f  n e u ro n s  i n  c l u s t e r  1 * / } ,
( / *  number o f  n e u ro n s  i n  c l u s t e r  2 * / } ,

( /*  number o f  n e u ro n s  i n  c l u s t e r  CLUSTERS * / )
}),

( /*  number o f  c l u s t e r  i n  l a y e r  LAYERS * / ,

{ / *  number o f  n e u ro n s  i n  c l u s t e r  1 * / } ,
{ /*  number o f  n e u ro n s  i n  c l u s t e r  2 * / } ,

{ /*  number o f  n e u ro n s  i n  c l u s t e r  CLUSTERS * / )

}/
{ /

),

number o f  l a y e r s  i n  n e t  2 * / ,

* number o f  l a y e r  i n  n e t  NETS * / ,

Figure 4.6: config general framewoik.
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This structure establishes the number of elements for each sub-level of the system  struc
ture, like number of layers inside each network and number of neurons inside each clus

ter, completely configuring the network topology.

The next step to fully define an application is the application control specification, 

described in the following section.

4.3.2. Application Control Definition

In the application control part, the programmer specifies the application dependent con
trol structures, which determines the neural model execution. There are essentially two 
ways of defining the application control of a neural model:

•  M enu driven via Graphic M onitor (GM), where the user selects, in the GM win
dows, the desired functions to be executed, like load, learn and recall.

•  main C routine , where the user programmes the main routine to control the neural
model. In this mode, the neural model simulation is executed independently from 
the Graphic Monitor.

The structure of the main routine is basically composed of function calls and 
loops/iterations statements to control the functions’ execution. Functions are of two 
types: system functions, that deal mainly with input/output of data; and algorithm func
tions that are the routines defined in the parameterised neural network model. The system 
functions are algorithm independent, provided as part of the built-in library. Examples of 
system functions are: init_pattern, read_input, read_target, sysjoad and sys_save. 
The first three handle the inputting of patterns, while the last two analyse the test file.

Fundamentally, any algorithm function defined in the neural network algorithm can be 
called in the application programme part. However, there are four compulsory algorithm 

functions that should be included in all application controls:

•  connect - allocates memory for all sub-levels of the system  structure and assigns the 
correct pointers to establish the network connectivity.

•  build_rules - constructs the rules that each system sub-level should perform.

•  Learn - learns the pattern that has been previously stored in the system  structure 
through system functions.
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•  Recall - recalls one pattern, that was previously loaded in the system  structure.

The connect and build_rules routines must be called before any other algorithm func
tion. Apart from the constraint of having to call connect and build_rules to fully initial
ise the system  data structure, the application programmer can use full C syntax to deter
mine the application’s execution.

4.4. Programming an Algorithm

A neural network algorithm programmed in nC should be specified in a parameterised 
way to allow it to be used by a wide range of different applications. Therefore, the algo
rithm programmer must conform with the following nC principles:

•  make use of the general, built-in, hierarchical data structure system ;

•  programme all lower level functions, or rule functions, using the nC syntax allowed;

•  code connect and build_rules procedures to allocate memory and assign the correct 
pointers for the system structure.

The system hierarchical structure should be included in all algorithms coded in nC, using 
the sysdef. h file that contains all built-in structures of the nC language (see Appendix 

4).

The next essential step in the development of a new neural network algorithm is to code 
the necessary rule functions. To code a rule, the programmer should initially decide what 

are the necessary parameters and then use the allowed statements to code the rule func
tion. More details about the syntax allowed to code the rule function bodies can be en
countered in the nC Manual12̂ . Appendix 4 contains the complete specification of the 
Back Propagation algorithm coded in nC.

The last basic element to programme an algorithm is the declaration of the connect and 

build_rules routines, discussed in the next section.

4.4.1. Coding connect and build-rules

The basic element in the developing of a new algorithm is the coding of two important 
procedures - connect and build_rules - that: allocate the correct amount of memory in 
the system  structure; assign the correct pointers for the neurons connectivity; and extend 
all different rules. More specifically:
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•  connect - converts the general system structure declaration into a specific memory 

structure, using the set of constants provided by the config structure in the applica
tion part. It also assigns the correct pointers for the system connectivity.

•  build_rules - uses the network topology set by the connect routine to construct all 
the necessary rules, at rule and meta-rule levels. It basically attributes the rule func

tion pointer and assigns the correct pointers for the rule’s parameter list.

The connect and build_rules functions basically generate the whole system  structure in 
the memory, with all pointers set to the correct address. These two functions expand the 

general symbolic structures into an explicit form. The names of these two functions are 
compulsory but the function bodies are algorithm dependent and must be coded correctly 

to generate the desired topology.

The connect procedure must: (1) allocate memory for the lower level structures, such as 
allocating the correct number of neurons for all clusters in the system ; (2) must allocate 
memory for all the necessary rules and parameters in the system  sub-levels; and finally, 
(3) it should establish the neuron’s connectivity. This is accomplished by setting the 
correct pointers to the input_neuron and output_neuron lists of each neuron in the sys
tem.

The build_rules routine essentially constructs the rules for all sub-levels of the system 
structure, assigning all the correct pointers. The algorithm programmer writes this rou
tine using two built-in functions available in the buiit_in_fn. c file:

rule_init - Initialise a rule, setting all the correct values for rule’s name, class, func
tion pointer and generic parameters. Additionally, it allocates memory 

for the extended parameters.

rule_extend - Sets the correct pointer for the rule’s extended parameters, using the 

memory previous allocated in the r u le jn i t  function.

4.5. nC Parser

As already stated, the nC  language designed in the Pygmalion programming environment 

is based on a fixed hierarchical structure that embodies all the required information to 
describe a neural network. This hierarchical structure is the core of the programming en
vironment, which the Graphic Monitor, the compilers to target machines and the silicon 
compiler depend upon. Therefore, even though the nC  language is founded on the C syn
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tax, a mechanism to verify the nC  basic and fixed concepts is necessary. To perform this 

task, a nC parser has been developed.

The nC_parser is a syntax checker for neural network algorithms and applications writ

ten in the Pygmalion nC language. It reads an nC  programme and analyses it to find out 
whether its syntax conforms to the nC  language specification. If the user has not correctly 
defined the neural network according to the nC  directives, the programme notifies the er

ror that must be corrected.

The parser is divided in three basic modules:

(i) conf ig_parser - basically verifies the config data structure specification, which has
been defined by the application builder in the configuration file config.h;

(H) sysdef_parser - validates the entire set of nC  special data structures used in a neural 
network algorithm specification. It essentially analyses the sysdef .h file to check 

the system hierarchical structure and rule related data structures;

(Hi) nC_parser - the main module that analyses the whole specification of the application 
and parameterised algorithm. It examines if the config.h and sysdef.h files have 
been included and calls their associated checker. In addition, it investigates the 
class j y p e  declarations, the rule function definitions, the existence of the connect 
and build_rules, and finally, if present, the main function syntax.

If any of the above modules recognises an error in the syntax format, the user is informed 
about the file and respective line in which the error has occurred, in order to take the ap

propriated measures. After the syntax checking succeeds, the user can be assured that the 
nC  programme can be correctly compiled and executed under the Pygmalion Graphic 
Monitor control.

The nC ja r s e r  has been developed making use of the UNIX tools for lexical and gram

mar analysis, namely Lex6 7  and Yacc57, respectively. Appendix 1 presents the nC  gram
mar used for the nC_parser implementation.

4.6. Summary

This chapter has introduced the basic concepts of the Pygmalion neural network 
specification language, called nC. This target language has been designed as part of the 
Esprit II Pygmalion project to provide a concise and efficient form for executing neural 

network algorithms in different machines, either based on sequential or parallel architec
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tures. Additionally, the language should be adequate to the automatic translation of neur
al applications into ASIC neuro-chips, through a behavioural hardware synthesis tool.

The language, which is based on a subset of the C syntax, has been developed to conform 

with the following basic requisites:

•  neural net independence - to permit a clear representation of a wide range of neural 
network applications, covering all stages of specification, training and usage;

• target machine independence - to allow a neural network specified in the language 

to be efficiently mapped onto a range of sequential and parallel computers, as well 
as automatically translated into application-specific VLSI chips;

•  algorithm!application separation - to enable the development of generic applica
tions and generic algorithms, where a certain application can be evaluated by dif
ferent parameterised algorithms and a single algorithm can be configured to imple
ment many applications.

To comply with the above requirements, the language has been defined as based on a 
hierarchical data structure that encompasses the whole neural network information in 
terms of data, connectivity, functions and control. This data structure, called system , to
gether with the definition of the rule functions, allows a neural network application to be 
simulated in one of the available target machines. Additionally, with the integration of 
the silicon compiler, the neural application will be automatically compiled into silicon 
for faster execution.

The silicon compilation approach for implementing high performance ASICs requires, in 
addition to the neural network specification language, a target VLSI architecture. This 

architecture should provide a framework that includes the main features encountered in 
artificial neural networks, in order to be configured to implement the desired application. 

Such architectural framework, which is the main goal of this thesis, is described in the 
next chapter.
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Chapter 5

Generic Neuron Architecture & Silicon Compilation

This chapter gives a description o f the architectural framework developed 
in this research. It presents the generic neuron model, its associated VLSI 
architecture, and how different neural algorithms can be represented with 
the proposed model. It also describes the architectural parameters used 
by the silicon compiler to generate different neural network application- 
specific chips.

5.1. Design Approach

As stated in Chapter 1, the ultimate goal of this research is to achieve a behavioural VLSI 
design automation system, dedicated to artificial neural networks. The system is based on 
the Pygmalion environment and its associated neural network description language nC  
(described in the last two chapters), and also on the development of an integrated silicon 
compiler that will automatically generate specialised neural chips from the nC  network 
specification language.

Current progress in the development of silicon compilers indicates that they usually tend 
to automate the lower levels (physical and gate) of the layout design89, freeing the 
designer from having a detailed understanding of the VLSI design process. These silicon 

compilers are normally general purpose systems that can be applied to various different 
applications. Nonetheless, these systems still demand a considerable knowledge of elec
tronics design, forcing the user to utilise a hardware description language to describe the 

application’s functionality. Moreover, due to their generality feature, these silicon com

pilers typically produce larger and lower performance circuits than a full custom 

design1 0 8  since, to achieve generality, they commonly make use of standard cell libraries 
to produce the final chip114.

Therefore, to develop higher level synthesis tools that automatically generate compact 
and high performance application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) from a high level 
description language (behavioural domain), it is crucial to specify a target VLSI architec
tural framework that encompasses the main features of the aimed application. The 
specification of such architectural framework for a silicon compiler environment allows 

the production of more optimised circuits in terms of silicon area, as well as makes the
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utilisation of a behavioural silicon compiler feasible, since the architectural framework 

reduces the degree of variability.

To devise such architectural framework, a clear understanding of the basic features relat

ed to the specific application is required. In the case of neural network applications, the 

main properties of neural algorithms should be analysed in order to define an adequate 

target architecture. The architectural framework’s design should provide: generality to 

implement the large variety of available neural algorithms; and simplicity to optimise the 
processing element’s silicon area and performance. Consequently, prior to describing the 

VLSI target architecture conceived in this research, the following section presents the 
generic neuron model that embodies the main properties of neural networks. This is the 
basic model that led to the definition of the generic neuron VLSI architectural frame
work.

5.2. Generic Neuron Description

The continuous improvements in artificial neural networks have led to the development 
of a large variety of different neural algorithms, based on diverse topological arrange
ments and learning rules. The interconnection pattern of these models ranges from the 
simple one layer configuration, to the more complex multi-layer, forward/backward data 
communication scheme. Recall and learning procedures also span over an extensive 
spectrum, where a number of different functions, based on dissimilar mathematical 

models, specify how weights should be updated and states and errors calculated.

The generic neuron model has been devised to incorporate, into one single structure, 
these diverging aspects of neural network algorithms, both in terms of topology and func

tionality. The generic neuron model, introduced in Chapter 1 and reproduced in Figure 

5.1 for the sake of clarity, provides four ports for external communication: 1) a set of 
state inputs S, where the specific neuron collects the state inputs received form the linked 

neurons; 2) a state output s, used to broadcast the neuron’s output state to the appropriate 
neurons; and 3) a group of error inputs E and 4) an error output e to cope with models 
that require backward flow of data, such as the Back Propagation5 8 , 1 0 7 , 1 3 0  algorithm.

In terms of its internal functionality, the generic neuron model includes a table of weight 
values W  (associated with both groups of inputs - S, E - for the forward and backward 

path, respectively) and three different functions: the activation function fl, that evaluates 

the neuron’s output state; the weight updating function f2; and the error calculation func
tion O.
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Figure 5.1: The structure of the generic neuron model.

The activation function f l  is performed in two consecutive steps: the propagation rule, 
that defines how the state inputs are modified by the associated weight values; and the 
threshold function that makes use of the propagation rule’s result to obtain the actual out
put state. Hence, the f l function depends on two basic parameters, S and W:

s= fl(S ,W )  (5.1)

The weight updating function f2, executed only during the learning phase, is typically a 
function of the weight values W, the state inputs S and the neuron’s output error e:

A W = f2(S9e,W ) (5.2)

The generic neuron's error value e, utilised by the weight updating function, is evaluated 
by the error calculation function f3. This function usually depends on the input errors E, 
the neuron’s output state s and, in some cases, also on the weight values W:

e= f 3(s,E,W ) (5.3)

Most neural algorithms can be described by defining these three functions and by speci
fying the network’s topology. Table 5.1 illustrates this idea by expressing, in accordance 

with the generic neuron's functions above, eight of the most popular neural algorithms. 

The next paragraphs presents a brief description of these algorithms and Table 5.1 

demonstrates the mapping of these algorithms onto the generic neuron model by chang

ing the configuration of its internal parameters.

As shown in Table 5.1, the spectrum of different neural network models is quite exten
sive119. The network topology parameter can range from single layer, feed-forward 
models, such as Perceptron79, through single layer with feedback connections, like the 

Hopfield algorithm53, to more complex interconnection patterns, found in the multi-layer
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Notation:
wy = weight from PE; to PE}
S; = state from PE;
ej = output error of PEj (e^  for output layer, for hidden layer)
tj = target output of PEj
T| = the learning rate, a constant between 0 and 1 
7*(net) = derivative of the threshold function 
NA. = not applicable

Table 5.1: The mapping of popular neural models into the generic neuron model.

bidirectional links of the Back Propagation5 8 ’ 1 0 7 * 1 3 0  and two-dimensional grid of neu
rons of the Self-Organising Map64,68.

The activation function (fl) , formed by the propagation rule and threshold function , also 

presents some variation among the current neural algorithms. The propagation rule basi

cally calculates the weighted sum of the input states, although the Neocognitron 
model3 4 , 3 5  applies a more complex function of input states and weight values, which are 

classified into excitatory (Se, We) and inhibitory (fy w/,) values. The threshold function is 

usually restricted to one of the three functions shown previously in Figure 1.3 (hard lim
iter, pseudo-linear and sigmoid families).

Apart from the network topology, however, the learning procedure is probably the most 
characteristic feature of a neural network model. In algorithms such as 

Hopfield/Kohonen’s associative memories53’63’64, the learning algorithm does not in
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volve any error calculation (shown in Table 5.1 as N.A.), having the weight values set 
based on the Hebbian rule. This rule establishes that when the two nodes embracing a 

connection are active, the associated connection weight should be strengthened68,107.

Nonetheless, the learning algorithm generally depends upon an error calculation (13) and 

a subsequent weight updating function  (f2). Error calculation functions can drastically 
vary among the neural algorithms. They can be as simple as the difference between a tar
get value and the neuron’s output state (Perceptron7 9  and Delta Rule6 8  algorithms in 
Table 5.1), or involve more complex equations according to the mathematical modeling 
being used. In the Back Propagation algorithm, for instance, the error calculation also re
quires the derivative of the threshold function (T(net)).

The Boltzmann Machine learning algorithm, on the other hand, uses the simulated an

nealing technique6 , 1 0 7  to modify the synaptic weights. With this technique, the weight 
values are adjusted by applying the Boltzmann distribution with a temperature parameter 
to determine the slope of the probability function. The learning algorithm is performed in 
two consecutive phases. The first phase employs supervised learning, where target pat
terns are fed into the output neurons and the network is stabilised using the current set of 
weights. An unsupervised phase is then utilised, where no target output is presented but 
the system again calculates its output states until equilibrium is reached. The weights are 
subsequently updated using statistical information obtained from the two previous phases 
(see Table 5.1): <ptj> the average probability that PEs i and j  are active during the super
vised phase; and <p'ij> the average probability that both PEs are active during the unsu
pervised phase. This process is continued until the average change in the weight values 
becomes zero.

The Counter Propagation algorithm13̂  (which employs competitive learning2 6  technique 

in one of its layers) also accomplishes the learning procedure in two phases. It is a 
multi-layer feed forward network, that employs two different learning rules for each of 

its layers. In phase one the weights from the input layer to the hidden layer (Awij \ ) are 
updated using the Kohonen unsupervised algorithm, which forces only one neuron to be 

active in the hidden layer. The weights from the hidden layer to the output layer (Aw/;-2 ) 
are updated in a second phase using the supervised Grossberg algorithm (see equations in 
Table 5.1).

As can be seen from the above discussion, although the range of functions varies consid
erably from one neural algorithm to another, the generic neuron model provides the 

desired flexibility to describe a wide selection of neural models. The generic neuron
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model supports the description of recall and learning procedures of various algorithms by 
merely tuning its internal parameters configuration. Based on this flexible model, the 

generic neuron architectural framework was devised, providing a simple and general tar

get architecture for the integrated silicon compiler.

5.3. Architectural Framework

The generic neuron  architectural framework was designed to incorporate all basic 
features encountered in current neural network algorithms, in order to implement a wide 

range of algorithms/applications. Therefore, the chosen architecture consolidates the 

basic concepts defined in the generic neuron model. The generic neuron architecture 
seeks to combine flexibility and high performance to provide a cost effective architectur
al design. To achieve this trade-off, some basic requirements have been imposed: the 

communication strategy should cope with any network topology; and the processing 
element's structure should provide an optimised framework to attain high performance 
and minimum silicon area.

The following two sub-sections present the developed target architecture according to the 
adopted communication strategy and the proposed PE’s structure.

5.3.1. Communication Strategy

The interconnection strategy is regarded as one of the main issues in neurocomputer 
development, due to the neural networks’ inherent massive connectivity. In order to af
ford the implementation of current as well as novel neural algorithms, three main re
quisites were established for the interconnection strategy: flexibility , scalability and ex
pandability.

The huge amount of connections inside a neural network and the considerable number of 

different interconnection patterns utilised by the neural algorithms demand an intercon
nection strategy that provides the necessary flexibility. The interconnection scheme must 
be able to implement complex topologies, adapting itself according to the required appli
cation. In addition, it should handle all the connections with minimum overhead in com
munication protocols and routing algorithms.

Design’s scalability is also a mandatory issue to reduce the cost per interconnection in 

large networks. The interconnection scheme should be regular to afford, without affect
ing the total number of pads, more PEs per chip when denser packing technologies are 

available.
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Lastly, the number of recommended PEs in a neural network is application dependent, 

making expandability an important requirement. The user should be able to develop 

neural networks with a large number of processing elements, without prohibitively in

creasing the cost of the interconnection structure.

Based on the above requirements, an investigation of the possible interconnection 
schemes has been effected, trying to attain high performance communication without 
compromising its cost-effectiveness. Network topologies like the 2-dimensional mesh 
and the hypercube1 3 , 3 0  provide high connectivity per processing element but this advan
tage undermine two of the above basic requirements: scalability and expandability. Due 
to their higher dimensional topology, these interconnection strategies are not suitable for 

VLSI architectures with massive number of PEs, since the number of PEs per chip is lim

ited by the maximum number of available pins in the integrated circuit. To overcome this 
limitation, these interconnection structures either restrict the connection width to narrow 
or even serial links, which considerably reduces their performance26, or implement a dif
ferent input mapping to achieve the same performance105, which restricts the applicabili
ty of the design. For the same reason, these networks are not easily expandable off-chip, 
making impractical the construction of very large networks.

Dynamic topologies like the crossbar and the multi-stage networks1 3  have also been dis
carded due to the high cost of their interconnection network and the complexity of the 
switch design, which make them unsuitable for neural network applications. The crossbar 
topology is extremely expensive because of its high-level of connectivity, making its util
isation impossible in massively parallel systems. The multi-stage networks, on the other 
hand, have to either increase the complexity of the switch or expand the number of 

switch stages to avoid message blocking during simultaneous data transfers, which 

compromise the final network efficiency. Additionally, these topologies have also limit

ed scalability (as the 2-dimensional mesh and the hypercube) in terms of VLSI design, 
since a separate connection must be provided per integrated PE to maintain the intrinsic 

performance associated with the interconnection scheme.

From this analysis, it was felt that the best compromise to provide the three mentioned 
requisites and to achieve a cost-effective interconnection scheme is the broadcast bus 
strategy. The system, shown in Figure 5.2, is composed of many processing elements 

connected through common broadcast busses to a central controller (a host machine). 
Each processing element gains access to the bus sequentially by means of central con
troller commands that define which PE can write data onto the bus.
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Figure 5.2: The generic neuron's bus interconnection strategy.

The interface between central controller and processing elements is composed of three 
basic busses: data, address and control. The data bus, whose size (8 , 16 bits, etc) can be 
configured by the silicon compiler to match the application builder’s request, is used ba
sically to transfer states and error values. During initialisation, the data bus is also util
ised by the central controller to load into the processing element’s internal memory all 
necessary data values, including initial random weights and internal parameters like 
learning rate.

The address bus, which can only be written by the central controller, specifies the owner 
of the data bus i.e., which processing element has the permission to place data (state or 

error value) into the data bus. All other PEs in the network examine the address bus to in

vestigate if the data value on the data bus is relevant and should be read or ignored.

The address bus is divided in two fields which specify, respectively, the layer and the 

neuron inside the layer. The central controller should contain information about the total 

number of layers and the total number of neurons in each layer of the network. Through 
this information and with the benefit of two counters, the central controller defines, for 
each layer, the neuron which must send the output to the network. When all processors 
belonging to that particular layer have sent their output values, the layer counter is in
creased, the neuron counter is reset, and the counting is restarted.
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The central controller makes use of a polling mechanism to decide if its internal counters 
can be increased. After placing a new value into the address bus, the central controller 
waits for a ready signal from the appropriate processing element. The address bus can 

only be modified to select a new PE after receiving this signal. Otherwise, it remains 

with the same value, until the related PE signs to the central controller that an output 

value has been deposited into the data bus. This ready signal is also used by other PEs in 

the network to verify if there is a valid data in the data bus. The employment of this pol
ling mechanism permits the usage of a faster clocking period, improving the overall per
formance of the communication. Otherwise, the central controller clocking period would 
have to be set in order to accommodate the slowest operation (probably the multiplica

tion) in one cycle. This would generate a large amount of idle periods when faster opera
tions were being executed.

A timeout mechanism must also be implemented by the central controller in order to ac
quire a more robust system. The timeout technique helps to prevent an indefinite hold-up 
of the network while the central controller waits for a defective processing element to be
come ready. After the stipulated time has elapsed, the central controller should activate 
the ready line and send a null value to the data bus, avoiding other processing elements 
in the network from being affected by the defective processor.

Finally, the control bus contains all significant signals that direct the network’s 
behaviour. It comprises commands from the central controller to processing elements and 
vice-versa, including signals such as reset, forward/backward phase definition, the PEs’ 
ready signal, etc. The purpose of these signals will be better described later in this 
chapter (section 5.4.2).

The role of the central controller is therefore twofold: to perform initialisation of the 
whole network, providing initial weight values and some additional configuration param

eters; and to manage the data communication in the network, by selecting the appropriate 
processing element to send its output value.

This bus strategy provides the vital requirements for the general-purpose hardware im
plementation of neural networks. It supports the necessary flexibility, being able to effec
tively realise any desired neural network topology. The bus interconnection provides 
low cost communication with the facility to access any processing element in the net
work with the same latency13.
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Its regular design also contributes to the scalability property. As can be seen from Figure 
5.3, with the constant improvements in VLSI technology, more processing elements can 

be packed onto the same integrated circuit, without affecting the total number of pins.
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Figure 5.3: The architecture’s interconnection strategy.

Due to the broadcast mode of communication, data is transferred between processing ele
ments with no data routing. Each output value (state or error) is transmitted to all related 
processing elements in one single cycle, which considerably simplifies the communica
tion circuitry. This is, in fact, the most efficient multiplexed interconnection for large fa
nin and fanout architectures44. Furthermore, this scheme greatly facilitates the wiring 
mechanism, avoiding many on-chip wiring problems encountered in other non-regular 
communication strategies that largely increase the necessary silicon area44.

The main disadvantage of the bus topology, however, is that it achieves low cost, flexible 
and scalable communication scheme at the expense of providing lower expandability. 
Although theoretically the bus strategy can be expandable to any number of processing 

elements, in reality its size is limited by inherent difficulties, such as the propagation de
lay and the low bandwidth when many PEs are connected.

In order to reduce the degradation effect when large number of PEs must be interconnect

ed, the generic neuron architecture supports the implementation of multiple busses42, 

where PEs that receive the same input (for instance, PEs of the same layer), are clustered 

onto the same data bus. This extended configuration is only possible due to the process

ing elements’ separated input and output data busses. This improved architectural frame
work is exemplified in Figure 5.4 with a multi-layered neural network.

In this new extended interconnection strategy, the architecture is formed by multiple 
busses according to the number of layers requested by the neural algorithm being imple-
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Figure 5.4: The multi-bus interconnection strategy.

mented. A more complex central controller is hence needed to correctly load and address 
all the present data busses. This new approach is quite useful in cases that allow multiple 
patterns to be treated simultaneously, where the data is pipelined through the layers.

To improve even further the bus performance, the processing element has been designed 
to support broadcast mode in both forward and backward data flow, reducing the traffic 
load on the bus. This mechanism will be explained in the next section.

5.3.2. Processing Elem ent O verview

The processing element’s structure has been defined to interface with the chosen com
munication strategy and to reproduce the general properties of the generic neuron model. 
Its design observed the two main issues of the silicon compiler environment: simplicity, 

to attain minimum silicon area; and flexibility , to accommodate the diversity of neural al
gorithms, including the learning process.

To achieve these two main requirements, some fundamental features have been formulat
ed, namely:

•  modularity - in order to avoid paying the cost, time and pin count penalties caused 
by off-chip communication98, the architectural specification has favoured the 

design of a complete processing element on chip. Therefore, the design of the pro

cessing element has resulted in a self-contained structure, composed of communica
tion, execution, and memory units.

•  digital design - this design approach is fundamental if generality is to be achieved, 
not only in terms of topology but also related to the processing element’s func

tionality concerning recall and learning phases. As discussed in Chapter 2, analogue
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neurocomputers are more application specific, having their weight values calculated 
off-chip by a host machine, and then loaded into the neurocomputer using diverse 

techniques. The implementation of on-chip learning, utilising analogue devices, 
however, still remains a difficult issue. Therefore, a digital design has been chosen.

•  high performance - to increase the final performance of the generic neuron  archi

tecture, the processing element final structure is tuned to the specific application 
defined by the silicon compiler’s user. The self-contained structure also serves to in
crease the network performance since, by providing on chip memory, communica
tion, and execution units, the load on the communication resources is substantially 

reduced26,42.

The resultant processing element structure is shown in Figure 5.5. It is divided in three 
basic units: weight unit, which accomplishes the synaptic function; neuron unit that car
ries out the neuron functionality; and communication unit that performs the reading and 
writing of input and output data.

input bus
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Weight Unit

output bus

tow ard blocksr --------i
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backw ard blocksr -------n/

Neuron Unit

S.W

look-up
table
ROM

E.W

Figure 5.5: The processing element’s internal structure.

The weight unit essentially executes the updating of the synaptic weights, being active 

only during the learning phase. It comprises the control operations to implement the 

weight updating function f2, and a number of memory blocks to represent each connec
tion. These memory blocks contain the three necessary parameters of equation (5.2): the 

weight value to be updated (w/y); the input state (s,-); and the output error (ej). To pro
vide the required generality, the generic neuron model (Figure 5.1) encompasses two 
groups of inputs (S and E) and, consequently, two sets of associated weight values. 

Therefore, the weight unit should provide two different types of memory blocks: fo r 
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ward blocks, related to the state-input weights, and backward blocks, associated with the 

error-input weights. The forward block parameters consist of the input state of the con

nection, the associated weight value, and the PE’s error calculated in the neuron unit. 
Correspondently, the backward block comprises the error input of the connection, its as

sociated weight, and the PE’s output state evaluated in the neuron unit.

Backward memory blocks have been included, in spite of increasing the necessary size of 
the internal memory, in order to afford broadcast communication in the backward 
transmission phase. When the neural network’s flow of data is bidirectional, both pro

cessing elements involved in the connection require the weight value to evaluate their 

internal functions. To refrain from having to transmit the updated weight between pro
cessing elements, the memory block associated with this particular connection is dupli

cated in both interconnected PEs. So, for each forward block in a specific PE, there is a 

replicated backward block in the other PE of the connection. This approach significantly 
improves the network performance, since data communication can be performed in 
broadcast mode both in forward as well as in backward stage. Other architectures that 
only integrate the forward weights associated to a particular P E ^ , have their perfor
mance reduced during the backward phase. In addition, as will be seen in Chapter 8 , 
although the backward blocks increase the required internal memory, this is compensated 
by the simplicity of the PE’s structure, resulting in a reasonable number of PEs per chip 
with state-of-the-art processing technology.

The neuron unit (see Figure 5.5) basically performs the calculation of the processing 
element’s output state and error value. It accomplishes the two components of the activa
tion function f l  - propagation rule and threshold function - and the error calculation func
tion f3. According to equation (5.1) and the activation functions exemplified in Table 5.1, 
to calculate the propagation rule the neuron unit should receive the relevant input states 

and modify them by their associated weight values (S.W). In addition, as a second step in 

the state calculation (sj), a threshold function should be performed upon the result of the 
propagation rule. The look-up table technique has been chosen to implement such thres

hold function, where a ROM memory stores the digitised values of the function. This ap

proach seems to be the tendency in neurocomputer design44,132,136, since the threshold 
function can be evaluated with one single memory access, improving the overall perfor

mance. In this case, the table size is specified by the silicon compiler’s user, according to 
the precision requirements.

Similarly, in conformity with equation (5.3), for the error calculation function f3 to 

evaluate the PE’s error value (ej), the neuron unit requires its own output state (Sj) and its
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input errors, usually modified by their associated weights. Therefore, the neuron unit 
should also have access to these parameters to execute the error calculation function.

Finally, the communication unit controls the data communication of the processing ele
ment. It interfaces with the central controller, as well as with other processing elements, 
via two independent data busses, an input and an output bus. The availability of these 

two unidirectional busses (instead of one bidirectional bus) enables the system to be 

configured with one or multiple data busses, in order to match the performance require

ments.

The final configuration of the generic neuron architectural framework, however, is high
ly dependent on the application builder, which trades off the performance and the silicon 
area required for the particular neural network. Each additional feature for the processing 
element’s functionality should be analysed and considered against the increase in terms 
of the silicon area. Therefore, the user, via interactions with the silicon compiler, should 

decide which architectural configuration is best suited for the specific application.

Next section describes in more details the basic components of a processing element’s 
implementation. Section 5.5 then presents some architectural parameters that can be 
configured by the silicon compiler to generate different application-specific neural chips.

5.4. Processing Element Framework Implementation

After the previous overview of the processing element basic requirements, this section 
gives a more detailed description of the architectural implementation of a processing ele

ment using, in some cases, the implemented Back Propagation prototype to exemplify its 

internal organisation.

Based on the essential requisites discussed in the previous section, the VLSI generic 

neuron architecture has been designed as a self-contained element, containing three basic 
modules: memory unit, communication unit and execution unit. The basic structure is 
depicted in Figure 5.6.

The memory unit contains the necessary memory blocks to store the algorithm dependent 

parameters (states, errors and weights values). The addressing mechanism to read/write 

data from/into the memory unit is implemented by an addressing module, which receives 

commands from either the communication or the execution unit. The communication 
unit implements all functions associated with transferring information to/from the central 
controller and other processing elements. It also executes the initialisation process, which
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Figure 5.6: The processing element’s internal organisation.

reads data from the bus and stores them into the on-chip memory space. The execution 

unit is the entity which actually executes the neural network functions. This module can 
be physically implemented as one single unit or, to improve internal parallelism, be com
posed of two separate units, allowing simultaneous calculation of independent portions of 
the neural network functions. The following sub-sections examine each of these three un

its separately.

5.4.1. M em ory Unit

The basic purpose of the memory unit is to store all relevant data required to perform the 
neural network application. Data access is controlled both by the communication and ex
ecution units. The former accesses the memory unit to store all incoming data related to 
the processing element, while the latter accesses it to perform the appropriate mathemat
ical operation upon its data values. Since it is desirable to allow the communication unit 

to store new input data independently from whatever operation the execution unit is per

forming, a mechanism to avoid conflict in the memory access must be provided. This has 
been achieved by using the two-phase clock mechanism described in Chapter 7. In this 
case, each of these two units should have a determined clock phase to completely 

read/write data from/to the memory unit, supporting totally separated memory accesses 
during the same clock cycle. In the Back Propagation prototype, for instance, the com
munication unit has access to the memory unit during <I>i, while the execution unit has 

access during d>2 . With this approach, the execution unit can start the necessary calcula

tion without having to wait for all pertinent values to be collected. The communication 
unit can, for example, activate the weighted sum function immediately after receiving the 

first input state, allowing the execution unit to carry on with the calculation while the
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communication unit continues collecting additional input states. The memory unit’s 

internal organisation is depicted in Figure 5.7. It is composed of two basic modules: the 
storage module, where all the necessary data values are stored; and the addressing 
module, which provides the sequential addressing mechanism to access the memory 

space.
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Figure 5.7: The memory unit’s internal structure.

Storage M odule

This module contains the complete set of data values required to execute the neural net
work model. These values are related to the processing element’s input connections and 
their associated synaptic weights. Although the final configuration is highly dependent on 

the neural algorithm/application being implemented, four basic blocks can be identified, 
according to the generic neuron model discussed in section 5.2: two blocks associated 
with the forward path, storing the input states (S) and their weight values ( W /r); and two 

additional blocks for the backward flow of data, storing the input errors (E) and their re

lated weights (W q ). These four memory blocks contain the necessary data information 
to accomplish the majority of neural models, as indicated by equations (5.1), (5.2) and 
(5.3). By organising different subsets of these four blocks, the processing element can be 

configured to the desired neural application. If, for instance, the application does not re
quire the execution of the learning phase, or if the learning procedure does not involve 

back propagation of errors, the backward path memory blocks are excluded from the im
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plementation. If, however, the learning phase must be implemented with back propaga
tion of errors, the complete set of memory blocks should be integrated into the process

ing element.

As can be seen from Figure 5.7, two data busses are provided for the storage module. 
The four memory blocks are arranged in order to afford maximum parallelism for the 

memory access. Since neural functions usually depend on calculations upon the input 

data set (states or errors) and their associated weight values, performance can be substan

tially improved if separate data busses to access both values in parallel are provided. 

Furthermore, owing to the fact that no simultaneous access is effected to both forward 
and backward blocks, they can share the same set of data busses, without compromising 
the overall performance. This approach also conforms with the execution unit design, 
which follows the common tendency of containing two main busses to perform most of 
the data manipulation74.

Figure 5.7 also indicates the structure of the addressing mechanism. As shown in the di
agram, all memory blocks share the same address bus, which appreciably simplifies the 
addressing circuitry. The control of which memory block should be activated at each par
ticular point of time is defined by either the communication unit or the execution unit, ac
cording to their respective clock phases.

Addressing M odule

This module provides a sequential pointer to address all memory blocks integrated into 
the processing element. It can be controlled by either the communication unit, to store in
put values into the internal memory, or by the execution unit, usually to access the inter
nal data to carry out the required calculation. The addressing module’s basic components 

are illustrated in the left part of Figure 5.7.

The module consists of a counter and up to two comparators, depending on whether the 

storage module contains just forward, or both forward and backward memory blocks. 
The counter effects the sequential memory addressing, while the comparators provide the 

means to determine when all relevant input values have been analysed. Each comparator 

(for the forward and backward paths) embodies an associated register that contains the 
total number of inputs. Likewise other hardware related parameters, these registers can 
be initialised by two different methods: either by having fixed values, determined at (sili
con) compilation time; or by receiving their appropriate values from the central controll

er, during the initialisation phase. The first method is utilised when a fully connected 

network is being implemented, where all processing elements of a particular layer re
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ceive the same number of input values. This approach provides a considerable reduction 
on the initialisation time and on the necessary silicon area, without affecting the requisite 

of producing identical chips. In the case where each processing element comprises dif

ferent number of inputs, the second method should be implemented, at the expense of a 

longer initialisation phase.

Besides having the memory address generated by this addressing module, the memory 
unit’s address bus can also be driven directly from the external address bus, through the 

communication unit’s command. This mechanism is employed by the communication 

unit during data acquisition from other processing elements. Since the external address 
bus contains the sender’s identification, the communication unit can correctly associate 

the incoming data with its memory location. This independent addressing scheme per

mits the communication unit to store a new input value (during using the external 
address bus, while the execution unit (during O 2 ) recovers data from a different location, 
by making use of the addressing module’s counter. The communication and execution 

units are presented in the subsequent sections.

5.4.2. Communication Unit

The communication unit deals with all data movements between a specific processing 
element and the rest of the network. Therefore, all data directed to a processing element 
is firstly processed by this specific unit and then passed to the associated execution unit, 
accordingly.

The basic functions performed by the communication unit are:

• to initialise the required processing element’s parameters. This involves loading ini

tial random weights, target output patterns (for supervised learning) and some 

architecture-specific parameters, such as identification of previous and next layers 
(when bidirectional flow of data is present) and the total number of inputs for the 

forward and backward paths.

• to read and store input data into the appropriate memory block (state or error in
puts). This implies analysing both the control bus, to verify through the ready signal 

if there is a valid input on the data bus, and the address bus to confirm if the data 
value is addressed to the processing element. The communication unit should also 
indicate to the execution unit that a state or error calculation must be initialised.
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•  to write, when commanded by the central controller, the output value evaluated by 
the execution unit, which can be either a state or an error value. It should also set 

the ready signal to point out to other processing elements (as well as to the central 
controller) that a legal value has been written onto the data bus.

•  to generate the memory access control and address signals, for data movement 
to/from the memory unit.

All these functions are executed by interfacing with the four basic off-chip broadcast 

busses defined in section 5.3.1: the two data busses - input and output - which can be 
externally implemented as a single bus; the address bus driven by the central controller; 
and the control bus containing the required command lines. The control bus can be di

vided into general and algorithm dependent command lines. Table 5.2 illustrates the 
functionality of the control lines by presenting the control bus of the Back Propagation 
prototype.

Control Bus Command Lines

General Commands
rst - reset the processing element
Id - indicates either initialisation or execution phase
<t>x <J>2 - two-phase clocking mechanism
csrdy - bidirectional ready signal to specify the presence

of a legal value on the data bus
Algorithm Dependent Commands

fwbwb - determines either forward or backward phase
l_rb - defines learning or recall phase

Table 5.2: Command lines in the control bus of a Back Propagation chip.

The internal configuration of the communication unit, as well as its external connectivity, 

is shown in Figure 5.8. It is basically composed of two modules: datapath and control 
modules.

Datapath M odule

This module basically accomplishes the external address bus analysis, verifying the 
relevance of its contents during input and output phases. The functionality of the data
path module is illustrated in Figure 5.8. It is essentially composed of comparators and 

their associated registers to perform two basic tasks: determine when an output value
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Figure 5.8: The communication unit’s internal structure.

(state or error) can be broadcasted into the data bus; and verify when the data bus value 
must be stored into the processing element’s internal memory.

To determine when the PE is allowed to write into the off-chip data bus, the datapath 
module encloses: a register named m y a d  dress, which contains the processing element’s 
private number identification; and an associated comparator that detects if the value in 

the address bus matches the PE’s identification.

The m y_address register must be correctly specified to avoid any data bus conflict 
between processing elements. The register, however, can not be initialised during the 
loading phase (as happens with other parameters), since the processing element is unable 
to detect, without its identification, if the data bus contains a pertinent value to be read. 
Furthermore, to conform with cost limitations in chip production, the application-specific 
neuro-chips should be made identical. This constraint also prevents the my__address re

gister from being initialised by the silicon compiler before the actual chip fabrication, 

since it would force the production of a different mask for each PE in the system. There
fore, to overcome these problems, this register is initialised through hardwire process.

The use of the hardwire method implies that the register is initialised via external 
definition supplied at the integrated pads. However, due to pad number limitations, the 
hardwire initialisation must be multiplexed among the integrated PEs. This is achieved
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by fixing at fabrication stage the m y_address’s lowest significant bits for each PE in the 

neuro-chip. External pads are then used only for the register’s most significant bits, 
which are then fixed for each different chip in the network.

Regarding the second basic task of the communication unit’s datapath - the analysis of 

the address bus to investigate if the data bus must be read - two approaches can be fol

lowed, according to the network’s topology. Firstly, in fully connected systems, the com
munication unit only needs to analyse the address bus layer field, since all PEs of the pre

vious layer (or next layer if back propagation of errors is involved) emit relevant data. 

This scheme considerably reduces the necessary circuitry for the input address investiga
tion.

Secondly, in sparsely connected systems, two implementation methods can be executed, 
in this case according to the degree of connectivity. For a high degree of connectivity, 
with just few connections missing, the fully connected implementation should be applied. 
In this case, the communication unit circuitry is the same, with the addition of some zero 
entries in the weight memory to form a fully connected memory block. For a lower de
gree of connectivity, however, the communication unit’s datapath should encompass 
more comparators, one for each valid input address. The decision of which approach 
should be taken depends on a trade-off between the silicon area occupied by 
communication’s comparators and the increase in the size of the weight memory.

Additionally to the comparators/registers required to accomplish data movements 
between PEs, the communication unit’s datapath also encompasses some tristate com
ponents to control the access to/from external busses (input/output and address busses) as 
well as internal memory busses.

Control M odule

This module generates all command lines to effect data transmission between the 

specific processing element and other elements in the system. It is implemented through a 

programmable logic array (PLA), which considerably simplifies the silicon compiler task 
of generating the processing element’s control. The PLA receives inputs from the associ

ated datapath module, the external control bus, and the execution unit, and generates the 

control commands to perform the appropriate data movements. Its basic command lines 

include: access control signals for the memory blocks (i.e. chip select, read/write, etc.); 
signals to control the memory addressing module; and finally signals to command the ex
ecution unit, indicating which operation must be performed.
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The control module operations can be classified into two groups: initialisation and execu
tion. Initialisation commands are related to the loading mechanism, which initialises the 

weight values and all additional parameters concerning the processing element’s com
plete configuration. Initial weight values are directly stored into the proper memory 

block, while configuration parameters are written into their specific registers. This com
plete set of initial values is provided by the central controller that indicates, on the ad
dress bus, the processing element being initialised, and on the data bus the value to be 

stored. The weight memory initialisation is assisted by the memory unit’s addressing 
module that determines, in sequence, the specific memory entry to be initialised. There
fore, the initial weight values must also be supplied in sequence by the central controller.

Execution commands, on the other hand, are associated with the transferring of data dur

ing the execution of the neural model recall and learning phases. In this operational 

phase, the control module activates the appropriate command lines to select the pertinent 
memory blocks (forward or backward) and uses the external address bus to determine the 
specific address to store the input values. This is accomplished assuming the associated 
datapath module has detected a valid data in the external data bus.

In addition to controlling the memory access, the control module also signals to the exe

cution unit the start of a data acquisition phase, triggering the appropriate mathematical 
operation such as state or error calculation. This allows both communication and execu
tion units to perform their respective operations in parallel. The execution unit ensures 

that a signal is sent in return to indicate that the evaluation of an output value has been 
completed. With this feedback and the PE’s selection mechanism implemented by the 
central controller, the communication unit’s control module can decide when an output 
value can be broadcasted.

The control module also encompasses the selection mechanism to indicate to the central 
controller when the processing element is ready to write data into the data bus. As 

described in section 5.3.1, the central controller determines, through internal counters, 

the owner of the data bus. It then waits for the ready signal from the selected processing 
element to verify if an output value has been broadcasted. If however, the specified pro

cessing element has not concluded the appropriate calculation, the ready signal should 
remain inactive in order to express to the central controller, as well as to other processing 
elements, that no valid data has been written into the data bus. Since the ready signal is 
used to read and write data from/to the data bus, it is implemented as a bidirectional sig

nal. The ready signal generation module (see Figure 5.8) is composed of two unidirec

tional tristates, activated in a mutually exclusive mode. They are usually configured to
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the input mode, allowing the processing element to constantly verify when a valid data 

has been presented in the data bus. This selection module only converts to output mode 
when the execution unit has completed the evaluation of an output and the communica
tion unit’s datapath has identified the processing element identification in the external ad

dress bus.

5.4.3. Execution Unit

The execution unit is responsible for the computation of the neural functions. It executes 

the three basic neural functions of the generic neuron model, in accordance with the high 
level description provided by the application designer. The physical implementation can 
be realised by one or two operative parts, depending on the necessary compromise 

between performance and silicon area. However, despite the fact that the final structure 
can be configured to match user’s demands, the execution unit has a fixed framework, 
presented in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Execution Unit’s internal structure.

The basic structure of the execution unit consists of: a control module, that receives con
trol commands from the communication unit and directs the whole execution of the neur

al functions; and a datapath module that performs the mathematical operations. The 
design of these two modules follows two basic requirements: be easily configurable, to
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accommodate the required neural functionality; and accomplish the mathematical opera

tions in fixed-point, 2 ’s complement representation, since it is general and easily imple
mented in hardware51. The decision for fixed-point arithmetics has been supported by 
many simulation studies12,28’**7 which have shown the applicability of this method. The 

two basic execution unit’s modules are described below.

D atapath M odu le

This module contains all the necessary blocks to perform the mathematical operations as
sociated with the neural algorithm being implemented. It is entirely controlled by its as
sociated control module and, although it can be configured to match the desired applica
tion, some common features can be identified (see Figure 5.9). The datapath module is 
composed of two independent busses, that perform data transfer between all components 
of the datapath, and some basic modules that can be assembled according to the required 

capabilities. These basic modules are:

•  Arithmetic & Logic Unit (ALU) - This module performs the basic mathematical 
operations associated with the neural network model. Two essential operations are 
required in all neural algorithms: additions and subtractions. Even the most com
mon operation among neural algorithms - multiplication - can be easily implement
ed by addition and subtraction steps33. Hence, the simpliest ALU design possible 
should be able to support at least these two basic operations in 2 ’s complement.

•  Accumulator/Shifter - This module is required to store the ALU operation results, in 
order to be used in further calculations. Additionally, it provides means to perform 
the 1-bit step multiplication of the Booth’s algorithm for two’s complement 

numbers33. If a multiplication of N by N bits is required, a 2N shift-register, with 
add operation for the most significant bits, should be available. This is the main pur
pose of this 2N module, which comprises two separately addressable units: the most 
significant unit is used for accumulation, and the least significant unit is also utilised 

as the multiplier operand of the multiplication. After N clock cycles, the multiplica
tion result is present in the composition of these 2 modules.

•  State & Error Registers - These two registers are used to store the processing 

element’s output values: the state output (sj) and, if the learning algorithm is being 
implemented, the error output (ej). These values are stored into internal registers be

cause besides being broadcast to the external data bus, they are also utilised during 

the learning process to update the processing element’s synaptic weights.
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•  Look-up Table ROM  - This module is fundamental for the state output calculation. 

As defined in section 5.2, the activation function f l ,  which calculates the processing 

element’s output state, depends on two simpler functions: the propagation rule and 
the threshold function. The propagation rule is easily calculated by ALU operations. 
Nevertheless, owing to the non-linear characteristic of the threshold function, it is 

simpler and faster to have it evaluated through a look-up table. Consequently, in the 
generic neuron architecture the threshold function is digitised, according to the user 

specified size, and then stored in a ROM memory. The implementation through 
look-up table allows the threshold function calculation to be fulfilled in one single 

cycle, instead of many additional cycles if sequences of mathematical operations 
have to be performed. In addition, as it will be discussed in Chapter 7, the area oc

cupied by the ROM memory is very small, occupying just 6% of the total PE’s area 

in the Back Propagation prototype. In the case where the neural network algorithm 
requests simpler threshold functions, such as the hard limiter shown in Figure 1.3, 
the look-up table can be substituted by a simple comparator, considerably reducing 
the necessary silicon area, without compromising the processing element’s perfor

mance.

•  Multiplicand Register - A special register is required to store the multiplicand 
operand of a multiplication operation. Although the usage of a dedicated register to 
store this particular operand increases the necessary silicon area, this apparent waste 
is compensated by the substantial simplification of the multiplication control.

•  Auxiliary registers - Finally, a provision for some auxiliary registers is also neces

sary in case intermediate values need to be stored during the neural function pro
cessing. The total number of auxiliary registers is algorithm dependent, being 

configured by the silicon compiler.

As can be seen by the basic building blocks described above, the execution unit’s data
path has been designed to afford ease configurability to comply with the neural 

application’s requisites. Special attention has been devoted to provide all the necessary 
facilities to perform the 1-bit multiplication step in one clock cycle, since this particular 
operation is one of the most common in neural network models.

C ontro l M odu le

This module produces all the necessary control commands to direct the execution unit’s 
operations. These operations are related to the execution of the three basic neural func

tions formulated in the generic neuron model: the activation function, error calculation
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and weight updating function. The control module commands all data transfers between 
the datapath’s blocks, as well as generates control lines to supervise the ALU operation 

and to perform the multiplication step. It also provides control to access the memory unit 

but, in order to avoid conflict with the communication unit’s memory access, this module 
ought to activate the memory lines on the complementary phase of the communication 

unit’s control module.

The control module, as shown in Figure 5.9, also relies on a programmable logic array 
(PLA) module to generate the appropriate command lines. The use of a PLA to effectu
ate the execution control greatly facilitates the matching of the processing element design 
to the neural application since, apart from some minor changes in the datapath, the PLA 

is the basic module which requires modification.

This control module also contains a special counter dedicated to the multiplication opera
tion. It is used to count the necessary number of multiplication steps, in order to indicate 
to the PLA control when a multiplication operation has been completed. The counter’s 
design, in accordance with the Booth’s algorithm for multiplication-^, is totally depen
dent on the required number of bits for the multiplier register, which is defined by the 
state and weight precisions supplied by the application designer.

The approach to the execution unit’s design followed the idea of providing maximum 
flexibility for the implementation of a neural network model. This aim has been achieved 
by using easily generated PLA blocks and by providing simple building blocks that can 
be assembled to form a datapath module tuned to the desired application.

5.5. Silicon Compiler Parameters

The basic aim of this architectural design has been to provide a general framework that 
could be easily configured to implement a wide range of neural applications. This 

configurable architecture can be tuned according to the user’s definition, and then au
tomatically generated by the silicon compiler under development8^. The design had to 

achieve maximum degree of flexibility without either compromising the neural network’s 
performance or making the usage of a behavioural silicon compiler impossible, by pro

viding an extremely open architecture with too many variables to be configured. There
fore, the generic neuron target architecture provides some tunable parameters but res
tricts the basic framework to enable automatic production with a silicon compiler. A 

preliminary analysis of the necessary parameters that should be translated by the silicon 
compiler is summarised below:
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•  the three basic generic neuron neural function (f l, f2  and f3) - define the processing 
element’s functionality, specifying the recall procedure and, if requested by the 
user, the learning phase operations. These parameters also determine if there is bi

directional flow of data and if error values must be internally stored.

•  network topology - describes the entire network connectivity, specifying for each 
processing element the number of inputs and, consequently, the necessary memory 

size to be integrated.

•  fu ll or sparse connectivity - defines the internal circuitry for validating input data 

and accessing internal memory. In case of dense connectivity with just a few con

nections missing, the weight memory should be implemented as fully connected 
with some additional zero synaptic weights. On the other hand, if the network is ex
tremely sparse, the communication unit should be implemented with more compara

tors to legitimate the input data.

•  weights and states precision - specifies the required precision for the internal data 
representation. This definition also determines the number of bits coded for the off- 

chip data bus.

•  number o f bits fo r  address bus - indicates the coding of the address bus, specifying 
the number of bits for the layer and neuron-inside-the-layer fields. This parameter 
is totally dependent on the network configuration, where the application designer 

defines the total number of layers and the correspondent number of neurons.

•  single or multi-bus configuration - defines, in conformity with the user’s request, if 
the final implementation is composed of one single bus or multiple broadcast 
busses. The user chooses the final configuration according to the application and the 
trade-off between improved performance and central controller complexity.

•  threshold function look-up table - determines which threshold function should be 
implemented and with which accuracy i.e., how many points must be used to digi
tise the mathematical function. This directly affects the look-up table size that must 

be generated.

Some extra parameters, such as learning rate and total number of state and error inputs, 
can also be generated by the silicon compiler if it does not cause differences in the pro

cessing elements implementation. Otherwise, these parameters have to be assigned by the 
central controller, during the initialisation phase.
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5.6. Summary

This chapter has presented the basic concepts of the generic neuron  model and its asso
ciated architecture. The architecture has been designed to serve as the basic target frame
work for a silicon compiler, which will automatically generate application-specific in

tegrated circuits from the high level neural specification language nC.

The basic requirements established for the generic neuron  target architecture were to af
ford maximum flexibility to implement a wide range of neural network models, without 

jeopardising the system’s performance or increasing the necessary silicon area. To 
trade-off all these basic requisites, the architectural framework has been based on a 
modular, self-contained processing element, that communicates with a central controller 
and other processing elements in the system through common broadcast busses. The bus 

interconnection strategy provides the basic requisites for general purpose 
neurocomputer’s design: flexibility, expandability and scalability. This approach has 
been confirmed by some currently available products4 4 , 1 3 6  as one of the most efficient 
for neural network architectures.

The processing element’s basic structure, on the other hand, has been designed to optim
ise the necessary silicon area without compromising the final performance. Hence, the 
processing element is a self-contained module, comprising three basic units: memory 
unit, communication unit and execution unit. The provision of mechanisms to execute 
the learning process has been regarded as a fundamental requirement in the PE’s design, 

since some applications require a network size that makes the weight values determina
tion through simulation extremely cumbersome44,104.

A prototype VLSI implementation of a neuro-chip dedicated to the Back Propagation al

gorithm has been designed to analyse the suitability of this proposed architectural frame
work. The VLSI implementation issues, as well as the cell library designed, are present
ed in Chapter 7. However, before describing the VLSI design, the simulation results car

ried out to verify the adequacy of the architectural framework to neural networks are 
presented in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Architecture Simulation

This chapter examines the architectural simulations carried out to 
evaluate the generic neuron architecture. It first presents a short 
introduction to the software simulator developed, describing the user 
interface provided and the data structure used. It then presents the 
simulation results obtained from  the execution o f the Back Propagation 
neural model.

6.1. Simulator Framework

The architecture simulations carried out in this research had as the primary goal the 
investigation of the generic neuron  suitability for the development of cost-effective 
application-specific neural chips. Because the realisation of a complete and accurate 
simulator would be very time consuming and therefore beyond the scope of this thesis, 
the simulator has been designed based on a simple model. The model has been 
specifically designed for the analysis of how the adopted hardware specifications affect 
the performance and correctness of neural networks’ execution.

According to the generic neuron architectural definition presented in the previous 
chapter, the basic contrasts between the hardware execution and the normal simulation of 
neural models are: the use of fixed-point arithmetic; and the threshold function 
evaluation via the look-up table approach. Consequently, the basic issue in the 

simulation studies has been to investigate the influence of these two hardware related 
parameters on the execution of neural network models. Additionally, some tests have 

been performed to evaluate the performance of the generic neuron  bus strategy when a 
large number of PEs are interconnected.

The influence of the fixed-point arithmetic on the computation of neural algorithms is 

regarded as an important issue, since most of the simulations and theoretical predictions 
for neural network algorithms assume floating-point execution. On the other hand, as 

j discussed in Chapter 5, although the evaluation of the threshold function through look-up

table has been the common tendency in the hardware implementation of neural 
I networks44,132,136, its implementation involves various approximations, whose effects

have to be examined. These approximations are related to the specification of the table
j
j
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size and the precision of the table’s entry value (number of fractional bits). If, for 
instance, the propagation rule’s result (the table’s entry value) is coded in 16 bits, a table 
of 2 1 6  values would be required, which is an unacceptable size for the look-up table in 
terms of silicon area. To achieve a reasonable size for the look-up table, a subset of the 
total number of bits i.e., a frame, should be used. The choice of the frame’s total number 
of bits, as well as its precision, is expected to gready influence the neural computation. In 
order to explore these variables, the software simulator has been developed.

To allow the computation of diverse neural network algorithms and applications, the 
software simulator has been designed as a flexible system, composed of adjustable 
modules that can be configured in accordance with the user specifications. Therefore, an 
extensive configuration module has been produced, which allows an easy definition of 
the network’s topology and functionality, as well as of important parameters such as 
data precision and threshold function digitisation. In addition, mechanisms to display the 

network’s performance and evolution was also regarded as an important issue. Hence, an 
appropriate user interface has been incorporated into the simulator. The simulator’s final 
structure, written in the C programming language62, comprises 6  modules:

•  Configuration Module (confnet) - provides a framework, analogous to the generic 
neuron model, where the user can define all parameters related to the processing 
element’s configuration and functionality. This module also contains the complete 
specification of the network topology, determining the size of the network and its 
connectivity.

•  Central Controller Module (main) - simulates the central controller commands, 
determining the overall network operation. It performs the initialisation of all 
relevant parameters (including pattern loading) and controls the processing elements 
communication, collecting statistics about the execution.

•  Processing Element Module (control_pe) - executes all the processing elements’ 

neural functions, i.e state calculation, error calculation and weight updating. 
Moreover, it also carries out, through the command of the central controller module, 

the initialisation of the PEs’ internal parameters.

•  User Interface Module (interface) - encompasses all the necessary procedures to 
allow the user to interact with the software simulator. The module provides 
information about the computation evolution, as well as means to select a specific 
pattern to be recalled among the set previously learned.
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•  Structures Definition Module (defsim) - incorporates the required declarations of 
the processing element’s data structures. These data structures follow the internal 
structure of the generic neuron model.

•  Network Construction Module (environm ent) - contains all the accessory functions 

to completely configure the neural network application. Among these functions are: 

the memory allocation for the whole system and the random initialisation for the 
weight values.

By observing the above simulator structure, it can be seen that it mimics the basic central 
controller/processing element organisation, implementing the specified communication 
protocol existent between these two entities. To avoid an unnecessary increase in the 
simulator’s complexity, the software has been designed following the single data bus 
communication strategy, instead of the multiple busses approach. This approach reduces 

the development time without compromising the defined simulation purposes.

The software simulator is clock driven, based on a global clock. At each clock cycle, the 
simulator scans the whole system and performs all the necessary operations in the 
processing elements composing the application. These operations include internal 
register transfers, read/write data from/into the data bus, and ALU operations. After the 
execution of each operation, the system timer is advanced by the number of cycles 
associated with that particular operation. The system’s clock period (in mega hertz) is 
specified by the user, who defines it according to the available integration technology.

The simulation analyses have been accomplished with the computation of the Back 
Propagation neural network algorithm. This model has been chosen for its particular 
requirements in terms of data precision and data communication, since it depends upon 

bidirectional flow of data and on small increments for the weight update.

Before presenting the simulation results, the following sections briefly describe the 
essential modules of the software simulator: the configuration module, that provides the 
user with a friendly interface to specify the tunable neural network parameters; and the 

basic data structures, that provides the processing element’s declaration according to the 
generic neuron model.
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6.1.1. User Configuration Param eters

The software simulator provides an extensive configuration module that permits to 
perform many experimentations with a wide range of neural network models, comprising 
different topological organisations and arithmetic operations. The main configurable 
parameters supplied to the user are:

•  network topology - contains the specification of the total number of layers and the 
number of neurons available in each layer. These values are used to configure the 
neural network system by allocating the required memory space for each processing 

element present in the network.

•  patterns specification - where the total number of patterns and their respective 
values are defined. The simulator accesses the pattern specification structure and 
learns each pattern in sequence.

•  resolution definition - contains the specification of the total number of bits for the 
state and weight values, as well as the determination of how many of these bits are 
used for the fractional part.

•  threshold table definition - determines the threshold function requirements in terms 
of number of bits used for the look-up table entry value (which defines the table 
size), and the table’s input value precision (number of fractional bits).

•  PE's functionality - where the definition of the processing element’s functionality is 
determined. It follows the generic neuron model proposed in section 5.2, 
comprising the three basic neural functions (fl, f2 and f3) with their respective 
parameters. These three functions should be coded for each new neural algorithm to 
be simulated. Although the simulations carried out in this thesis are based on the 
Back Propagation algorithm, two other models have been coded (Hopfield and 

Boltzmann Machine) in order to verify the generality of the configuration module.

Other important parameters include the system’s clock frequency (specified in mega 
hertz) and the saturation values for the threshold look-up table.

6.1.2. Data Structure O rganisation

To execute the neural model functions specified in the configuration module, the 
software simulator makes use of a global, hierarchical data structure, that defines the 
entire neural network algorithm. The data structure defined in the software simulator
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complies with the generic neuron model proposed in Chapter 5, containing the same 

basic data components discussed in section 5.2.

An overview of the data structure organisation is shown below. The simulation system is 
based on an array of pe data structures (see below), which are composed of a neuron unit 

and a weight unit (structure types nu and wu respectively), as in the generic neuron 
model. Correspondingly, these units encompass their appropriate data values, such as the 
state and error registers in the neuron unit (state and erro r), and the forward and 

backward blocks (*wstable and ♦wetable) in the weight unit’s case. The size of the pe 
array, as well as the number of forward and backward blocks allocated to each processor, 
is application dependent, being specified by the user. Consequently, the simulator uses 
the data structures definitions, collectively with the topology specification provided by 
the user at the configuration module, to arrange the necessary number of PEs in the 
system and to allocate the correct amount of internal memory for each PE in the network.

typedef struct tag_ws /* Forward Block Definition */
{ int weight; 

int state;
} ws;
typedef struct tag_we /* Backward Block Definition */
{ int weight; 

int error;
} we;
typedef struct tag_wu /* Weight Unit Definition */
{

int error; 
ws *wstable; 
int state; 
we *wetable;

} wu;
typedef struct tag_nu /* Neuron Unit Definition */
{

int state; 
int error; 
long sw; 
long ew;

}nu;
typedef struct tag_pe /* Processing Element Structure Definition */ 
{

}pe;
wu w_unit; 
nu n unit;

Having briefly described the overall simulation framework, the following sections 
present the simulation results acquired from the execution of different tests with the Back 
Propagation model.
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6.2. Back Propagation Simulation Results

This section discusses the most important results from the simulation studies of the Back 

Propagation neural algorithm. The simulation analyses have focused on three basic 

aspects of the hardware implementation: the investigation of the influence of the 
threshold function digitisation; the effectiveness of the fixed-point arithmetic approach; 
and the performance of the broadcast bus interconnection scheme. To explore these 
hardware constraints and to be able to compare the results, the algorithm dependent 
parameters have been kept fixed throughout the simulation experiments. These 
parameters are:

learning rate (rj) 0.3
tolerance (e) 0 . 1

clock cycle 10 MHz

The following sub-sections present the investigation results for each of these three 
hardware implementation aspects.

6.2.1. Threshold Function Investigations

Following the look-up table approach for implementing the neural model’s threshold 
function, various simulation experiments, with different table sizes, have been 
performed.

The look-up table is generated according to the threshold function’s configuration 
parameters provided at the simulator’s configuration module. These parameters 
correspond to the specification of the table’s entry value format, which is defined to 

correctly extract the required subset of bits from the propagation rule’s result. There are 
two basic parameters: the total number of bits used for the table’s entry value; and the 
required number of fractionary bits. The former parameter determines the number of 
entries in the look-up table, while the latter specifies the step in the threshold function 

digitising as well as the table’s maximum and minimum values. All experimentations 

have been accomplished with 4 bits in the integer part, since it affords a reasonable 
output interval that should be sufficient for most neural network applications. Six 

different sizes for the threshold table have been used: 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048. 

Figure 6.1 displays the simulation results accomplished with these table sizes, using a 
64-neuron network distributed in three layers with 24, 16, and 24 neurons in the input, 
hidden and output layers, respectively. The network is presented with 6  patterns, with the 
results collected after all patterns have been successfully learned.
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Figure 6.1: Results from the investigation of the look-up table effects.

As can be seen from Figure 6.1, the use of the look-up table approach does not influence 

the execution of the learning process, still allowing the network to correctly learn all 

patterns. Additionally, Figure 6.1 indicates that there is a minimum size for the look-up 

table beyond which no further improvement in the learning speed is achieved. In fact, 

when the look-up table approach is compared to the normal execution of the threshold 

function, the former usually accomplishes the learning procedure in less number of 

cycles87. This is due to the smaller step size of the real implementation of the threshold 

function, which forces the network to reach the convergence in a larger number of cycles. 

In this particular configuration, using the same set of patterns, the network reaches the 

convergence only after 115 cycles when full execution of the threshold function is 

implemented externally.

It must be pointed out however that, although the six different table sizes tested in the 

simulations have successfully performed the learning algorithm (four cases in less than 

100 iterations), this parameter is application-dependent. This implies that for a different 

neural application, with different values for r| and e, a look-up table comprising 256 

values might not be enough to correctly learn the required patterns in a reasonable 

number of cycles87. Therefore, a hardware emulation is always recommended prior to 

the final neuro-chip fabrication, in order to establish the minimum table size necessary 

for the particular application.
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6.2.2. F ixed-Point Arithm etic Analysis

Some simulation studies have also been performed to verify the network’s behaviour 
under the fixed-point arithmetic operation. Since most neural network simulations 
assume floating point arithmetic, some experiments have been executed in order to 
investigate the effects of the fixed-point operation on the learning process.

All experiments assumed an equal fixed-point configuration for states, errors and 
weights, encoded with 4 bits for the integer part and a variable number of bits for the 
fractional part. The experimentations have been accomplished with the same parameters 
used in the look-up table investigation (rj=0.3 and e=0.1), as well as the same set of 
patterns. Tests with 8 , 10, 12, 14 and 16 bits for the fractionary part have been 
performed and simulation results demonstrated that a minimum of 1 2  bits (for the 
fractionary part) were required to correctly learn the set of input patterns.

The simulation results have also indicated that after successfully executing the neural 
algorithm with a certain precision, no further improvement is achieved in the learning 
procedure with the usage of higher precision. In fact, the simulations have shown that, 
when more bits were being used for the data precision, more cycles were necessary to 
correctly leam the 6  patterns. Similarly to the threshold function implementation, this is 
due to the smaller steps taken towards convergence, which are originated from the higher 
precision being used.

These results are validated by the hardware emulations and theoretical analysis 
developed by Alippi and Nigri12. They have shown, through exhaustive emulations 
using the Back Propagation algorithm, that fixed-point notation actually reduces the 

required number of learning cycles when an appropriate precision is being used. They 
made use of the character recognition application, and demonstrated that at least 16 bits 
( 1 2  bits fractionary part) are required for data precision in most learning applications. 

They have also proved from theoretical analyses that, for the Back Propagation algorithm 
using the sigmoid function, the number of bits required for the fractionary part is 
determined by the following equation:

^sigm oid—
1

rje2 ( l- e )
(6.1)

where nsigmoi(i is the number of bit required for the fractionary part when the sigmoid 
function is being used; r\ is the learning rate; and e is the tolerance value. Table 6.1 
illustrates some values obtained from equation 6.1, for different values of r\ and e. As
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shown in this table, for the above configuration of T| and e, a minimum of 9 bits is 
required to correctly implement the learning algorithm. However, due to additional 

hardware simplifications which were not taken into account in the theoretical studies, the 

final precision is expected to require at least two bits more. Therefore, a minimum of 11 
bits is achieved for the fractionary part when using the above configuration.

Tolerance
(e)

Learning Rate ( t j)

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
0.1 11 bits 10 bits 9 bits 9 bits 8 bits
0.05 13 bits 11 bits 11 bits 11 bits 10 bits
0.02 15 bits 14 bits 14 bits 13 bits 13 bits
0.01 17 bits 16 bits 16 bits 15 bits 15 bits
0.001 24 bits 23 bits 22 bits 22 bits 21 bits

Table 6.1: Minimum number of bits for the fractionary part, obtained from equation 6.1.

These simulations and theoretical studies have been accomplished assuming that the 
execution of the learning procedure is implemented on chip. For applications that require 
only the recall phase, fewer bits are necessary to correctly perform the neural algorithm. 
In this case a higher level of integration is attained, affording a larger number of PEs per 
integrated circuit.

6.2.3. Network Perform ance Exam ination

This section presents the performance simulations executed to assess the efficiency of the 
generic neuron interconnection strategy. The main purpose of the network performance 
simulations has been to analyse the network’s behaviour according to the number of pro
cessing elements connected into the broadcast bus. To perform this analysis, many dif
ferent network sizes have been tested, using the time to perform a complete cycle (for

ward and backward) to compare the different configurations. The cycle computation time 
includes the neural functions processing time, state and error values propagation through 
the network, and also the overhead to load the input and output patterns into all input and 
output PEs, respectively. The different network configurations were based on a three- 
layer Back Propagation network, with full connectivity between layers.

To evaluate the network performance, some additional assumptions have been made re
lated to the final hardware implementation. These suppositions are summarised in Table
6.2.

With the above hardware dependent parameters, the transference of an input/output pat
tern from the central controller into each appropriate PE was assumed to be executed in
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Hardware Implementation o f the Processing Element
data precision 16 bits
look-up table size 256 values
system clock cycle 10 MHz
communication timing a single cycle for each data transfer
ALU operations (sum/subtract) a single cycle

Table 6.2: Parameters used for the network’s performance examination.

one cycle. Additionally, the data communication of state/error values between PEs is also 
accomplished in one single cycle. The multiply operation is executed in 16 cycles, based 
on the 16-bit precision used for states and synaptic weights and the 1-cycle ALU opera
tions. All the above suppositions conform with the implemented VLSI Back Propagation 
prototype, described in Chapter 7.

Figure 6.2 displays the simulation results performed with 6  different network sizes (64, 
128, 256, 512, 1024 and 2048 neurons). Figure 6.2a presents the actual time taken to 
complete the computation of one forward/backward cycle. Figure 6.2b, on the other 
hand, exhibits, for the same set of network configurations, the evaluation of number of 

connections treated per second.

The above simulation results have shown that the usage of a broadcast bus with sequen
tial access by the PEs does not create a major bottleneck in the network performance, 
granting minimum computational overhead when compared to the neural model execu
tion. Indeed, since the generic neuron interconnection scheme does not require any 
communication protocol and allows broadcast communication in both directions of the 
data transmission, the main computational power is dominated by the actual execution of 
the neural functions, which, in this case, is performed in parallel. Consequently, as 

shown by Figure 6.2b, the number of connections per second increases with an expansion 
of the number of PEs in the neural network application. The computational power of the 
above examples is further increased if it is considered that the connections between the 
hidden and output layers are duplicated in the PEs of both layers. If these backward con
nections are taken into account, the number of connections per second is even higher.

Some simulations have also been carried out using the Sejnowski and Rosenberg’s 1 1 2  

NETtalk network configuration as a benchmark. The NETtalk network learns to 

transform written English text into a phonetic representation. It consists of three fully 

connected layers composed of 203, 60 and 26 units, respectively, which results in a total
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Figure 6.2: Results from the network performance examination.

of 13740 connections. With this configuration and using the same hardware parameters 

assumed before, the network performs one complete cycle in 0.79910 ms, which is 

equivalent to approximately 17.2 million connections per second.

It must be pointed out, however, that although the bus strategy does not present a 

bottleneck in terms of execution performance, it exhibits some limitations due to the pro

pagation delay of data traversing the bus when a large number of processing elements is
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necessary. In this case, the multi-bus configuration should be favoured, in order to afford 
more PEs in the neural application without having to decrease the global system clock 

cycle.

6.3. Summary

This chapter has examined the simulation results obtained from the execution of the Back 
Propagation algorithm in the generic neuron architecture. The simulation studies were 

instrumental in the investigation of the hardware parameters * effects on the neural net
work execution. Experiments have been performed with different configurations for the 
look-up table and data precision, which are the two main hardware-related simplifications 
when compared to neural model simulations. Additionally, the software simulator has 

also provided a means to analyse the effects of the broadcast interconnection strategy on 
the network performance.

These simulation studies have demonstrated that the communication scheme of the gen
eric neuron architecture is not the major limitation in the neural network’s performance. 
The main bottleneck in the application’s execution is the number of cycles necessary to 
perform a multiplication operation. Simulations have also indicated that the use of look
up table and fixed-point arithmetic is viable, providing successful neural network imple
mentations with a reasonable table’s size and data precision.

The minimum number of bits for the data resolution and the minimum size to implement 

the look-up table are, however, application dependent parameters. They need to be tuned 
to the desired application in order to achieve the best trade-off between speed and silicon 
area. Consequently, a hardware emulator should be available to the user in a general sili
con compiler environment, providing a useful integrated tool to experiment with dif
ferent parameter values until the best configuration is achieved.

Some complementary studies of the hardware execution effects have therefore been car

ried out as part of the silicon compiler environment87. A hardware emulator has been 
built and integrated into the Pygmalion programming environment to provide the user 
with a general tool to analyse, prior to the silicon compilation process, the best generic 
neuron configuration suited to the application.

The following chapter describes the Back Propagation neural chip prototype designed to 
verify the viability concerning the VLSI implementation of the generic neuron  architec
ture.
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Chapter 7

VLSI Architectural Implementation

Following the simulation results presented in Chapter 6, this chapter 
investigates a VLSI implementation of the proposed generic neuron 
architecture. It starts by presenting the design approach, taking into 
consideration the available VLSI design tools for the project. Next, it 
reports on the design of a modular cell library to implement specialised 
operative parts of the neural chip. Finally, it examines design 
considerations and results of the Back Propagation layout prototype, 
which was designed using CMOS 2 pm technology.

7.1. VLSI Design Approach

The role of a good VLSI design is to reduce its complexity and to assure the designer a 
final product consistent with its architectural and functional specifications. Before 
embarking on the physical implementation, one must consider a structured approach that 
trades the expected end results with the available tools and design methodologies for a 
particular chip134. Overall, the relevant attributes of a VLSI design can be summarised 
as follows:

•  silicon area

•  performance: speed and power

•  implementation time

•  testability

The first two attributes are particularly influenced by the silicon processing technology, 
while the last two attributes depend mostly on the design approach, design environment 

and on the designer’s expertise.

A number of design methodologies have been investigated, with an estimation of their 
impact on the design attributes. For silicon area, the primary objective was to pack 
multiple processing elements onto the silicon die, in order to evaluate future 
implementations with denser technologies. To meet this requirement, the cell library has 
been designed seeking maximum optimisation of the layout in order to provide minimum 

area for the chip’s datapath. The performance constraints were also rigorously observed 

in the conception of these cells. The cell library (described in section 7.2) was
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implemented in collaboration with Carlo de Oliveira and Marco Pacheco, whose theses 
also involved VLSI design9^ 99.

Given our limited experience with VLSI design and the timetable constraints of the 
thesis, we sought to combine the available tools to take advantage of the automating 
procedures and leave a good deal of handwork out of the design. This approach offered 
the best prospects for dealing with a large design in a short time. By the time the 
implementation was started, the VLSI design tools available were: the Berkeley tool set, 

in particular Magic110, and the CAD system Solo 2000 from European Silicon 
Structures1. Magic is an interactive editor for creating and modifying VLSI circuit 
layouts97. As a symbolic editor (it has knowledge of design rules), Magic provides better 

design resources than a simple layout editor. The disadvantage of using Magic is that it 
does not incorporate a complete design, verification, and test system, to attend all phases 
of an integrated circuit design. For instance, Magic offers limited support for automatic 
routing (it only deals with local routing) and does not work with schematics. On the 
other hand, SOLO provides a complete and integrated tool set, with an unified data 
structure, that includes: a schematic graphics editor, module generators for
parameterised RAM, ROM and PLA, automatic placement and (global) routing facilities, 

and standard cells libraries for 1.5|im and 2.0|xm CMOS technologies2.

The option for SOLO seemed obvious, except that the version of SOLO available in the 
Department did not include the layout graphics editor. Consequently, there were two 
alternatives for implementing the processor’s datapath: to use Magic and integrate the 
layout into the SOLO environment; or to use the standard cells supplied by SOLO. From 
the viewpoint of simplicity and design automation, the alternative of using standard cells, 
combined with the schematic editor, was certainly the most attractive one. However, 

silicon area would have increased significantly.

To evaluate this alternative properly, a toy microprocessor was designed using standard 
cells all over the design. The microprocessor was proportionally sized in order to provide 

a more precise idea of the effect standard cells would produce in the VLSI designs. The 
toy microprocessor was a 16-bit RISC containing: 2 instructions (add&write and 
sub&write); a set of 8  (16-bit) registers; 512 words of RAM; and 64 words of ROM.

The results obtained from this chip were extremely discouraging. The device measured 
7.9x5.2mm, with 42% of its area occupied by standard cells. Considering that the 
complexity of our actual designs were at least three times greater than that of the toy 
microprocessor, the use of standard cells for the datapath was out of question. We
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therefore opted for the alternative which would result in the smallest size of die and 
could provide adequate basis for assessing performance and chip area of implementations 
with modem technologies. The cells were then designed using Magic and later exported 

to the SOLO environment.

Before starting the layout, an extensive analysis of the Magic’s technology file was 
carried out to determine how manageable would be to convert it from the available 2 Jim 
to the 1 .5 Jim technology. The analysis showed that the intended modification would 
demand a laborious work of reprogramming and testing Magic, which was considered 
outside the scope of the thesis. For this reason the chip was implemented in 2|im CMOS.

In order to achieve a highly integrated chip layout and to shorten the layout development 
time, the automated design system has been applied in all design levels. The flowchart 
diagram in Figure 7.1 describes the design environment used for the chip 
implementation. The chip layout consisted of a six-stage design process:

1) Cells Design: This involved the manual layout of bit cells and the automatic 
generation of the n-bit slices for each type of cell in the cell library. The slices were 
designed with Magic and their layouts exported to the SOLO environment by means 

of a software tool that converts formats (Calma to SDA). In the SOLO environment, 
three representations were created for each of these slices: a symbol for manipulating 
the slices in the design of the cell-blocks; a schematic, describing the slices’ logic 
behaviour for functional simulation; and an abstract representation with pin and cell 
boundary information for placement and routing.

2) Cell-Blocks Design: Cell-Blocks are functional units that combine the logic features 
of a number of slices. They implement registers, ALU and other functional elements, 

present in the datapath. Cell-Blocks were designed in three phases: firstly, they were 
laid out in Magic by abutment to check for DRC (design rules check) errors and for 

the need of blank-jumper cells between slices; secondly, schematics were produced in 
SOLO for netlisting and simulation purposes (see some examples in Appendix 3); 
finally, symbols were automatically created for later use in the chip integration.

3) Datapath Design: In this stage, cell-blocks were combined to implement datapath 
segments. Their design followed the same steps executed for the cell-blocks and also 
included the generation of a textual placement of the cells. This text records 
geometric characteristics related to cells abutment, rotation, and overlapping.
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Figure 7.1: VLSI Design Environment

4) Macroblocks Design: Macroblocks are RAM, ROM and PLA modules created 
automatically through the SOLO module generators. The generation of RAM and 
ROM blocks and their representations is straightforward. For the PLAs, the process 
also involved truth-table generation (Eqntott) and Boolean minimisation (Espresso), 

before the final module generation.

5) Random-logic Design: These are parts of the circuit that were designed with 
standard cells, using automated design programmes for schematic editing and 
capturing.

6 ) Chip Integration: Producing the final chip layout involved many steps, all of them 

supported by the automated design tools. In the first step all components were 

integrated into a single chip schematic (Schematic Editor) for generating netlist and
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layout representations. Cells and blocks were placed using a semi-automated method 
for controlling terminals position and direction, in order to reduce the interconnection 

area. Routing was performed by SOLO’s advance routing programme that supports 
automatic channel generation and control functions to specify routing objectives. In 
this process, layouts were checked for DRC errors and the design process repeated 
from the beginning. The final optimised and correct layout was then converted to 
Calma and sent for fabrication.

7.2. Datapath Cell Library

The cell library contains a total of 117 different cells, organised into three main classes: 
modular register building blocks, functional elements, and interface & switching 
elements. The design of these cells followed a well-defined design philosophy to attain a 
balance between the minimum silicon area and high performance requirements.

7.2.1. Design Philosophy

As the complexity of VLSI chips increases, the need for a common, shared cell library 
becomes essential. Sharing cell library helps to prevent duplicate development efforts 
and promotes exchange of ideas for new cells architectures. In addition, it contributes to 
the achievement of rapid prototyping and allows designers to explore alternative 
architecture designs by combining different cell structures with varying design 
constraints, such as area, speed, fan-out and power consumption32.

Designing a cell library involves choosing a number of features and standards for the 

library. These include: cell selection; performance attributes; topological, electrical and 
temporal characteristics; drive and interface capability; and a standard format for 
documenting the cells (Appendix 2 presents some documentation examples). The chosen 

design philosophy emphasises modularity and flexibility while attempting to trade-off 
performance and silicon area. Therefore, the designed cell library conforms with a 
consistent set of design rules that provide a near-optimum process for synthesising 

different functions. In this process, cells concatenate linearly to form multiple-bit slices 
which are arranged in stacks to customise registers and functional units to the design 
purpose.

The first design decision for the library is the choice of the logic clock regime. From the 

three classical choices, dynamic, pseudo-static and static80, the pseudo-static was 
considered the most suitable. Dynamic circuits are smaller but unstable; static circuits
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are more reliable but yield complex realisations for functional implementations; the 
pseudo-static is a trade-off. In a pseudo-static clock regime, the logic state of a register is 
temporarily stored in the gate capacitance of its transistor. The continuity of the clock 
guarantees the restoring of the logic levels. Compared to the static logic, this scheme is 
disadvantageous, since the clock can not be stopped during chip tests for examining the 
machine state, or for reducing power consumption in stand-by operation. The main 
advantage of the pseudo-static logic is that it provides a simple and small design for a 
master-slave register, which consists of a pair of inverters separated by pass transistors 
(static logic requires twice as much)92.

The second important design choice regards the functional coupling of cells, meaning 
how transistors are arranged to synthesise a specific function. The coupling used is the 
"ratioed" logic80,117. With this logic, the coupling to the register’s core can be made 
through pass transistors, thus reducing the number of physical control lines. In addition, 
some simple functions can be implemented by using NMOS switching logic, which is 
highly area efficient. Another consequence of this technique is the use of limited 
voltage-swing bus which is discussed later in this section.

The combination of pseudo-static and ratioed logics is the key to achieve an effective 
modularity. The pseudo-static output stage provides the robustness of a dual rail drive 
that eliminates electrical hazards in module interfacing. The ratioed logic enables a 
wired-or input interface that reduces the interdependence between modules and simplifies 
logic circuitry.

The cells in the library are designed to interconnect with each other by abutment or 
overlapping, with coincidence of terminals. This requires a topological and geometrical 

standardisation of control, data and supply lines, as well as a fixed pitch in one direction. 

The implications for inter-cell routing were studied to create guidelines, yielding a 
balanced relation of area economy, layout complexity and aspect ratio.

The cell frame is structured in an orthogonal grid of rails and tracks, with bits 
concatenating alongside tracks and registers stacking alongside rails (Figure 7.2a). 
Tracks carry control lines within standard geometric patterns for each cell family. This 
allows the division of any functional block into specialised fields of any bit count. The 

rails determine the standard pitch of the cell library so that cells can stack without the 
need of terminal routing. Studies with circuit sketches resulted in the establishment of 
nine rails in a 64 lambda cell pitch (Figure 7.2a): 5 data rails (A, B, X, Y and Z), 2 

supply rails (GND and VDD), and two connection rails (C). The supply rails are large-
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current metal strips for powering the cells along the datapath. The five data rails cover 
the intercommunication needs of a datapath segment, while the connection rails are 
reserved for internal circuit routing and contacts between layers.

/ A

tracks

\

64 lambdas

CONTROL LINE

CONTROL LINE

GND VDD

(a) One-bit cell frame.

VDO QNO

(b) Two-bit cell slice.

Figure 7.2: The Interconnection Structure of Cells.

The concatenation of bit cells is made by overlapping adjacent supply rails alongside the 
tracks. To match the corresponding supply polarity, the cell must be flipped around the 

rail axis (Figure 7.2b). This reduces the total block area and alleviates the overhead 
caused by the large supply rails. Moreover, this strategy reduces the chances of well- 
substrate’s conflicts and their electrical problems.

Three additional standards complete the set of design rules: the transistor banding, the 
transistor size and the bus voltage-swing. Transistor banding organises the transistor 
locations alongside the connection rails, reducing routing and supply lengths. The 
transistor banding also contributed to the standardisation of transistor width at 4 lambdas. 

This small size for transistors leads to faster circuits by limiting the load on control 
drivers.
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The voltage swing of signals that move data between resources in the datapath, affects 
the bus delay in proportion to the bus capacitance37. Bus precharging is a technique 
which reduces this problem and it is most useful in designs where the bus is idle every 
other phase or cycle due to the organisation of the processor50. For designs such as the 
generic neuron , in which the processing element uses the bus on every clock phase, the 

limited voltage-swing bus3 7  is a more suitable approach. The use of this technique 

(granted by the NMOS pass transistors used as register access gates) required careful 
design and tests, and contributed to minimise the machine cycle time.

Next sections describe the basic features of the three main classes of cells: modular 
register building blocks, functional elements and interface and switching elements.

7.2.2. M odular R egister Building Blocks

The main requirement in the storage cells design was to attain a flexible set of modules 
that could be assembled according to the desired functionality. To meet this requirement, 
a set of modular building blocks has been designed, which can be assembled to create 
registers with the necessary number of ports and reset/preset features.

The register building blocks were designed using the "ratioed" logic coupling technique 
for minimum area consumption117. With this approach, the register terminals can be 
accessed through pass-transistors, considerably reducing the necessary number of control 
lines. Actually, the use of "ratioed" logic halved the number of control lines, since only 
one line is required for each pass-transistor, instead of the two in the transmission gate. 
Moreover, "ratioed" logic grants shorter machine cycles due to its intrinsic limited 

voltage for the level "one", caused by the pass-transistors37. The fundamental limitation 
in the "ratioed" logic technique is the asymmetry in the rise and fall timings80.

The register building blocks can be classified into four categories: basic register, bus 
read and write, preset and reset and register-to-register connections cells.

Register Cells - The basic register design was centered on the semistatic (or pseudo

static) approach, where the charge of the dynamic memory element is refreshed every 
cycle80. The circuit shown in Figure 7.3 implements a bit storage with two inverters and 
two transmission gates. The transmission gates T G I and TG 2 control the transmission 

and restore phases, respectively; the inverters provide complementary contents. For this 

circuit, the input data in X is transmitted to the output terminal Y during d>!, and it is 
restored back into the input stage during d>2 * With this scheme, it is possible to read and 
write a register in the same phase, by using a two-phase nonoverlapping clock.
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Figure 7.3: Schematic of the basic register.

Input data as well as reset and preset commands are fed into the X terminal via pass 
transistors, making use of one control line per input (Figure 7.3). Likewise, the register’s 
output is read into the datapath busses (or into another register) through pass transistors. 
Care must be taken in order to prevent TG2 from being closed simultaneously with an 
input pass transistor, to avoid data conflict between an input data and the restored value.

This basic register has been developed using two different layout designs. The first layout 
provides access to the input/output terminals from both top and bottom cell boundaries. 
This feature permits direct data communication through the X and Y terminals, avoiding 
the unnecessary use of the common datapath busses. However, this cell is not transparent 
to bus Z, supplying terminals to busses A and B only. The second layout retains 
transparency to all three datapath busses A, B and Z but requires a larger area. Besides 

increasing the cell height, this configuration looses the access to X and Y terminals from 

one of the cell’s boundary (X and Y terminals are available at the top, while their 
complements are provided at the bottom of the cell). Although this feature can be 
viewed as a limitation, it is actually quite useful in cases where the previous and current 
cell’s output values are required simultaneously, or when a master-slave configuration is 

desired.

Busses Read and Write Cells - These cells comprise a single pass transistor which 

connects the X and Y terminals to one specific bus. This simplicity in the cell design has 
been achieved by selecting the "ratioed" logic coupling mechanism. These cells provide 
read and write facilities to all existing busses, namely A, B and Z. Any combination of 
these busses can be used, allowing the basic register to have up to 3 bus ports.
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Preset and Reset Cells - These are simple cells that provide the facility to force a specific 
value into the register. They are also implemented through pass transistors plugged into 
the register’s X terminal.

Register-to-Register Connections - To increase the register’s connectivity, two 
additional ports have been provided in the form of register-to-register connection cells. 
These cells contain one pass transistor that basically connects the X terminal of one 
register to the Y terminal of another register. The coupling can be made at the top and 

bottom boundaries of the register cell. Therefore, by coupling the appropriate building 
blocks, the basic register can communicate through up to 5 ports.

The above single-bit modular register cells can be arranged into one datapath width 
module or can be split in fields with isolated bus accesses and reset/preset configurations. 
Apart from having up to 5 ports and reset/preset attributes, the basic register can perform 
extra functions with the addition of other functional elements such as counters, 
comparators and shifters.

7.2.3. Functional Elements

Functional elements are special cells designed essentially to provide extra functionality 
to the basic register. They include comparators, counters, shifters, and a general-purpose 
arithmetic and logic unit (ALU). All these functional cells can also be organised into 
fields of any length or even be mixed, in order to provide the necessary functionality to 
the datapath.

Comparators - The cell library provides a set of four different comparators to conform 
with the required number of ports and functionality. Their design follows the same 
approach used in the basic register: some comparators offer transparency for the two 
basic datapath busses (A and B), while others also include the bus Z terminal, resulting in 
a higher cell. The library also includes dedicated comparators that test registers contents, 
either to zero or all one values.

Comparators in the cell library adopt a single design strategy. Their common structure is 

based on the traditional exclusive-or (XOR) design, implemented with AND/OR gates. 
Smaller circuits could have been achieved by using the transmission gate XOR logic134. 
However, switch level simulators such as Silos2, present some problems with this design, 
hence the decision not to use it.
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Counters - The counter cells supplied in the cell library were designed to easily integrate 
with the basic register. The register’s output is used as the counter’s input; after 
evaluating the new value, the counter directs the result to the register’s input. Three 
different configurations are supplied: an UP counter, a DOWN counter and a 

combination of both - an UP/DOWN counter.

The method adopted for the counters’ design is based on an array of pass transistors, 

controlled by the register’s output The counting is accomplished through a dual carry 
chain (the carry signal and its complement), similar to the one used in the ALU (see 
subsection Arithmetic & Logic Unit).

Shifters - The shifter functional element has also been specially designed to interface 
directly with the basic register. It is based on the barrel shifter approach7 4  and provides 
left and right shifting operations. Due to the register’s "ratioed" logic design, the basic 
shifter has been implemented using simple pass transistors to reduce the silicon area. To 
afford special facilities for arithmetic shifts as well as for shifting a concatenated register, 
specialised shift cells have also been designed.

Arithmetic & Logic Unit - For the ALU the important features are: the type of functions 
it can perform, the data width, and the operating speed. To support multiple VLSI 
projects, a general-purpose ALU has been designed, with a configurable width and an 
optimised carry chain. The structure of the ALU resembles that presented by Mead and 
Conway74, i.e., it contains: three logic functional blocks for generating P (propagate), K 
(kill) and R (result) signals; and the carry chain circuit. These functional blocks provide 
inputs for the carry chain and for the ALU output stage. Twelve control wires (four for 
each function generator) are used to select among the various logic functions of three 
variables (A, B and Carry).

The carry chain is typically the most speed-critical component in an ALU, since it must 

take the carry information across the width of the ALU-57. In the standard 
implementation of the Manchester carry chain74, a single carry chain (usually, taking the 
inverted carry signal) runs through a series of pass transistors with a precharge circuit at 
each stage. A pair of cascading inverters is inserted at regular intervals to overcome the 
quadratic delay originated by the series of pass transistors. A variation of the Manchester 
original design has been developed by adopting a dual carry chain with asynchronous 

charge. The circuit for one stage of the modified Manchester carry chain is shown in 

Figure 7.4. The circuit activates the asynchronous charge by "generating" a carry. Thus, 
when P=K=0 (corresponding to the inputs A=B=1), carry lines are charged properly.
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The dashed lines represent how the carry chain is buffered: at restoring stages, an 
inverter is introduced in each chain and their outputs are interchanged between the two 

chains.

VDD

Carry-in
Carry-out

VDDK °

K °.

C a rry - inCarry-out

po-

carry chain buffer

F igure 7.4: Carry chain circuit for the ALU.

The techniques used in this design serve a twofold purpose: they speed up the ALU 

operation and provide a design compatible with the proposed strategy for machine 
timing. The gain in performance is obtained by the use of a single inverter rather than 
two at each restoring stage, and by adopting asynchronous operation for the carry chain 

(instead of using a whole phase for precharging and the following phase for calculations, 

the ALU combines both operations concurrently in a full "shorter" cycle). This design 
uses more area than the single precharged chain, but it is justified since it compensates 
the lack of look-ahead circuitry.

An additional characteristic of the ALU allows writing the result of the ALU operation 
without consuming resources of the datapath. The ALU contains an internal path that 

takes its outputs back to its inputs location, so that it can be loaded into one of the 

feeding registers.
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7.2.4. Interface and Switching Elements

Interface elements are cells designed to improve flexibility and compatibility among 
operative blocks. They include: bus drivers, data-alignment converters, and padding 
cells. Switching elements are simple amays of pass transistors for interconnecting bus 

lines.

B us Drivers - These are more complex interface cells, designed to match the electrical 
characteristics between internal and external busses. The bus drivers amplify the 
limited-driving signals of the register drivers and simultaneously convert them into full 

CMOS range. A bus driver has two stages: the first senses the ratioed levels; the second 
restores the signal level and supplies a fan-out sufficient to drive three standard cells. 
These drivers are designed in two types— unidirectional and bidirectional— and 

incorporate controls lines to put their outputs into high impedance.

Data-alignment Converters - These cells provide extra flexibility in the datapath design, 
by exchanging the topological assignment of busses for specialised connection. These 
converters transpose bus lines across bit boundaries, diverting the bus route. They are 
used as barrel shifters, that shift bus lines in steps of n bits, aligning bytes packed in 

multi-field words.

Padding Cells - Padding cells are interface units, used to separate modules with 
incompatible borders. In the cell library, modules were designed to optimise the area 
used for each function. However, modules are conservative in respect to the margin used 
to avoid border conflicts. The avoidance of all possible conflicts would excessively 
penalise the silicon area. Therefore, a variety of padding cells have been designed. These 
cells interface contiguous modules both horizontally and vertically, interrupting the 

appropriate lines.

Switching Elements - These elements provide a simple gating to connect or isolate two 
busses under demand. No signal amplification is performed and the switching elements 

add their own load to the busses burden. These elements can substitute for full tri-state 
buffers, in cases where minimum area is decisive. Switching elements are also applied to 
provide pseudo-static storage in combinational circuits. For instance, they are positioned 
at the input of combinational PLAs to incorporate dynamic retention on the input lines. 
These elements do not comply with the topological standards of the other cells but, 
instead, they assume the characteristics of the external elements they connect.
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7.3. Chip Organisation

Making use of the above cell library and the VLSI design tools available, a prototype 

chip, specialised in the Back Propagation neural functions, has been implemented. The 
chip implementation followed the generic neuron's basic hardware specifications 
described in Chapter 5, with the particularities of the chosen neural algorithm configuring 

the final architecture.

In terms of the VLSI design, the chip organisation can be separated into two units: the 

operative part, that embodies the necessary blocks to perform the neural functions; and 
the control part, that comprises the control blocks to command the neural model 
execution in the operative part.

7.3.1. O perative Part Organisation

The processing element’s operative part determines the internal hardware 
implementation and the topological structure of the modules defined at the functional 
level. There are several criteria available to the machine designer for the organisation of 
the operative part15. Here, the design of the operative part is based on the principle of 
information locality to increase performance, comprising on-chip memory and registers 
with multiple accesses.

The generic neuron operative part is organised in three units: a three-segment datapath, 
the look-up table for the threshold function, and the local memory for storing input data 
and synaptic weights (Figure 7.5).

The local memory, which covers almost 36% of the chip area, is divided into four blocks 

that stores respectively: input states (Sp)  and their associated weight values (W p)\ as 
well as backward errors ( E # ) with their related synaptic weights (W # ). All memory 
blocks share the same address bus, while the data busses are separated into two groups, 
one for the input values (states and errors) and another for the synaptic weights (forward 

and backward). The look-up table is implemented by a ROM memory with 128 words, 
occupying merely 6 % of the silicon area. Both memories, RAM and ROM, were 
automatically generated using the SOLO module generators.

The datapath, on the other hand, was produced using the cell library designed with 

Magic, occupying approximately 9% of the chip area. The whole datapath is 16-bits 
wide, and has a structure which consists of three perfect rectangles, with busses in 
metal-1 and control lines in metal-2. This rectangular datapath is assembled from a large
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Figure 7.5: Organisation o f the generic neuron Operative Part.

number of small cells on a multiple bus structure. The bus system is interrupted by sets 
of tri-state drivers which allow data transfer or independent processing by the operative 

sub-parts. These tri-state drivers are made sufficiently large to drive the capacitive loads 
of internal and external busses lines, as well as to convert the signal of the limited 

voltage-swing busses to a level accepted outside, by the standard cells and memory 
blocks.

Functionally, the datapath is composed of three operative sub-parts (Figure 7.5):

•  Neural Execution Processing

•  Communication Processing

•  Memory Address Processing
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The neural execution processing unit includes all essential modules defined in Chapter 5, 
such as: the ALU; accumulator/shifter (ACC); multiplicand register (MPX); state and 
error registers (s j  and ey); and two auxiliary registers (A uxl and Aux2) used to store 
intermediate results of the Back Propagation execution. The communication processing 
unit contains the three necessary comparators that verify the processing element’s own 
address (my_add) and the layer addresses from which the processing element should 

receive inputs (prev__ly and n ex tjy ). Finally, the memory addressing processing unit 
encompasses a counter to sequentially access the memory blocks, as well as its 
associated comparators to determine when the whole memory block has been searched, 
either in the forward (comp__fw) or backward (com pjbw ) calculation.

7.3.2. Control Part Organisation

The control part of a sequential machine commands the operative part by activating its 
control lines at the right time according to the system timing. The control part of the 
generic neuron prototype takes less than 4% of the chip area and it is implemented with 
PLAs. Each PLA synthesises a "nondeterministic" finite state machine-*1, in the sense 
that a machine can be, simultaneously, in more than one state. The PLA implementation 
of nondeterministic finite automata1 ̂  provides a considerable reduction of silicon area 
in contrast with conventional implementations^1.

The organisation of the control part, shown in Figure 7.6, is extremely simple and 
includes two control units:

•  Neural Execution Control Unit

•  Communication Control Unit

The neural execution unit controls the operation of all functional components of the 
neural execution processing in the operative part. It includes the necessary control 
commands to execute the three functions of the generic neuron model: state calculation, 
error calculation and weight updating. The neural execution control unit is composed of a 
single PLA and an auxiliary counter (m ult_ptr) to perform the sequencing of the 16- 

cycle multiplication operation. The PLA generates 29 different outputs to direct memory 
accesses, ALU operation and register data transfer. As input, the PLA takes 7 input 

signals (apart from the 28 feedback machine states) from four different sources: the off- 
chip control bus, the memory address processing unit, the communication control unit, 
and the multiplier counter.
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Figure 7.6: Organisation o f the generic neuron Control Part.

The communication control unit regulates the data transfer from/to the off-chip data bus 
to/from the internal memory blocks. It comprises a single PLA that provides 8  outputs 
and receives 9 inputs from either the external control bus, the neural execution’s PLA, or 
from the communication processing operative sub-part.

The system timing is based on two-phase nonoverlapping clock signals and O 2 ), 
generated directly by an external oscillator (Figure 7.7). The two phases are assigned to 
the control units in a way that avoids conflict in the memory access. The control 
commands issued by the communication unit’s PLA are released during <E>!, while the 
execution unit’s signals are liberated during <I>2 *

Clock Cycle

1

d>i

O -i “ 1
1
1

1
1

Figure 7.7: Clock System used in the generic neuron prototype.

This control scheme permits both control units to work in parallel and share internal 

resources, without the necessity to implement complex self-synchronised control to 
prevent resource contention, which would require far more silicon area. Instead, with the 
approach taken, silicon area is saved, allowing the integration of multiple processing 
elements in the same chip.
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7.4. Implementation Considerations and Results

The major trend in the design effort has been directed to two implementation 
considerations: the optimised use of the silicon area to improve parallelism of the 
integrated processing elements; and a short implementation time, compatible with the 

project schedule. The composition of the VLSI design tools used, allowed us to 
complete the chip design and to partially meet these consideration points. A number of 
difficulties have been experienced which were caused by not having access to a complete 
and integrated development system. It took longer than expected to produce the final 
layout and some planned tasks could not be executed. For instance, a consistent 
functional specification has been produced for all cells and blocks in the layout design, 
expecting to be used later to run a functional test. However, the lack of functional 
models for nMOS and pMOS transistors in the available version of the SOLO system, 
added to the limited time, prevented such test from being performed. Additionally, the 
design tools available provided insufficient support for layout measurements and 
therefore delivered poor statistics about performance and transistor count. Nevertheless, 
the automated place and route system played an important role for floor planning and 
area reduction.

The final floor plan organisation of the generic neuron neuro-chip was influenced by the 
area limitation of 1 0 0 mm 2  imposed by the academic multi-project service for chip 
fabrication. It also took into consideration pin access and terminal proximity for size and 
routing optimisation. Figure 7.8 shows the schematic floor plan used for the Back 
Propagation prototype. It comprises two complete processing elements that are 
symmetrically disposed at the top and bottom of the die.

The three-part datapath is placed between the look-up table ROM  memory on the left, 

and the four-block data memory (RAM) on the right. The control parts of both 

processing elements are aligned at the center of the chip, spanning control signals to the 
top and bottom PEs. The PLAs correspond to the neural execution control unit 
(N U _PLA t) and the communication control unit (CU_PLA,) of the processing element 

i. This row of PLAs also comprises the multiplier counters (m ,) that indicate when a 
complete multiplication has been effected. The areas between the PLA row and the 
datapaths contain standard cells that implement random-logic parts, such as drives for the 

registers and the necessary memory control signals generation. The relative placement of 
the blocks attempted to minimise the distance between connecting terminals, thus 
reducing routing lengths and propagation delays.
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Figure 7.8: Floor Plan o f the Back Propagation Prototype.

The prototype chip was implemented using 2pm CMOS process technology with 
double-metal interconnection layers. The features of this generic neuron prototype are 
summarised in Table 7.1. The chip contains about 60K transistors (the precise number of 
transistors could not be evaluated), 433 standard cells, and 179 customised cells, in a 
7 .5 mmxl0.1mm die area. The total number of 6 8  pins includes 48 I/O data pins, the 
others representing control and supply/clock pads. The layout photograph of the generic 

neuron prototype chip is shown in Figure 7.9.

In the experimental evaluations for operation speed, the programme SPICE was used to 
estimate the performance of possible critical paths in the processing element’s circuit. 
One possible critical path is the long carry chain of the arithmetic logic. Its total delay 
corresponds to the delay of 4 cascaded inverters plus the delay generated by the series of 
12 pass transistors. Another suspect path is associated with the register transfer 

operation, which involves delays of the internal busses, the tri-state drivers and busses 

outside the datapath.

We observed the ALU operation for 16-bit data and the register transfer operation in the 
worst case conditions. The simulation performed with SPICE showed that arithmetic 
operations (add and sub) can be carried out with a 10MHz clock frequency. For the
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Number of Processors 
Data Length 
Arithmetic Unit 

ALU
Data RAM 
Look-up table ROM 
Control PLAs 
Machine Cycle 
Package
Number of standard gate cells 
Number of full-custom cells 
Device technology 
Die Size

2
16-b

16-b
256xl6-b (per processor) 
128xl6-b (per processor) 
2 (per processor)
100ns (estimated)
68 pin CLCC
433
179
2pm CMOS 
7.5x10.1mm (76mm2)

Table 7.1: Features of the Generic Neuron Back Propagation Prototype.

register transfer operation, a pair of registers with full access to two busses were 
assembled together and tested. The busses were loaded with O.lpf to simulate the 
complete bus load. The test revealed that the pseudo-static registers can operate at 
frequencies over 20MHz, not establishing therefore a critical path.

7.5. Summary

This chapter has presented the VLSI design approach taken to implement the Back 
Propagation prototype of the generic neuron architecture. It has described the design 
philosophy of the cell library produced, giving the main features of the basic cell blocks.

With this full custom cell library, a prototype chip was designed based on a 16-bit 
processing element with 256 words of data memory and a look-up table comprising 128 

values. The final chip has been produced using CMOS 2|im  technology and it is 
expected to run at a minimum 10 MHz clock frequency.

Due to unpredictable problems emerged from the non availability of a complete VLSI 
design tool, in addition to the restricted time available for the layout design, the final 

prototype is limited to two processing elements. However, with a more optimised 
placement and smaller CMOS fabrication technologies, a much higher number of 
processing elements will be able to be packed into a single integrated circuit. A 
prediction of the maximum number of processing elements that can be packed into a 

single chip, for different processing technologies and different data memory 
configurations, is provided in the next chapter.
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Figure 7.9: Back Propagation Prototype Layout.
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Chapter 8

Assessment

This chapter presents an assessment o f the work accomplished in this 
thesis. It covers the four basic investigation aspects - the nC language, 
the generic neuron model and corresponding VLSI architecture, the simu
lator, and the VLSI chip implemented - necessary to achieve the thesis 
main goal: to define a target architectural framework fo r  the automatic 
generation o f application-specific neural chips.

8.1. Targets Review

As stated in Chapter 1, the neural computing research area requires two specialised tools 
for executing artificial neural models: a flexible software tool that permits experimenta
tion with different aspects of neural networks, providing a framework to execute existent 
as well as new algorithms; and a massively parallel application-specific neurocomputer, 
which properly explores the intrinsic parallelism of neural networks, granting the neces
sary high performance for the neural application execution. Various software simulators 
as well as ASIC chips for neural networks have been designed, with many commercial 
products already available. However, these products have been designed independently, 
with no integration of the software and hardware tools. With this incompatibility between 
these two tools, a neural network application tested in the software environment has to be 
fully designed from scratch if a high performance VLSI neuro-chip is required for the 
computation of the particular application. Therefore, a neural network programming en

vironment that integrates these two tools, with the capacity of automatically generating 
ASIC chips from a high level specification of the neural network application, is demand
ed. With this complete programming environment a neural network application can be 

described and tested using the software tool and, after all optimal parameters have been 
found, an ASIC can be automatically produced without requiring the user to have any 

knowledge of VLSI design.

The main goal of this thesis was hence to define a design framework that would allow the 
automatic generation of application-specific integrated circuits from a high-level descrip
tion of a neural network application. The central point to achieve this aim is the design of 

a general target VLSI architecture that encompasses the main features of neural network
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execution. In addition, a high level specification language is also required to describe the 
neural application to be generated, and to dissociate the user from the details of the VLSI 
design. The link between the high level language and the ASIC chips is a neural network 
silicon compiler, whose implementation is the subject of another PhD thesis in the 

Department89.

Therefore, the research developed in this thesis has focused on the definition of the VLSI 
target architecture, named the generic neuron , and on the specification of the neural net

work description language, called nC. To verify the suitability of the proposed architec
ture for the neural network execution, and its viability in terms of VLSI design, a simula
tor and a VLSI prototype have been developed. The following sections provide an 
evaluation of these components according to the established goals.

8.2. nC  Neural Network Specification Language

Following the basic proposal of this research, two essential requirements were imposed 
on the high level neural network specification language nC : to easily and concisely 
describe a wide range of neural networks; and to allow the translation of a trained, or un
trained neural network application into dedicated integrated circuits. To attain these re
quirements, some design goals were established:

•  Neural Network Independence - the language should be flexible to properly specify 
a vast number of neural network algorithms and applications, in both learning and 
recall modes.

• Target Machine Independence - it should permit a neural network specification to 

be efficiently mapped onto a range of sequential and parallel conventional comput

ers, as well as neurocomputers.

•  Application/Algorithm Expertise Distinction - it should enable the development of 
generic applications and generic algorithms, i.e., a single application should be exe
cuted by many different algorithms, and a parameterised algorithm should be 
configurable for many application.

•  Application to ASICs translation - the language should also be suitable for the au
tomatic generation of VLSI chips based on the generic neuron target architecture. 
Although the language is not expected to provide hardware description, it should 
encompass the necessary neural network information to allow a smooth compilation 

process into an adequate, intermediate, hardware-dedicated language.
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To achieve these basic requisites, the nC  neural network specification language was 
designed based on the C syntax and relying on a hierarchical data structure, named sys
tem, that incorporates all relevant neural network informations. The system data struc
ture encloses into one hierarchical organisation the network’s connectivity, data (states, 
errors and weights), functionality and control. By changing some parameters in the data 

structure, various different parameterised neural algorithms (application-independent al
gorithms) can be generated, which are then finally configured by the user’s application 
definition.

The above strategy has proved to be quite efficient for the central language of a general 
software programming environment dedicated to neural network execution. This is 

demonstrated by the success of the Pygmalion programming environment and the variety 
of neural models provided in the environment’s algorithm library, such as Back Propaga
tion, Hopfield, Self-Organising Map, and Boltzmann Machine.

The main weakness of the nC language concerning the simulation of neural network 
models is its inability to deal with shared weights, which is a common feature in image 
processing applications. The shared weights facility is very advantageous for saving the 
memory space of conventional machines, since a group of neurons makes use of the same 
subset of synaptic weights. However, this apparent drawback for the software simulation 
tool is in fact very beneficial for the parallel hardware execution, where the weight values 
are likely to be individually implemented to reduce traffic between processing elements. 
Indeed, the idea of each entity of the system hierarchical structure containing all the per
tinent data (including all weights associated with its inputs), is entirely in conformity 
with the generic neuron model, greatly facilitating the silicon compilation process.

Another useful feature for the silicon compilation process is the nC  rule concept. The 

rule data structure embodies the required information about functionality and controlla
bility for each entity in the system hierarchical structure. The rules associated with the 

neuron level are actually the ones defined in the generic neuron model (state calculation, 
error calculation and weight updating), considerably simplifying the hardware synthesis 
operation.

The connectivity information is also adequately extracted from the system hierarchy, 

where all connections are explicitly declared. An extra desirable feature, which is not 
provided in the nC  language, is an explicit declaration of fully connectivity between 
layers. The usage of this parameter greatly improves the hardware implementation, being 
therefore quite beneficial to have it clearly specified in the language. The provision of
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this extra parameter is now being incorporated into an extension of the nC  language, 
which is being implemented for the silicon compiler’s design.

Some additional hardware-related parameters should also be appended to the language, in 
order to afford tunable hardware variables such as data precision, threshold function pre

cision and look-up table size. These parameters are also being added to the language as a 
result of the silicon compiler project under development in the department89.

An nC  language compiler is now being generated to translate a neural network applica
tion into a hardware-like, intermediate level representation (ICR - Intermediate Code 
Representation)88. This representation will then be compiled into the VHDL IEEE stan
dard hardware description language3, completing the high level part of the synthesis pro

cedure, which will produce ASIC chips based on the generic neuron  target architecture.

8.3. Generic Neuron  Model & VLSI Architecture

This section assesses the suitability of the generic neuron architecture as the target 
framework for a neural network silicon compiler. The criteria used for the architecture’s 
evaluation consider the four main design goals presented in Chapter 1:

•  flexibility - both in terms of the processing element’s functionality, where it should 
be able to perform various different learning algorithms, as well as in terms of the 
interconnection strategy, that should be able to represent the wide spectrum of net
work topologies used by neural models.

• high performance & parallelism - the architecture should conform with the intrinsic 
parallelism of artificial neural networks, granting the necessary high performance to 

execute the neural applications.

• minimum silicon area - due to the large number of processing elements required by 
a neural application, the silicon area necessary to implement a PE should be optim

ised in order to grant a large number of PEs per chip.

•  design scalability - the architectural framework should adopt a modular and regular 
design which, in view of the improvements in VLSI processing technology, could 

grant more PEs per integrated circuit without affecting the number of pins.

Using the above design goals, the following subsections evaluate the two components of 
the generic neuron architecture: the interconnection scheme and the processing 

element’s design.
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8.3.1. Interconnection Scheme

To achieve the above objectives, the generic neuron architecture has adopted the broad
cast bus strategy as the network data communication medium. This choice provides the 

required flexibility to implement a vast range of different neural models, since the bus in

terconnection scheme can virtually realise any complex topology. Additionally, due to 

the regularity and simplicity of the network topology, this strategy also contributes to 
minimise the required silicon area as well as to achieve a scalable design, which is an 
essential property in massively parallel VLSI architectures. Indeed, the number of PEs 
produced in one chip can be unconditionally increased, with no effect on the pin count of 
the integrated circuit.

Another important benefit of the interconnection broadcast mode is its ability to transfer

a processing element’s output to all its destinations in one single cycle. This intrinsic
feature is quite useful for neural network applications, enhancing the resultant network’s
performance. Because of these fundamental features provided by the broadcast bus, some
recent hardware implementations of neural networks have also opted for this specific

44communication strategy • 1 .

In the generic neuron architecture, the broadcast mode is extended even further, being 
also applied to the backward data distribution that occurs in algorithms such as Back Pro
pagation. In such algorithms, the error values of the PEs in the output layer must be 
transmitted to the connected PEs of the hidden layer, in order to allow them to compute 
their own error values. The error value must be multiplied by the connection weight, like

wise the state calculation computation on the forward phase. In current neural hardware 
designs60, a separate weightxerror value is transmitted for each existent connection of a 
particular output PE, thus reducing substantially the performance of the learning pro

cedure. The generic neuron architecture avoids this problem by treating backward con
nections similarly to the forward connections, storing in each PE of the hidden layer, the 
backward synaptic weights as well. This approach increases the demand on the internal 
memory required to store data but the increase in silicon area (which occurs only for the 
hidden layer PEs) is compensated by the considerable gain in performance during the 
learning process execution.

An inconvenience of the generic neuron architecture is its awkward way of dealing with 

neural algorithms based on growing and pruning of the network113, where the total 
number of PEs is not established a priori. These algorithms are basically used to deter
mine the best network configuration (in terms of number of PEs) for the particular appli
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cation. Although their implementation is not impossible in the generic neuron  architec

ture, the network should be implemented with the maximum number of PEs expected, 
resulting in a waste of silicon area. In this case, the learning procedure should be halted 
every time the network’s size is changed, in order to allow the central controller to 
reconfigure the appropriate PEs, either enabling or disabling them accordingly. Regard

ing the applicability of the generic neuron architecture however, this is not actually a 
major drawback since the silicon compiler will only produce ASIC chips based on previ
ously optimised neural networks with respect to their sizes, in order to provide the user 
with the best network configuration for the defined application.

The major limiting factor of the generic neuron interconnection strategy, though, is the 
delay existent between an output sent from a PE at one end and its reception at a PE on 
the other end of the bus. This propagation delay imposes a limitation on the total number 
of chips, consequently restricting the maximum number of PEs that can be connected to 
the bus segment without forcing an increase on the global clock cycle. In the generic 
neuron's case, the total delay is basically determined by the inherent propagation delay 
of the bus segment, since no arbitration or protocol is required to perform the data com
munication.

The maximum number of chips allowed per bus segment can be estimated using the 
results obtained from the Back Propagation prototype produced. Considering the fanout 
of the pads used for the output bus and the input capacitance of the input bus pads util
ised, a total of 46 integrated circuits can be connected to the broadcast bus. Assuming 
that at least 10 PEs can be packed into a chip with current fabrication technologies (see 
Table 8.1), a minimum of 500 processors can communicate through the same broadcast 
bus. If this number is not sufficient for the target application, external drivers will have 

to be included in the broadcast bus. An alternative approach is to use multiple busses, di
viding the network according to the number of layers and then assigning each layer to a 
different bus segment. This method increases the complexity of the central controller, 
but it allows the implementation of the neural network application without increasing the 

global clock cycle. Indeed, as stated in Chapter 5, the multi-bus strategy actually in
creases the final performance by using pipelining of inputs when multiple patterns can be 
treated simultaneously. The total number of PEs permitted per bus segment, however, 

depends on the number of PEs integrated into one chip, which varies according to the al
gorithm being used and to the fabrication process technology.
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8.3.2. Processing Element Design

Following the evaluation of the generic neuron's interconnection strategy, this subsec
tion assesses the efficiency of the processing element’s design for the computation of 

neural network applications.

The design of the processing element’s internal framework followed the same general re
quirements specified earlier in this chapter as fundamental to the generic neuron archi
tecture: flexibility, high performance and minimum silicon area. Some additional PE- 
specific requisites were also considered for the final design, such as modularity to reduce 
the interconnection cost on and off chip, and accuracy to correctly represent the neural 
network data information.

To attain maximum flexibility for the PE’s internal structure, a thorough analysis of the 
main neural network algorithms was effected, investigating their similarities and singu
larities. This study resulted in the specification of the generic neuron model, which incor
porates into one single unit all the essential features extracted from the examined neural 
algorithms. This model is composed of configuration parameters that can be modified to 
allow the definition of a wide range of different neural network algorithms. This generali
ty has been indicated by Table 5.1 where various algorithms, with distinct characteristics, 
have been described by modifying the generic neuron model’s internal parameters.

Based on this generic model of the artificial neuron, the internal structure of the process
ing element was then defined, following the main requisites established for the architec
tural design. The first decision related to the PE’s design concerns its implementation 
technology. Due to the generality requirement imposed on the PE’s internal structure, di
gital design was favoured over analogue technology. As discussed in Chapter 2, analo

gue design is not capable of providing the desired flexibility to execute various different 
models, including full computation of learning algorithms. Moreover, digital implemen

tation also supports the accuracy and noise immunity requested by many learning algo
rithms, which reinforced the elimination of analogue design. Therefore, digital technolo

gy has been utilised throughout the PE’s internal design.

A second design methodology was related to the PE’s internal organisation. In order to 

produce a modular design, the PE has been organised as a self-contained entity, incor
porating three fundamental modules: the execution unit, the communication unit and the 
memory unit for storing the appropriate data to perform the neural functions. This ap
proach, in addition to reducing the interconnection cost, also increases the system’s final 
performance since off-chip data communication is restricted to the transmission of the
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relevant PE’s output values. This idea has been stretched to also integrate the backward 
synaptic weights present in error back propagation algorithms (as discussed in the previ
ous section), improving even further the network’s performance in comparison with ex
istent hardware implementations^.

The modularity attribute has also been applied to the PE’s internal units design, facilitat
ing the automatic generation of the final ASIC chip. In this case, each internal module is 
composed of a control unit, based on PLAs, and an execution unit, based on a modular 

datapath. Therefore, the final PE’s design is accomplished by generating the adequate 
PLA code to control the computation, and by assembling the correct modules to build the 
appropriate datapath. By using this approach, the silicon compilation process can rely on 
basic full custom blocks that are assembled according to the requirements imposed by the 
application, greatly simplifying the synthesis process.

To improve the system’s performance, the control part of the communication and execu
tion units have been conceived to allow independent computation of their correspondent 
tasks. This property has been achieved by using different clock phases (from the two- 
phase non-overlapping clock scheme) to control each unit. Consequently, both units can 
share internal resources, such as the internal memory, without having to provide extra 
circuitry to prevent resource contention.

The performance attribute has also been considered in the design of the internal units’ da
tapath module. To afford the multiple bus configuration, the communication unit has 
been designed to interface with external entities (either the central controller or other 
PEs) through two independent unidirectional data busses, in opposition to one bidirec
tional data bus. In this case, when multiple busses are demanded by the neural applica
tion, the communication unit’s data busses are connected to two different external busses, 
allowing an increase in performance by using pipeline process. On the other hand, to in
crease the performance of the execution unit’s datapath module, the design has also 
focused on trying to reduce the number of cycles to perform a multiplication, which is 

the basic arithmetic operation present in neural network algorithms. Different implemen
tations of the multiplication algorithm, with different degrees of parallelism, have been 
examined, verifying their effect on the silicon area. The result of this investigation 
showed that the best trade-off between performance and silicon area (making use of the 

cell library implemented) was the Booth’s two’s complement add and shift algorithm33. 
However, the final decision can be left to the silicon compiler’s user, who can decide, ac
cording to the application’s requirements, which is the best compromise between the two 

competing requisites.
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A compromise between area and performance has also been considered for the threshold 
function computation. In order to afford fast computation and, at the same time, not 

compromise the necessary silicon area, the threshold function has been accomplished via 

look-up table, implemented with ROM memory. Since ROM memory occupies less than 
6 % of PE’s core area (see Chapter 7), the final silicon area is not jeopardised by this stra
tegy, allowing reasonable table sizes to be implemented on-chip. Additionally, the thres
hold function execution can be performed in a single cycle, the necessary time to have 
access to the ROM memory. The final table size, as well as its precision, is specified by 
the user, in accordance with application demands.

One of the basic weakness in the PE’s implementation structure is related to the input ad
dress analysis that verifies the relevance of the data presented on the external bus. The 
analysis mechanism is quite suitable for applications based on fully connected networks 
(or networks with few connections missing), requiring only a single comparison to verify 
the layer field of the external address bus. Nevertheless, when the network is sparsely 

connected, the communication unit requires a sequential search in an internal table to de
cide if the data should be read into the local memory, which ends up degrading the 
system’s performance.

However, the main limitation of the PE’s architecture is in terms of the capacity to in
tegrate the required RAM memory for storing weights and input values. This limitation is 
the price that a self-contained processing element has to pay in favour of considerably 
improving the final neurocomputer performance. The final capacity of the processing ele
ment is application dependent, varying according to the specified neural algorithm pro

vided by the user.

8.4. Architecture Simulator

This section assesses the simulation studies performed to evaluate the generic neuron ar
chitecture. The evaluation has been carried out in line with the main simulation objec

tive, i.e., to investigate the influence of the two basic hardware-related parameters: the 
use of fixed-point data representation, and the implementation of the threshold function 

via look-up table.

To verify the effects of the hardware-related parameters on the execution of neural net
work applications, a simple software simulator was built. The simulator final version is 
composed of six basic modules that can be adapted similarly to the generic neuron 
model. Although based on a simple model, the simulator is quite general, being able to
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simulate various different neural algorithms by defining the appropriate code for the three 
basic neural functions, together with the specification of some architecture-specific 
parameters. The simulator also incorporates mechanisms to estimate the network’s per
formance, enabling the analysis of the system’s behaviour according to the number of 
processing elements connected to the broadcast bus.

The final software simulator proved to be very effective in providing information about 
the effects on the hardware execution of neural network algorithms. The simulation 
results were extracted from the Back Propagation execution, because of the strict require
ments it imposes on data communication and on data precision. The results obtained have 
successfully demonstrated that the hardware implementation does not affect the neural 
application execution, provided that the relevant parameters are appropriately set. This 
means that if the network is able to correctly perform the computation with a certain data 
precision, no further improvement is achieved by increasing the data accuracy. These 
simulation results have been substantiated by an independent hardware emulation in con
junction with some theoretical analyses executed by Alippi and Nigri12. In their investi
gation, they have established a relationship between the number of fractionary bits neces
sary to represent the synaptic weights and some neural network application parameters, 
such as learning rate and tolerance.

The results have also shown the importance of utilising a hardware emulation tool in ord
er to determine, prior to the chip fabrication, the best network configuration for the 
defined neural application. This architectural emulator is very important in the develop
ment of a VLSI chip that incorporates the best compromise between performance and sil
icon area for a particular neural application. Therefore, with such a tool, the silicon 
compiler’s user is able to experiment with different hardware parameters, until the best 
configuration is attained.

The basic limitation of the implemented simulator is related to the moderate precision it 

provides for performance measurements. This limited accuracy results from the 
simplifications imposed by the timetable constraints of the thesis, and by the relative 
small size of the simulated examples, inflicted by memory and speed limitations of the 
computational system available at the time of the implementation. However, despite the 
simplified simulation model, the measurements have indicated the appropriateness of the 
generic neuron  hardware approach towards neural network application execution.
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8.5. VLSI Prototype Implementation

This last section investigates the viability of the generic neuron  architecture in terms of 
VLSI layout implementation. In this context, the primary goal was to analyse the 
hardware complexity of the target architecture, in order to determine the actual degree of 
parallelism that can be achieved with practical implementations. To perform this investi
gation, a prototype chip of the generic neuron architecture was implemented, using the 
Back Propagation algorithm as the target neural model.

The prototype chip implementation has concentrated on achieving two fundamental re
quirements: high performance and minimum silicon area. Consequently, several design 
methodologies have been considered, with a careful analysis of their impact on the esta

blished design attributes. An examination of the available design tools have also been ac
complished, culminating in the design of a full custom datapath cell library, specifically 
designed for the PE’s operative part implementation. The datapath cell library’s design 
focused on providing flexibility and modularity, while attempting to attain a practical 
balance between performance and silicon area.

The resulting cell library is general, comprising a number of functional modules that can 
be appropriately assembled to provide the required functionality. The implemented cell 
modules can be stacked by abutment, substantially reducing the silicon waste in routing 
signals between cells. The generality and modularity characteristics of the cell modules 
provide an adequate cell library for the silicon compilation process, where different 
application-specific datapath modules can be generated without compromising the silicon 
area.

The design of the PE’s control part was guided by the flexibility requisite in order to fa
cilitate the silicon compilation process. The control part is based on PLA modules that 
are automatically generated by the SOLO system. With this approach, the PE’s control 
units can be easily redesigned to conform with the desired neural application by simply 

redefining the PLA equations, reducing the complexity of the control part synthesis.

However, due to the limited time and resources available for the VLSI implementation, 
some auxiliary circuitry had to be realised using standard cells provided in SOLO, which 

caused a significant impact on the final core area. Despite this loss in silicon area and the 
diverse problems experienced with the unavailability of an integrated VLSI tool, the 
results obtained from the prototype VLSI implementation are quite promising. With the 

outdated 2|im CMOS processing technology used, the produced Back Propagation proto
type integrates two self-contained processing elements in a 7.5x10.1mm die size,
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comprising 128 input connections (512 bytes of RAM) per PE and operating at a 
minimum 10MHz machine clock.

This first prototype implementation has been quite important in providing feedback about 

the constraints of the hardware implementation and in verifying the critical modules in 
terms of silicon area. Nevertheless, to better assess the hardware complexity of the target 
architecture, aspects such as the use of standard cells and the limitation to maximum 1 0 0  

m m 2  core size must be ignored. By excluding their effects on the final layout, it is possi
ble to analyse the real parallelism obtainable with a full custom design, examining the 
packing capabilities of the generic neuron architecture when more advanced integration 

technologies are available.

To accomplish this evaluation some assumptions have been made, in order to correctly 
estimate the packing density of the generic neuron architecture. These are:

•  The influence of the standard cells on the core area has been neutralised by reducing 
the prototype core area by 15%. This figure has been extracted from the experiences 
acquired by the development of the toy microprocessor explained in Chapter 7, 
which was fully designed with standard cells;

•  The core area limitation has been expanded to 150mm2 to comply with current 
technology;

•  The model for scaling the core area has been founded on the first-order MOS scal
ing theory134, which establishes that, for a 1 / a  dimension scaling factor, the circuit 
area scales by 1/a2. Although this theory is somewhat simplistic for the CMOS 
technology, it provides a reasonable approximation of the total number of PEs that 

can be integrated into a single chip;

•  The area utilised by the I/O pads has been considered constant for all core area ex
aminations, since the pad area is usually determined by the minimum size to which 
a bond wire can be attached134. In addition, owing to generic neuron scalability 

property, the total number of pads remains unchanged by an increase on the total 
number of integrated processing elements per chip.

Table 8.1 summarises the results of the generic neuron  packing density investigation us
ing five different CMOS fabrication technologies, ranging from 2jxm to 0.8p.m. For each 

processing technology, seven different PE configurations (in terms of the number of input 
connections provided) have been experimented, establishing for each memory
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configuration, the total number of PEs that can be produced per chip. Figure 8.1 shows 

the packing density evolution curves for the same set of CMOS technologies presented in 

Table 8.1.

N u m b er  o f  Processing E lem ents Integrated  per Chip

PE Internal Configuration Fabrication Technology
2 .0 p 7 .5 |i U \L ; .0 p 0.8[i

64 16-bit connections (256 bytes) 6 11 18 27 42
128 16-bit connections (512 bytes) 5 9 15 22 35
256 16-bit connections (IK bytes) 4 7 11 16 26
512 16-bit connections (2K bytes) 3 5 8 12 18

1024 16-bit connections (4K bytes) 2 3 5 8 12
2048 16-bit connections (8K bytes) 1 2 3 4 7
4096 16-bit connections (16K bytes) - 1 1 2 4

Table 8.1: Packing Density Investigation of the generic neuron architecture.
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Figure 8.1: Packing density curves for the generic neuron architecture.

As can be seen from these results, the generic neuron  architecture yields good packing 

density in most of the fabrication technologies, except for the 2pm that affords multiple 

PEs per chip only with IK or less number of connections. It must be noted however, that 

the above figures have been originated considering the RAM cells generated by the 

SOLO RAM generator. If state-of-the-art RAM cells had been utilised, the number of 

PEs per chip would have increased substantially. This can be confirmed by considering 

that, using the SOLO RAM generator, the local memory occupies from 31% (64 connec
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tions) to 92% (4096 connections) of the total PH core area. Additionally, these evalua
tions have been carried out using the Back Propagation prototype example, with learning 
procedure on-chip. For simpler models or recall phase only applications, the maximum 
number of integrated PEs can be increased even further, since the Back Propagation 
learning algorithm is quite demanding in terms of silicon area.

The main weakness of the VLSI implementation is related to its final computational per

formance. This deficiency is mainly due to the non-optimisation, in terms of perfor
mance, of the customised cells. Owing to the VLSI implementation constraints associat
ed with the development time and the silicon area available, no fast look-ahead carry 
chain has been provided, limiting the final clock frequency to 10MHz.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions & Future Work

This last chapter presents some general conclusions o f  the work accom
plished in this thesis. It starts by summarising the results and main contri
butions o f the research and then outlines the prospects fo r  future work, 
describing the activities under way in the Esprit II Galatea project.

9.1. Summary

The primary aim of this research has been the investigation of a general architectural 
framework for the automatic generation of high performance, application-specific neural 
chips. The motivation for the design of such VLSI target architecture has been the ulti
mate goal of producing a complete and integrated neural programming environment that 
provides the user with two complementary tools: a software tool to learn as well as to 
develop new neural network algorithms and applications; and a hardware tool to au
tomatically generate ASIC chips from a high level specification of the user’s neural ap
plication.

This thesis has concentrated on the development of the hardware tool, defining the gener
ic neuron target VLSI architecture, which is the basic framework for generating ASIC 
neuro-chips, and the nC  neural network specification language, which is used to define 
the required application. The link between these two entities is provided by a neural net
work silicon compiler, that translates the neural network application specified in nC  into 

dedicated VLSI neural chips, based on the generic neuron architectural framework. The 
design of such silicon compiler is currently under development as another PhD research 
in the Department8^.

The nC  language has been specified as part of the Esprit II Pygmalion project which in

volved the development of a neural software environment for simulating neural network 
algorithms and applications. As the central module of the Pygmalion environment, the 
nC  network specification language has been designed following basic requisites, such as 
generality and machine independence. The language has demonstrated its ability to 
define and execute a large range of neural algorithms/applications, supporting many of 
the widely known models in the associated algorithm library. Its suitability as the input
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specification language for the automatic production of ASICs is now being indicated by 
the current progress on the translation of the nC language into an intermediate, 

hardware-related representation88. This translation is the first step in the development of 
a high level synthesis tool for generating ASIC chips.

The main element of the neural network hardware tool however, is the development of 

the target architecture. The design of the generic neuron target architecture followed 

essential requirements like flexibility, high performance and minimum silicon area, in 
order to provide a general and optimised architectural framework for the silicon compila
tion process. Although some of these attributes are somewhat conflicting, the resultant 
generic neuron architecture has been designed to achieve a balanced compromise 
among them.

The regularity of the generic neuron bus interconnection scheme grants the necessary 
generality to implement the diversity of neural network topologies, and the capability to 
be easily expandable to connect the appropriate number of processing elements. Due to 
the utilisation of broadcast mode in both directions of data communication and the ab
sence of a complex arbitration protocol for bus accessing, this interconnection strategy 
also provides the required simplicity of implementation, without undermining the final 
performance.

To properly define the processing element’s internal structure, an analysis of neural net
work algorithms has been carried out, extracting the basic features required for neural 
network execution. This study resulted in the specification of the generic neuron model, 

which has provided the basis for the processing element’s framework design. The final 
processing element skeleton is based on a self-contained modular entity, that is easily 
configurable to perform the required neural network application. Its regularity and whole
ness characteristics assist the hardware synthesis process and substantially reduce the 
off-chip communication.

The generic neuron target architecture has demonstrated the possibility to produce a 
high performance, massively parallel, application-specific neurocomputer, without af
fecting the fundamental generality feature, necessary to allow the execution of various 
different neural applications. The high performance feature is achieved by producing 

dedicated VLSI chips for the execution of the desired neural application, granting com
pact processing elements related to the necessary silicon area. On the other hand, due to 
the modularity of the architecture’s design, the final processing element can be easily re
modeled to execute a different application, providing the required flexibility.
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The effectiveness of the generic neuron architecture results from efforts put into the ar
chitectural design simulation and VLSI implementation. The software simulations helped 

to investigate and confirm the small influence of the hardware implementation on the ex
ecution of neural models, assuming that the appropriate hardware parameters have been 
correctly set. The VLSI implementation of the Back Propagation prototype chip has 
proved the viability of the architectural framework in terms of layout design. Moreover, 
the VLSI prototype has provided a good estimative of the architecture’s packing capabili
ties, indicating that a reasonable number of PEs can be integrated into a single chip when 
state-of-the-art fabrication processing is used.

This proposed design framework for the automatic generation of application-specific in
tegrated circuits provides the user with a dedicated neurocomputer to efficiently and op
timally execute the desired neural network application. In addition, with the integration 
of this hardware tool into a general neural network programming environment, the user 
can experiment with a variety of different algorithms and parameters, until the best neur
al network configuration is found for the particular application. This is an unquestionably 
important feature, since the neural computing area is still under constantly evolution, 
with no optimal algorithm suitable for all applications.

9.2. Research Contributions

In pursuing the research described in this thesis, a prime consideration has been to inves
tigate the possibility to define a design framework that would allow an easy, fast and reli
able process to generate high performance, neural network application-specific integrated 
circuits. It is believed that such design framework has been proved feasible. In this 
respect, this thesis has provided a simple, and at the same time, flexible architectural 
framework that can be easily configured to execute a particular neural application, with 
or without the learning procedure. In addition, a high level language has also been pro
posed, in order to afford high level specification of the neural application, freeing the 
user from the details of VLSI hardware design. In summary, it is felt that the basic 

research contributions of this thesis are:

Generic Neuron M odel - A model for the specification of the artificial neuron’s func
tionality. It incorporates into a single entity the main properties encountered in neural 
models, supporting the necessary flexibility to describe a wide range of neural network 
algorithms. In spite of its generality feature, the model is quite simple and its correspon
dent VLSI architecture yields a reasonable number of processing elements per chip.
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Generic Neuron Target Architecture - A definition of the PE’s general structure and the 
associated interconnection scheme to allow the production of massively parallel 

application-specific neurocomputers. The PE’s internal structure combines processing, 
interconnection and storage capabilities in a self-contained design, which can be ulti
mately configured by the user’s application definition. The interconnection strategy, on 

the other hand, provides the necessary generality to implement complex topologies and 
the required expansibility to match the application requirements in terms of number of 
PEs.

VLSI Implementation - A demonstrative prototype, specialised in the execution of the 
Back Propagation algorithm, used to assess the architecture’s packing capabilities in fu
ture implementations with denser technologies. The chip’s internal structure has been 
developed by exploiting the intrinsic properties related to the research areas of VLSI 
design, neural computing and parallel architectures, trying to combine high performance 
and minimum silicon area.

Modular Datapath CMOS Library - A full custom library for the design of registers and 
the processing element’s operative part. The library includes a large number of basic 
cells that follow a standard design for minimum silicon area and high performance. The 
datapath library is very modular and general, facilitating the silicon compilation process 
of the internal operative parts.

Finally, a high level specification language, namely nC , has also been proposed for the 
definition of neural network algorithms and applications. This task has been accom
plished in conjunction with the Pygmalion group at UCL, in order to produce a flexible 
language used as the core of a neural network software programming environment. This 
language provides a concise form to describe algorithms and applications, either for 
simulation on a conventional machine or for direct translation into dedicated ASIC chips.

9.3. Future Work

As seen from the description of the work accomplished in this research, the generic neu
ron architecture and the nC  specification language form the basis of a hardware develop
ment tool which is part of a complete neural network programming environment. Re
garding the development of this hardware tool and its integration into a complete pro
gramming environment, there are still a number of tasks to be carried out. A short list of
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the most interesting tasks is provided below:

•  the development of a dedicated neural network silicon compiler based on the gener
ic neuron architectural framework. The implementation of this silicon compiler will 
conclude the basic configuration of the hardware development tool, providing the 
link between the high level neural network specification language and the final 

application-specific neural chips.

•  the implementation of a complete hardware emulator for the generic neuron archi
tecture, incorporating feedback of the execution performance, as well as of the ef
fects of the hardware-related parameters on the network execution. This hardware 
emulator will allow the user to experiment with the PE’s internal parameters until 
the application requirements are matched in terms of accuracy and performance.

•  integration into a neural network software environment. This integrated program
ming environment will encompass the hardware and software tools, providing the 
user with a complete and general environment. In such environment, neural appli
cations can be simulated and optimally configured using a conventional (sequential 
or parallel) or a general-purpose neurocomputer, and then be automatically translat
ed into high performance optimised ASIC chips, when required.

•  the development of a neural network application to demonstrate the capabilities of 
the complete neural programming environment. The application will allow the in
vestigation of the software and hardware tools’ efficiency, testing the effectiveness 
of the software tool in defining and configuring the network, as well as analysing 

the results from the VLSI chips produced via the silicon compilation process.

The research work listed above constitutes a major part of the Esprit II Galatea project.
This is a 3-year project (started in January 1991) and it involves a significant amount of
research into the development of a complete neural network programming system. The
system is composed of many modules combining:

—  a sophisticated graphical programming environment, where users can create their 

own customised, application-specific graphical interfaces (in addition to the avail
able general graphical monitor);

—  an heterogeneous general-purpose neurocomputer, comprising primarily neural net
work boards provided by Siemens1®5 and Philips2**;
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—  scheduler/mapper modules, to supervise and distribute the neural network execution 

over the available general-purpose neural boards;

—  a neural network silicon compiler, that will automatically translate a neural network 
application into ASICs, using the user’s high level description;

—  several neural applications, such as optical character recognition and orange grading 
systems, to consolidate the project and verify its applicability.

The silicon compiler to be developed in the Galatea project is dedicated to recall mode 
only, being divided into two complementary parts: a high level synthesis module, that 
compiles the high level specification into a hardware description; and a low level syn

thesis module that actually generates the final VLSI layout from the hardware description 
language. Although the silicon compilation process is restricted to recall phase, its imple
mentation will allow the investigation of virtual neuron mapping, required when the ap
plication imposes some restrictions on the maximum number of physical processors, 
forcing more than one neuron to be mapped into the same physical processor. The Gala
tea silicon compiler will also exploit the possibility to generate a general high level syn
thesis module, that will be able to utilise distinct architectural frameworks. This will al
low the user to verify the best target architecture for his/her specific neural application 
prior to the actual chip fabrication. Currently, the Galatea project incorporates two target 
architectures, the generic neuron and the INPG96 architectural frameworks. Studies will 
be carry out to evaluate both architectures and verify their capabilities and deficiencies.

A different approach to the development of a silicon compiler for neural networks is be
ing developed at UCL as part of another PhD thesis89. In this case, the focus is ex

clusively on the high level synthesis aspects of the compilation process, providing full 

implementation of both neural network phases i.e., recall and learning procedures. This 
silicon compiler will make use of the nC neural network specification language and will 

translate the application description into a VHDL (IEEE standard hardware description 

language)3 description of the generic neuron architecture, configured for the user’s ap
plication. This implementation will offer the possibility to accomplish a more concrete 
assessment of the suitability of the nC and the generic neuron architecture for the au
tomatic production of high performance dedicated VLSI chips.
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Appendix 1

nC Language Syntax

This appendix presents the syntax o f the Pygmalion nC language.

program:
algorithm_part
algorithm_part main_definition 

algorithm _part:
include J is t  hash_defJist^, alg_decla_list mandatory Junctions external_decla l is t^  

mainjdefinition:
main ( identifierJistopl ) decla_listcv, { decla_listop( s ta t j is t} hash_endifopt

include J is t:
C include list a lg jn c lu d e jis t 
a lg jn c lu d e jis t C JncludeJist

hash define J ist:  
define def
hash Jlefine J is t  define_def

alg_decla_list:
declajistgp, c la ssJypejisl

mandatory Junctions:
ruleJunction J is t  connect_def build_rules_def

rule Junction  J is t:
ruleJunctionjdef
ruleJunctionJist ruleJunction_def

external_declajist:
external declaration
external _declaJist external ̂ declaration

externaldeclaration:
addJunction_def
declaration
hash_declarations

C JncludeJist:
#include <filename.h>
C JncludeJist #include <filename.h>

a lg jn c lu d e jis t:
mandatoryJncludes
mandatoryJncludes other Jncludes

mandatory Jncludes:
#indude "pygmalion.h" #include "sysdef.h" #inelude "config.h" #include "pgmrc.h"

other Jncludes:
#include "filename.h"
other Jncludes #include "filename.h"

define_def:
#define identifier constant



hashjdeclarations:
#if constant expression 
#ifdef identifier 
#ifndef identifier 
#else
#undef identifier 
#endif
definejief

decla jist:
declaration
decla jist declaration

class_type_list:
class type decla
c la ssJypejist class_type_decla

rule J u  netiondef:
ruleJunjiam e  ( identifier_listopl) decla list0_, restricted_comp_statement 
one_of_r_types ruleJunjiam e  ( identifierJistep, ) d e c la jis t^  restricted_comp_statement

connect_def:
one_ofJypes connect ( identifier lis t) declajist compound_statement 

build_rules_def:
one_ofJypes build_rules ( identifierJistgp, ) declaJistopl compound_statement

addJunction_def:
fun  declarator decla l is t^  compound statement 
decla_specifiers fun declarator decla jist^  compound_statement

fundeclara tor:
directJun declarator 
pointer directJunjieclarator

direct Junjdeclarator:
lowerjcase identifier
direct J u n  declarator ( identifier J is topt )

class type _decla:
class_type lower_case Jdentifier_class = { class_decla J ie ld } ;

class jdecla Jield:
pygmalion J u n jia m e  , string , in tjo n s ta n t, int jo n s ta n t

pygmalion J u n n a m e :  
ruleJun name 
b u iltJn Jn jia m e

declaration:
decla_specifiers;
decla_specifiers in 'itjieclaratorjist ;

decla_specifiers:
storagej:lass_spec decla_specifiersopl 
type_specifier decla_specifiersopl 
typejfualifier decla_specifiersopl

initjdeclaratorjist:
initjdeclarator
in itjieclaratorjist , initjieclarator

in it_declarator: 
declarator
declarator = initialiser

type_specifier:
r jy p e  specifier 
o n e jy f  add types 
onej>f~adcTstructs 
one_ofj>atterns 
struct jin io n  spec 
enum_specijier

r_type specifier:
one_of r_structs 
one jjJj J ypes



struct_union_spec:
structjunion { struct_decla_list } 
structjinion identifier { struct_decla_list } 
struct jin io n  identifier

struct_declajist:
structjieclaration 
struct_decla_list struct jieclaration

struct_declaration:
specjjuai J is t  s tjiec la ra to r jis t;

spec jqua lJ ist:
type_specifier
type_specifier spec_qual_list 
typejjualifier
typequalifier spec jju a i list

stjiec lara torjist:
struct declarator
stjiec lara torjist , struct declarator

struct_declarator: 
declarator
: constant_expression 
declarator : constant_expression

enum_specifier:
enum { enumerator lis t} 
enum identifier { enumerator J i s t} 
enum identifier

enumerator Jist: 
enumerator
enumerator J i s t , enumerator

enumerator:
identifier
identifier = constant _expression

declarator:
directjieclarator 
pointer direct jieclarator

direct jieclarator: 
identifier 
( declarator ) 
direct jieclarator [ ]
direct jieclarator [ constant_expression ] 
direct jieclarator ( identifierJistopl )

pointer:
*

* type jju a l  J is t
* pointer
* type j ju a i  J is t  pointer

type _qualJist:
typejjualifier
type j ju a l  J is t  type_qualifier

identifier J is t:  
identifier
identifier J is t  , identifier

initialiser:
assign expression 
{ initialiser J i s t }
{ initialiser J i s t , }

initialiser J ist:  
initialiser
initialiser J is t  , initialiser

compound ̂ statement:
{ decla J i s t ^  }
{ decla J is t  op, s ta t j i s t}



sta tjis t:
statement
s ta tjis t statement

statement:
labeled statement 
expression _statement 
compound_st at ement 
selection_statement 
iteration_statement 
jump_stal ement 
controlstatement

labeled_statement:
identifier: statement
case constant_expression : statement
default: statement

expression_statement:
f
expression ;

selection _statement:
if ( expression) statement
if ( expression) statement else statement
switch ( expression) statement

iteration statement:
while ( expression) statement 
do statement while ( expression) ; 
fo r jo o p

fo r jo o p :
for ( expressionopt ; expression^ ; expressionopl) statement

jump_statement:
goto identifier ; 
continue ; 
break ;
return expression^, ;

control_statement:
PAR { s ta t j i s t}
PAR fo r jo o p

expression:
assign expression 
expression, assign_expression

constantjexpression:
conditional jexpression

assignjexpression:
conditional jexpression
unary jexpression assign_operator assignjexpression

conditional expression: 
logic _orjexpression
logicjor jexpression ? expression : conditional jexpression

logic_orjexpression:
logic _and_expression
logic_or jexpression || logic_and_expression

logic _andjexpression: 
incl_orjexpression
logic_and_expression && incl_or_expression

incl_orjexpression:
excl_orjexpression
incl_or jexpression | excl_or jexpression

excljorjexpression : 
and expression
excfjor jexpression '  andjexpression

and jexpression :
equality _expression 
andjexpression & equality_expression



equality jexpression:
relational_expression
equality jexpression == relational jexpression 
equality jexpression != relational jexpression

relational jexpression: 
shift expression
relational expression < shift expression 
relational_expression > shift expression 
relational jexpression <= shift jexpression 
relational_expression >= shift jexpression

shift jexpression:
additive jexpression
shift expression «  additive jexpression 
shift jexpression »  additive jexpression

additivejexpression:
multiplicative jexpression
additive_expression + multiplicative jexpression
additiveexpression - multiplicative jexpression

m ultiplicati vejexpression: 
cast expression
multiplicative jexpression * cast jexpression 
multiplicative jexpression / cast_expression 
multiplicative jexpression % cast jexpression

castjexpression:
unary jexpression 
( typ e ju u n e) castjexpression

unary _expression:
postfix jexpression 
++ unary jexpression 
~ unary jexpression 
unary operator cast expression 
sizeof-maryjexpresTion 
sizeof ( typ e jia m e)

postfix_expression:
primary jexpression 
postfix_expression [ expression ] 
postfix jexpression ( a rg je x p r jis t) 
postfix_expression ()  
postfix_expression .identifier 
postfix_expression ->identifier 
postfix_expression ++ 
postfix_expression —

argjexprjist:
assignjexpression 
a rg je x p r jis t, assignjexpression

primary jexpression: 
constant 
( expression)

typenam e:
spec_qualjist
specjqual J is t  abstractjdecl

abstract_decl: 
pointer
pointer direct j ib s tr jle c l  
directjabstr jdecl

direct_abstr jdecl:
( abstract j l e c l )
direct j ib s tr jle c l  [ constant _expression ] 
direct j ib s tr j le c l  [ ]
[ constant_expression ]
[]

restrictedjcomp _statement:
{ rjdeclajistop , }
{ rjdeclajistop, restricted_stat J i s t }



restrictedjstat,Jist:
restricted_statement
restricted_statjist restricted_st at ement

restrictedjstatement:
r_expression_statement 
r_selection_statement 
rjterationstatem ent 
rJum p _st at ement 
r_control_statement

rjexpression,_statement:
9

r_assign_expression;

r_selection jstatement:
if ( r c o n d  expression) rjjody  statement
if ( r_conS\expression) r_body_st at ement else r body statement

ritera tionsta tem ent:
rJorJoop

rJo rJo o p :
for (r_assign_expression0pt \rjeondjexpression^ \r_assign_expressionopt) rJ>ody_s tat ement

rjbodyjstatement:
{ restricted_statjist} 
restricted_statement

rJump_statement: 
continue ; 
b reak ;
return r_expressionopt ;

r_control_statement:
PAR { restricted_stat J is t  }
PAR r Jo rJo o p

r_declajist:
redeclaration
r_declajist rjieclaration

r declaration:
rjype_specifier r jn i t jd e c la j i s t ;

rjn it_dec la jis t:
rjn itjieclara tor
r jn i t jd e c la j is t , rjn itjiec lara tor

rjnit_declarator: 
rjieclarator
rjieclarator = rjnitializer

rjdeclarator:
rjdir declarator 
rjjom ter rjdir jieclarator

r_dir_declarator: 
identifier 
( r declarator) 
r j l ir  jieclarator [ ]
rjdirjdeclarator [ rj:onstantjexpression ] 
rjdir jieclarator ()

rjnitializer:
rjidditive expression 
{ rjnitializer J i s t }
{ rjnitializer J i s t , }

r Jm itializerjist: 
rjnitializer
rjnitializer J i s t , rjnitializer

rjexpression:
rjissignjexpression

rjcondjexpression:
r j  og icorjexpression



r_assign jexpression:
r_logic_orjexpression
rjunary expression assignoperator r logic or expression

r_logic_orjexpression:
r_logicjmd_expression
r_logic_orjexpression || r_logic_and_expression

r_logic_andjexpression: 
r_incl or_expression
rjogicjind jexpression  && rjn c ljirexp ress io n

r_incl_orjexpression:
r_excl_or_expression
r_incl_or_expression j r excl or expression

rjexcljorjexpression: 
r jm d  expression
r_exc[j)r_expression * rjmd_expression

rjandjexpression:
r_equalityjexpression 
rjandjexpression & rjequalityjexpression

rjequalityjexpression:
r_relational_expression
rjequality expression == ^relational expression 
rjequality jexpression != r_rel at ional_exp ression

rjrelationaljexpression: 
r_shift expression
rj-elailorlaljexpression < r_shiftjexpression 
rjrelational expression > r_shift expression 
rjrelalionaTexpression <= r_shiJt_expression 
rjrelational_expression >= r_shiftjexpression

r s h  iftjexpression:
r_additive expression 
r_shift_expression «  rjidditivejexpression. 
r_shift_expression »  rjidditivejexpression

rjadditivejexpression:
r jn u lt ip Ijexpression
rjidditivejexpression + rjnultipljexpression 
rjidditive jexpression - rjnu ltip l jexpression

r jn u ltip l jexpression: 
rj:ast expression
rjnultipljexpression * rj:ast_expression 
rjnultip l jexpression I rjrastjexpression 
rjnu ltip l jexpression % rjeastjexpression

r_castjexpression:
rjinary_expression 
( r jy p e j ia m e ) rjeast expression

rjunaryjexpression:
rjiostfixexpression  
++ r_unary jexpression 
— rjunary jexpression 
unary_operator rjeastjexpression

r_postfixjexpression:
rjjrim ary jexpression
rjjostfix_expression [ rjidditive expression ] 
rjiostfixjexpression ( a rg je x p r jis t) 
rjiostfix jexpression () 
r jio stfix  jexpression .identifier 
rjiostfix jexpression -> identifier 
rjiostfix jexpression ++ 
rjiostfix jexpression —

r_primary jexpression: 
constant 
( r jexpression)

r_type_name:
r_spec_qual_list
r spec qual list r abstract decl 
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r_spec_qual_list:
type_specifier
type_specifier r_spec_qual_list

r_abstract_decl: 
r_pointer
r jo in te r  r_dir abstr_decl 
r_dir_abstr_decT

r_pointer:
*

double_star

double j ta r :
* *

r_dir_abstr_decl:
( )
( r abstract_decl) 
r jl ir jib s tr jle c l [ ]
r dir abstr decl [ r constant expression ] n  -  -  
[ r constant jexpression ] 
r_3irjibstrjlec l ()

rjconstantjexpression:
r_additive_expression

rule _fun_name:
upper_case_identifier

built_in_Jn_name: one of
pexec sexec pexec_r sexec_r pexec_c sexec_c

storage_class_spec: one of
auto register static extern

one_of_add_structs: one of 
tagvaljtype unval_type

one_of_r structs: one of
synapse_type neuron_type cluster_type layer_type net_type system_type rule_type para_type

exec_type ~

one_ofJypes:
onejo f rJypes 
onejoJjaddJypes

onejof_addJypes: one of
void short long double signed unsigned

onejof_r Jypes: one of
char int float caddr_t

o n e jo f patterns: one of
any_elem pat_elem int_elem

type jqualifier: one of 
const volatile

struct jin io n :  one of 
struct union

constant:
intconstant 
float _constant 
hexconstant 
charjonstant

unary joperator: one o f 
& *  +  - “ !

assign joperator: one of
= += -= *= /= %= « =  » =  &= *= |=
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Appendix 2

Datapath Cell Library

This appendix presents technical information on the principal cells o f  the 
datapath cell library.

Logical Functions: Basic register
C ell N am es: reg.mag, reglr.mag, regl6.mag, reg4_4_4.mag, reg7_7.mag.
D escription: Basic register controlled by philL , philH , phi2L and phi2H.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

A l Y l Xpolyc B l 
A l Y l Xpolyc B l 
philH2 phi2H2 phi2L2 philL2 

_philH2 phi2H2 phi2L2 philL2
In pu t S ignals: 
O utput S ignals: 
C on trol S ignals:

5T
Y
philH _phi2H philL phi2L

Location:
Size:

“marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 60 w = 68

Com m ents: It is transparent to buses A and B only.
Variations: - reglr.mag is composed o f two reg.mag cells, which are mirror 

images of each other.

- regl6.mag is composed of an array o f 8 reglr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.

- reg4_4_4.mag is composed o f (from left to right): 2  cells reglr.mag, 
2 cells nullreg.mag, 2 cells reglr.mag, 2 cells nullreg.mag and 2 cells 
reglr.mag.

• reg7_7.mag is composed of (left to right): 3 cells reglr.mag, one cell 
reg.mag, 2 cells nullreg.mag, one cell reg.mag (sideways) and 3 cells 
reglr.mag. —
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L o g ic a l F u n ction s: R eset R eg ister
C ell N am es: resetx.mag, resetxlr.mag, resetxl6.mag, resetx4_4_4.mag.
D escription: a pass-transistor (n-type) that connects GND to the X input ot a register, 

whenever rst signal is active.
Author:
L ast Updating: 
i M S t  Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
rst2 
rst2

In pu t Signals: 
O utput S ignals: 
C ontrol Signals:rst

Qz;O 
X

Location:
Size:

“marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 11 w = 68

Com m ents: The cell is transparent to buses A, B and Z.
Variations: - resetxlr.mag is composed ot two resetx.mag cells, which are mirror 

images of each other.

- resetxl6.mag is composed o f an array of 8 resetxlr.mag cells, 
concatenated alogn supply rails.

- resetx4_4_4.mag is composed o f (left to right): 2 cells resetxlr.mag, 2 
cells nullbus.mag, 2 cells resetxlr.mag, 2 cells nullbus.mag and 2 cells 
resetxlr.mag.

L o g ic a l F u n ction s: P reset R eg ister
C ell N am es: presetx.mag, presetxlr.mag, presetxl6.mag.
D escription: a pass-transistor (n-type) that connects Vdd to the X input of a register, 

whenever pr signal is active.
Author:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
pn  
pre

In pu t S ignals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

Vdd
X
Pr

Location:
Size:

“marley/chip/mag/cells — 
h = 11 w = 68

Com m ents: This cell is transparent to buses A, B and Z.
Variations: - presetxlr.mag is composed of two presetx.mag cells, which are mirror 

images of each other.

- presetxl6.mag is composed of an array o f 8 presetxlr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.
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L o g ic a l F u n ction s: R ead reg ister  into bus A
C ell N am es: busArd.mag, busArdlr.mag, busArdl6.mag
D escription: reads from the output Y of a register and writes into bus A, whenever rdA 

signal is active.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast U pd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
rdA2 
rdA2

In pu t S ignals: 
O utpu t Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

Y
A
rdA

Location:
Size:

"marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 11 w = 68

C om m ents: The cell is transparent to buses A, B and Z.
Variations: - busArdlr.mag is composed of two busArd.mag cells, which are mirror 

images o f each other.

- busArdl6.mag is composed o f an array of 8 busArdlr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.

L o g ic a l F u n ction s: W rite  in to  reg ister  from  bus A
C ell N am es: bus AwLmag, busAwtlr.mag, busAwtl6.mag
D escription: writes into the input X of a register what is in bus A, whenever wtA signal 

is active.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
WtA2 
WtA2

In pu t S ignals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

A
X
wtA

Location:
Size:

"marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 11 w = 68

Com m ents: This cell is transparent to buses A, B and Z.
Variations: - busAwtlr.mag is composed ot two busAwtm ag cells, which are mirror 

images o f each other.

- busAwtl6.mag is composed o f an array of 8 busAwtlr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.
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L o g ic a l F u n ction s: W rite  reg ister  from  top  reg ister
C ell N am es: topreg2reg.mag, topreg2reglr.mag, topreg2regl6.mag
D escription: writes into the input X of a register what is in the output Y ot another 

register that is at the top of the first one, whenever wtR signal is active.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Yi Zi Bi 
Ai Xi Zi Bi 
WtR2 
WtR2

In pu t Signals: 
O utput S ignals: 
C ontrol Signals:

Y
X
wtR

Location:
Size:

"marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 13 w = 68

Com m ents: This cell is transparent to buses A, B and Z.
Variations: - topreg2reglr.mag is composed of two topreg2reg.mag cells, which are 

mirror images of each other.

- topreg2regl6.mag is composed of an array of 8 topreg2regIr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.

L o g ic a l F u n c tio n s: W rite  reg ister  from  bottom  reg ister
C ell N am es: botreg2reg.mag, botreg2reglr.magf botreg2regl6.mag, botreg2reg7_7.mag
D escription: writes into the input X of a register what is in the output Y of another 

register that is at the bottom of the first one, whenever wtR signal is active.
Author:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Zi Bi 
WtR2 
WtR2

In pu t Signals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

Y
X
wtR

Location:
Size:

"marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 13 w = 68

Com m ents: This cell is transparent to buses A, B and Z.
Variations: - botreg2reglr.mag is composed o f two botreg2reg.mag cells, which are 

mirror images of each other. ~

- botreg2regl6.mag is composed o f an array of 8 botreg2reglr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.

- botreg2reg7_7.mag is composed o f (left right): 3 cells 
botreg2reg!r.mag, one cell botreg2reg.mag, 2 cell nul!reg2reg.mag, one 
cell botreg2reg.mag (sideways) and 3 cells botreg2reg!r.mag.
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Logical Functions: 2 -In p u t C om p arator
C ell N am es: comp.mag, compu.mag, complr.mag, compl6.mag, comp4_4_4.mag
D escription: an exclusive-or that compares two inputs (Y l and Y2) and puts the 

result in the com pout output
A u th or:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
04/07/90
Marley Vellasco (compu.mag)

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Y2i Y li Bi 
Ai Y li Y2i Bi 
compout2

In pu t S ignals: 
O utpu t Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

Y l Y2 
compout

Location:
Size:

"marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 64 w = 68

Com m ents: - The compout output of comp.mag cell is o f "wired-or" type, which 
means that the output has only the pull-down n-type transistor. When 
designing a comparator o f n bits, the output o f n-1 comp.mag cells are 
wired together, with only the n-th cell containing the pull-up p-type 
transistor. The n-th cell should be compu.mag.

- This cell is transparent to buses A and B only.
Variations: - compu.mag is exactly the same as comp.mag with an additional 

pull-up p-type transistor connected to the compout output, (h = 64, w =  
66).

- complr.mag is composed o f two comp.mag cells, which are mirror 
images of each other.

- compl6.mag is composed of an array o f 7 complr.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails, and, for the two most significant bits, 
one comp.mag (MSB-1) and one compu.mag (MSB), also 
concatenated along supply rails.

- comp4_4_4.mag is formed by three groups composed of (left to 
right): 1 cell compu.mag, 1 cell comp.mag (sideways), 1 cell 
complr.mag. These groups are separated from each other by 2 cells 
nullcomp.mag.
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Logical Functions: U P  C ou nter an d  its varia tion s
C ell N am es: upl.mag, uplbuf.mag, upr.mag, uprbuf.mag, up4bits.mag, upl6.mag, 

up4_4_4.mag, up7_7.mag, upl6p.mag
D escription: Gels the Y output of a register as the input, counts up, and writes the 

result in the X output, whenever the wtX signal is active.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
13/09/90  
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

A l Ypolyc Bl
Ai Yi Xi Bi 
cinL2 cinH2 wtX2 
COUtL2 COUtH2 WtX2

In pu t S ignals: 
O utput Signals: 
C on trol S ignals:

Y cinL cinH 
X
wtX

Location:
Size:

■marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 88 w = 68

Com m ents: It is transparent to buses A and B only.
Variations: - upr.mag is basically the same as upl.mag cell. The difference is in 

the layout of the carry-in and carry-out signals. This has been done in 
order to still have them in the correct side o f the cell (despite the 
sideways) that is, cin coming in from the right and cout going out from 
the left.

- uplbuf.mag and uprbuf.mag are the same as upl.mag and uprjnag,
with 2 additional inverters to bufferise the coutH and coutL signals.

- up4bits.mag is composed of (left to right): 1 cell uplbuf.mag, 1 cell 
upr.mag, 1 cell upl.mag and 1 cell upr.mag.

- upl6.mag is composed o f an array o f 4 up4bits.mag cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.

- upl6p.mag is similar to upl6.m ag but with the cinL and cinH of the 
LSB connected to GND and VDD, respectively.

- up4_4_4.mag is formed of 3 blocks, concatenated along supply rails, 
and composed of (from left to right): 1 cell upl.mag, 1 cell 
uprbuf.mag, 1 cell upl.mag, 1 cell upr.mag (with one cell 
ctcinplugr.mag superposed) and 2 cells nullcounter.mag (the third 
block does not contain the null cells).

- up7_7.mag is composed of (left-to right): 1 cell upl.mag, 1 cell 
upr.mag, 1 cell upl.mag, 1 cell uprbuf.mag, 1 ceirupl.m ag, 1 cell 
upr.mag, 1 cell upl.mag (with one cell ctcinplugl.mag superposed), 2 
cells nullcounter.mag, 1 cell upr.mag, 1 cell upl.mag, 1 cell upr.mag 
and 1 cell up4bits.mag (with 1 cell ctcinplugr.mag superposed).
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L o g ic a l F u n ction s: S H IF T  le ft/r ieh t
C ell N am es: shift.mag, shiftr.mag, shiftlr.mag, shiftl6.mag
D escription: Gets the Y output signal of a register and puts either in the X input ot the 

register adjacent to the right, if SR is active, or in the X input o f the 
register adjacent to the left, if SL is active.

Author: Marco Pacheco
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

27/06/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

At Yi Xi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Bi 
SR2 SL2 
SR2 SL2

Input S ignals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol S ignals:

Y
X
SR SL

Location:
Size:

■marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 22 w = 68

C om m ents: It is transparent to buses A and B only.
Variations: • shiftl6.mag is composed o f an array of 8 shiftlr.mag cells, concatenated 

along supply rails.

L o g ic a l F u n ction s: 3 2  b its sh ift le ft/r igh t
C ell N am es: shift2xl6.mag, ccshiftupl6.mag, ccshiftdwl6.mag
D escription: A 32-bit shift register composed o f 2 16-bit shift registers.
Author:
L ast U pdating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
13/09/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai Yi Xi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Bi 
SR2 SL2 
SR2 SL2

In put S ignals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol S ignals:

"Y -  
X
SR SL

Location:
Size:

■marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = see variations w = see variations

C om m ents: - These cells are transparent to buses A and B only.
Variations: - shift2xl6.mag is the 32-bit shift register, composed of two separate 16- 

bit shift registers. It is composed o f (top to bottom): 1 cell 
ccshiftupl6.mag, 1 cell concatl6.m ag and 1 cell ccshiftdwl6.mag.

- ccshiftupl6.mag (w = 958, h = 22) is composed of (left to right): 1 cell 
shiftcce.mag, 1 cell shiftr.mag, 6 cells shiftlr.mag, 1 cell shift.mag and 1 
cell shiftzero.mag. This cell is used as the top 16-bit shift register to form 
a 32-bit shift register.

- ccshiftdwl6.mag (w = 953, h = 22) is composed of (left to right): 1 cell 
shiftself.mag, 1 cell shiftr.mag, 6 cells shiftlr.mag, 1 cell shift.mag and 1 
cell shiftccb.mag. This cell is used as the bottom 16-bit shift register to 
form a 32-bit shift register.
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L o g ic a l F u n ction s: A L U
C ell N am es: nalu.mag, nalur.mag, nalubuf.mag, nalu4bits.mag, nalul6.mag, 

nalul6p.mag
D escription: Arithmetic and Logic Unit, controlled by 12 bits: K0-K3 (Kill carry), 

P0-P3 (Propagate carry) and R0-R3 (Execution code).
Author:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marco Pacheco 
13/09/90 
Marco Pacheco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Layer

Ai alubi aluouti aluai Bi 
Ai coutHi aluouti aluoutbi Bi 
K3-K0ndiff P3-P0ndiff cinLpoiy cinHpoiy R3-R0ndiff 
K3-K0ndiff P3-P0ndiff COUtLpoly COUtHpoly R3-R0ndiff

In pu t Signals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol S ignals:

cinL cinH alua alub 
coutL coutH aluout aluoutb 
K0-K3 P0-P3 R0-R3

Location:
Size:

“marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 452 w = 68

Com m ents: - These cells are transparent to buses A and B only.
Variations: - nalur.mag is basically the same as nalu.mag cell. The difference is 

in the layout of the carry-in and carry-out signals. This has been done 
in order to still have them in the correct side of the cell (despite the 
sideways movement), that is, CIN coming in from the right and COUT 
goin out from the left

- nalubuf.mag is the nalu.mag with 2 additional inverters for cinL and 
cinH signals, in order to recover the signals to continue the 
transmission through the cell.

- nalu4bits is composed of (left to right): 1 cell nalubuf.mag, 1 cell 
nalur.mag, 1 cell nalu.mag and 1 cell nalur.mag.

- nalul6.mag is composed of an array o f 4 nalu4bits cells, 
concatenated along supply rails.

- nalul6p.m ag is the same as nalul6.m ag with the additional plugs - 
aluplugl.mag and aluplugr - to transform ndiff and poly layers to 
metal 1.
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l o g i c a l  r  u n c n o n s : m - a i r e c u o n a i  i r i - s i a i e  D i m e r
C ell N am es: bi3st.mag, bi3stA.mag, bi3stAlr.mag, bi3stA16.mag, bi3stB.mag, bi3stBlr.mag, 

bi3stB16.mag, bi3stZ.mag, bi3stZlr.mag, bi3stZ16.mag
D escription: Bi-directional tri-stale bullcr, with dillerent control lines tor each 

direction.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Upd. done by:

Marlcy Vellasco 
13/08/90 
Marley Vellasco

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Laver

Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
dpout2 dpoutb2 soloinb2 soloin2 
dpout2 dpoutb2 soloinb2 soloin2

in p u t S ignals: 
O utpu t Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

see comments 
see comments
dDOut dDOutb soloin soloinb

Location:
Size:

marley/chip/mag/cells 
h = 131 w = 68

Com m ents: - 'l'he input and output signals depend on which bus (A, B or Z) is being bufferised.

- Each cell is transparent to all buses, except to the one which is being bufferised.
varia tions: - bi3st.mag is the basic cell that is used in all variations, namely bi3stA.mag, 

bi3stB.mag and bi3stZ.mag. This cell does NOT contain any bus.

- bi3st?jnag bufferises the bus ? and is transparent to all other buses.

- bi3st?lr.mag is composed of two bl3st?.mag cells, which are mirror images of 
each other.

- bi3st?16.mag is composed of an array of 8 bi3st?lr.mag cells, concatenated 
along supply rails.

Logical Functions: Uni-directional tri-state buffer
C ell N am es: uni3st.mag, uni3stA.mag, uni3stAlr.mag, uni3stA16.mag, uni3stB.mag, 

uni3stBlr.mag, uni3stB16.mag, uni3stZ.mag, uni3stZlr.mag, uni3stZ16.mag, 
uni3stYjnag, uni3stYlr.mag, uni3stY16.mag, uni3st7_7.mag

D escription: Uni-directional tri-state butler, with enout and enoutb as control lines.
A uthor:
L ast Updating: 
L ast Uod. done by:

Marley Vellasco 
12/09/90 
Carlo Oliveira

Signals:
Up/Layer

Down/Layer
Right/Layer

Left/Laver

At Yi Xi Zi Bi 
Ai Yi Xi Zi Bi 
enoutb2 enout2 
enoutb2 enout2

in p u t S ignals: 
O utput Signals: 
C ontrol Signals:

see comments 
see comments 
enout enoutb

Location:
Size:

marley/cmp/mag/ceiis 
h = 62 w = 68

Com m ents: - lhe input and output signals depend on which bus (A, B, V or Z) is being 
bufferised.

- Each cell is transparent to all buses, except to the one which is being bufferised.
variations: - unUsLmag is the basic cell that is used.-in all variations, namely uni3stA.mag, 

uni3stB.mag, uni3stZ.mag and uni3stY.mag. This cell does- NOT contain any 
bus.

- uni3st?.mag bufferises the bus ? and is transparent to all other buses.

- uni3st?Ir.mag is composed of two uni3st?.mag cells, which are mirror images of 
each other.

- uni3st?16.mag is composed of an array of 8 unDst/’lr.mag cells, concatenated 
along supply rails.

- uni3stY7_7.mag is composed of (left to right): 3 uni3stYlr.mag, 1 uni3stY.mag, 
2 nuIIuni3sLmag, 1 unl3stY.mag (sideways), and 3 uni3stYlr.mag.
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Appendix 3

Back Propagation Prototype Schematics

This appendix illustrates the structure o f the Back PRopagation prototype 
chip by presenting some sample diagrams.
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Appendix 4

Back Propagation Algorithm coded in nC

This appendix presents the Back Propagation algorithm coded in the nC  
neural network specification language. It comprises the three basic files to 
develop a complete neural network algorithm/application: the bp.c file 
that contains the parameterised description o f the Back Propagation 
algorithm; the bpconfig.h which describes the network configuration fo r  
the specific application; and finally the sysdef.h that contains all the 
built-in nC structures, including the hierarchical system structure.
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